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AUTHOR'S . PREFACE.

The more than kind reception that Press and
Public accorded my first book on the War,
"From Mons to Ypres with French," has
encouraged me to put together a chronicle of
further events.

"With Cavalry in 1915" takes up the
thread of its narrative where its predecessor
left it—with the closing days of 19 14.

If some notes of frank criticism have been
included in this volume, it has been with no
unkindly feeling, or with any other object than
to try to give a fair picture of things at the
Front as I saw them.

My unbounded admiration for the splendid
soldiers of the British Army, gained in the
darker days of the Great Retreat from Mons,
has never wavered in its allegiance to them.

Never have I had occasion to change my
opinion, formed in the first few weeks of the
War, that the British Tommy is worth five or
six of any German soldiers with whom he has
yet come into contact.
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In the machinery and organisation of war,
the small British Army was at a disadvantage,

particularly when faced with the necessity of
great and rapid expansion. That mistakes
should have been made was more than natural

—it was inevitable.

I would not be so presumptuous as to

criticise so freely, but that "the old order
changeth " : to write of the past is, I hope,
permissible, and likely to lead to no miscon-
struction. I mean no more than that which
the plain interpretation of my simple phrase-
ology will convey. I have no axes to grind.

The right men are in the British Army,
and the right men are at the head of it.

For its work to be crowned with complete
and lasting victory, it has but to have the
undivided Empire behind it, and that, thank
God, it has.

The man who cannot see that the Allies

will win this war, and win it conclusively,

is indeed blind to what the future holds for

civilisation.

Frederic Coleman.

Melbourkb, Australia,
JUHt, I916.
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WITH CAVALRY IN 1915.

CHAPTER I.

JANUARY I St, 191 5, found me in damp,

sodden Flanders. I was one of the

dozen remaining members of the original

Royal Automobile Club Corps, which had

joined the British Expeditionary Force in

France before Mons and the great retreat on

Paris.

I was attached, with my car, to the Head-

quarters Staff of the ist Cavalry Division,

Major-General H. de B. de Lisle, C.B., D.S.O.,

commanding. The Echelon A Divisional Staff

Mess consisted of General de Lisle ; Colonel

"Sally" Home, nth Hussars, G.S.O. i;

Major Percy Hambro, 15th Hussars, G.S.O. 2;

Captain Cecil Howard, i6th Lancers, G.S.O. 3

;

Major Wilfred Jelf, R.H.A., Divisional Artillery

Conunander; Captain "Mouse" Tomkinson,

"Royals," A.P.M.; Captain Hardress Lloyd,

B
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4th Dragoon Guards, A.D.C. ; Lieutenant
" Pat** Armstrong, loth Hussars, A.D.C, and
myself.

We were housed in a chlteau bet>veen

Cassel and St. Omer. In the latter town
General French and General Headquarters
(G.H.Q.) were located.

The 1st Cavalry Division contained the
ist and 2nd Cavalry Brigades. The ist Brigade,
under Major-General Briggs, was composed of
the 2nd Dragoons (Queen's Bays), 5th Dragoon
Guards and nth Hussars. Brigadier-General
Mullens commanded the 2nd Cavalry Brigade,
in which were the 4th Dragoon Guards,
9th Lancers and i8th Hussars.

These troops were billeted in Flemish farms
and villages north of the road that led from
Cassel to Bailleul.

Sir John French's army in the field at that
time was composed of the ist Army under
General Sir Douglas Haig, and the 2nd Army
under General Sir Horace Smith-Dorrien.
The corps units were as follows :—ist Corps,
General C. C. Monro; 2nd Corps, General
Sir Charles Fergusson

; 3rd Corps, General
Pulteney; 4th Corps, General Sir Henry
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Rawlinson; Cavalry Corps, General Allenby

;

Indian Corps, General Sir James Willcocks ;

Indian Cavalry Corps, General Rimington

;

and the Flying Corps under General Henderson.

Of the new 5th Corps, whic ^as to be under

the command of General Sir Herbert Plumer,

only the 27th Division was as yet "out,"

though the 28th Division was ready to embark.

Most of the news parcelled out to those who

were " resting " in billets back of the line came

from the London newspapers.

Typed sheets, dubbed " simimaries of informa-

tion," and issued by G.H.Q., were distributed

daily, but were never valuable and rarely really

informative.

The G.H.Q. information sheet of January ist,

191 5, read: "The Germans made an attack

on the right of our line, south of Givenchy,

yesterday evening, and captured an observa-

tion post. This post was retaken by a counter

attack early this morning, but later on was

again captured by the enemy. The line has

now been reorganized."

A friend in the ist Army, which was cover-

ing the part of the line thus attacked, showed

me the ist Army summary of 7 p.m., January ist,

B 2
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which added the following to the newt on the
situation :

" All is quiet in fmnt. Fighting on
right of 1st Corps last night was not as serious

as at first reported. Casualties in Scou Guards
believed to be about five officers and fifty other
ranks. Most of these casualties occurred owing
to the regiment pushing on beyond the original

trench, and attacking the enem/s position.

This wet weather is enuiling great hardship
on the men, who are fully engaged repairing

trenches, some of which have had to be
abandoned owing to water. The Germans are
reported to be no better off."

Such brief, dry, official summaries applied to
most of the wet days of January, 191 5. Trench
warfare in winter has a very stoggy sameness
about it.

A 3rd Corps advance in front of the Ploeg-
stcert Wood resulted in several of our men
being drowned while attacking, so deep was
the water in the submerged shell-holes in the
flooded area.

Discipline, the capacity to go forward in

pursuance of an order, in spite of the fact that
doing so seems utterly futile, is possessed by
the British troops to a remarkable degree.
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Smmll operations, comparatively unimporunt in

scope and result, served to demonstrate daily

the splendid spirit of the men under incon-

- ably trying conditions.

One trench at Givenchy was taken and re-

taken time after time, and the men ordered to

capture the trench were ever found ready to
" go up " in the same dashing way, though they
knew to a man that the assault meant inevitoble

loss, and would more than likely be followed
by a further enforced evacuation, by their own
comrades, of the untenable position.

The Huns were well supplied with trench-

mortars, bombs and hand-grenades, and used
them with great effect. Our men had practically

none of these indispensable attributes to trench
warfare, or at least had so few of them jat

their use produced comparatively negligible

results.

The Christmas truce between British find
German units confronting each other in the
trenches produced echoes for weeks. The
order from General French stating clearly that
"the Commander-in-Chief views with the
greatest displeasure" such fraternizing with
the enemy had produced a partial ehcct, but
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instances still occurred where the Huns took

the initiative in the matter of peace overtures

for short periods.

A visit to one part of our front line unearthed

the following story: The opposing trenches

were separated by a highway, across which,

one morning, a German soldier shouted, •• Let's

have a truce for to-day. We don't want to

kill you fellows. Why should we kill each

other ? We are to be relieved by the Prussians

to-morrow night You can kill them if you
like. We don't care. We are Saxons."

The extraordinary proposal was taken in

good part, and the truce kept for thirty-six

hours. No men of either army left their

trenches, but not a shoe was fired from German
or English trench at that point.

A few miles from the scene of this incident

the men of the opposing armies became quite

accustomed to calling across the intervening

ground to their enemies. Each side, one day,

boasted of the excellence of its food supply.

A British Tommy declared his lunch ration

included an incomparable tin of sardines. A
German soldier shouted his disbelief that

Tommy possessed any such delicacy. There-
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upon an empty sardine tin on the point of a
bayonet was raised above the British trench

parapet in proof of Tommy's statement.

"That's a sardine A'«," yelled a Hun
derisively, "but there is no sardine in it, mein
friend."

A few minutes passed, then a tin of sardines,

unopened and temptingly whole and sound was
thrown from the English trench towards the
trench of the enemy. It fell short Over his

parapet vaulted a big German, who dashed at

the tin with outstretched hand. As his fingers

were closing over it, it jumped from his grasp.

Again he stooped and reached for it. Again
it leaped away. Tommy had attached a thin
but stout line to his sardine tin, willing to
prove his assertion, but with no idea of losing
his luncheon.

Two or three times the big Hun grabbed
wildly at the elusive prize, amid the shouts
and laughter of the men of both armies, who
cheered in unison as Hans was at last convinced
of the futility of further effort and retired in

confusion to his trench.

In the early hours of the New Year a trench
full of Westphalians and a party from a section
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of our line held by the 4th Corps, fraternised

to such an extent that visits were paid by each
ccntingent to the " no-man's land " between tt j

trenches. When the British soldiers returned

to their trench, they found a man curled up in

the bottom of it. Investigation showed him to

be a German soldier.

" 'Ere, git out o' this," said Tommy indig-

nantly. "You're bloomin' well in the wrong
'ouse.*'

" No," said the Hun decidedly, " me prisoner,

prisoner
!

"

" Not you," was the indignant reply. " Play
the gime, you silly old 'Un, an' 'oolc it"

But such was not the intention of the Saxon
lad. With hands in air to indicate his abject

surrender, he insisted he was a prisoner and
refused to budge.

Nonplussed, the Tommies shouted over to

the Germans: "'Ere's one o' your chaps 'ere

as won't go 'ome, the silly beggar. 'E's lorst

'is way, poor chap, an' don't know where 'e

are.

" Send him back to us, please," was the

prompt request from the Deutschers.

But not a move would the Hun make, until
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at last half a dozen stout Tommies hoisted him
over the parapet with the butts of their rifles.

Still he tarried. With an oath a burly British

corporal called two of his comrades. They
leaped out of the trench, grabbed the hesitating

Hun, and marched him at quick time to his own
lines. There th«;y turned him over to his officer,

presented arms in salute, wheeled and marched
gravely back to their own trench.

" What did the German bloke say when you
chucked the chap to him?" was asked the

corporal.

"Thynks," laconically replied that worthy,

"an' no more, except to sye, 'We'll fix the

rotter.' An' so they bloomin' well should

—

desertin' durin' a bally troose that wye—^the

dirty dog."

As the I St Cavalry Division was "resting,"

visits to points of interest were the order of

the day. On Monday, January 4th, General

de Lisle, Captain Hardress Lloyd, and I ran,

vid quaint old Bergues and Dunkirk, to

Fumes, where King Albert of the Belgians

had his Headquarters.

Belgian sentries were plentiful after Dunkirk.

They frequently stopped us, but generally the
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wd "Angld." was a sufficient passport.Now and again Uoyd produced . British pass,
at whid, the Belgians would invariably look
btondly, tf uneomprehendingly, then salute and^ely wave US on our way. Any sort ofpan would have served with ninety-nine out oia hundred such sentries.

.
^«»«,<»i«rict in Belgium was not

mteresdng .*• itself. Roadways »„ between
duggish^ morbid -looking canals wul flat,
d»pmted field_a sad, ««5y, flabby land, in
very truth.

Fumes was a picturesque relief. The
ardiitectural beauties of the Hotel de Ville
and one or two other buildings in its fine old
•quare were undeniable. Not long after our
visit Fumes was viciously sheUed by the Huns.^ tt was practicaUy devastated by big
howitser shells. Three or four days befo,;
o^jnsit to die town a Black Maria had
landed in a busy spot near the square one
noontides killing ten people and woundinir a
doaen others.

^^
Nieuport, not far away, was under a heavy

bcmibardment when we amved in Fumes.
Three days before sixty French soldiers had
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been killed in one day in Nicuport, which had
proved so great a death-trap that all troops

had been moved to dug-outs outside the town.

I had a chat with one of King Albert's Staff

whom I had previously met in London. He
was a very outspoken critic of the Belgian

officers, and of the policy that had resulted in

the Belgian evacuation of Antwerp before such

a d^dcU was absolutely necessary.

We had lunch in Fumes with Colonel Tom
Brides. I had seen much of Bridges during

t^e first months of the War, when he was
attached to the 4th Dragoon Guards as a
major. He leda cfaiuge at Tour de Paissy,

on the Aisne, which saved the British line.

Promoted to the rank of Colonel, he was given

command of the 4th Hus^>us. A very few

days afterwards, while on a night march, he

was sent for by General Sir John Frenc7:%

Arriving at G.H.Q., Bridges, who had been the

British Military Attach^ in Belgium prior to

the War and knew the Belgian Army well, was
given certain instructions, placed in a Rolls-

Royce car, and at once started for Antwerp.

He arrived late at night, after a continuous mn
of over 600 kilometres, and saw King Albert,
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who at once convened a Council of War.
Bridges theii jumped into the work at hand
without a moment's delay.

Tom Bridges arrived in Antwerp on
November 3rd. The city was evacuated by
the Belgians on November 8th.

Having heard so much of the prominent part
Bridges had played in the affairs of the Belgians,
I looked forward with all the more anticipation
to again meeting him.

Major Prince Alexander of Teck, attached
to Colonel Bridges' mission, and Mrs. Bridges,
who had recently been at work in the Duchess
of Sutherland's hospital at Dunkirk, were at
luncheon.

Colonel Bridges talked of King Albert
"The King gives to a stranger he impression
that he comes to a decision slowly. I have
heard men, who have met him, say they thought
him extremely deliberate, but all recognise his
solid foundation of determination. But for
that rock on which the King's stem determina-
tion IS set, there would be but little Belgian
Army left to^y. To King Albert personally
much more is due than is likely ever to be
known."
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The more I saw of the Belgian Army along
the Yser, the more I appreciated what Bridges
had said of the King.

After luncheon, I drove General de Lisle,

Colonel Bridges and Hardress Lloyd to Nieu-
port-les-Bains, once a sea-coast summer resort
at the mouth of the Yser. The Allied trench
line was roughly the line of the canal. On the
coast in the sandy dunes, the Allies' trenches
had been pushed a bit to the Ostend side, but
Dixmude was still in German hands.

Not a single inhabitant of Nieuport-les-Bains
was in the town—not a man, woman or child.

The French Tirailleurs d'Afrique, part of a
splendid division cf French Colonials that had
been sent by Foch to " stiffen " that part of the
line, occupied the ruins of the summer resort
that was. The typical French summer hotels
in Nieuport-les-Bains were, for the most part,
shapeless piles of iU5ris.

The Huns never succeeded in actually pene-
trating the town, though Von Beseler's troops
tried hard to take it. The Germans reached
the river bank which formed the town's boundary
on the north.

The main thoroughfare was blocked at
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frequent intervals by great barricades made
from bathing machines, hauled in a row and
filled with sand and paving stones. Asphalt

tennis courts were scarred with shell-holes.

No open space had been spared during the

weeks of itinerant bombardment.

As we approached the town French batteries

of *' 75's " w«re firing hard from positions in the

dunes by the roadway.

The French General Officer Commanding
arrived as we alighted from our car. But one
house was standing in the northern edge of the

town. Into it we filed on the heels of the

French General, up its stair to the garret, and
still up a rickety ladder to a point of vantage
under the very eaves. Through shell-holes in

the tile roofing, French observers directed the
fire of the batteries below. Across the Yser,

in front of us, we would see the French and
German trenches among the low sand hills.

For long spaces they ran but fifteen to twenty
yards apart and in one sector a German sap
was but five yards from the French escarp-

ment.

For a time we watched the shells from the
"75's" bursting over the German trenches.
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Descending, we crossed the Yser practically
at its mouth. A pontoon bridge, vaunting a
placard showing it had been christened the
••Pont Gal Joffre," led between twin piers.
The bridge swayed and tossed like the deck
of a channel steamer as we picked our way
gingeriy across it. Some months later a Jack
Johnson, luckily placed by the enemy, entirely
smashed that pontoon bridge.

Gaining the northern bank we zig-zagged
through deep trenches in the sand, reinforced
here and there wtth timbers and stone. An
open crater and a pile of diiris marked what
had once been a lighthouse. Dug-outs, shelters
in miniature, lined the sides of the crater nearest
the Huns. The open bowl of sand was about
forty feet in diameter. Near its centre gaped
a shell-hole in the soft sand made by an un-
welcome visitor which had come less than a
half hour previously. Digging for a few
moments, I unearthed the still warm timing-
fuse of the los-millimetre shell that had made
the hole.

The lighthouse position was, the sergeant
of Tiraaieurs said, a mamfois place. From
morning until night ot the day before the Huns
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had shelled it Many shells had fallen in the

hours just preceding our arrival. General de

Lisle and Colonel Bridges left Hardress Lloyd

and me there, " for safety," while they walked

through the front line positions, which were

from a hundred to a hundred and sixty yards

further forward.

I investigated the interiors of the tiny dug-

outs during the General's absence. No shell

fell near, however, and soon we were all re-

tracing our steps to Nieuport-les-Bains. On^ie

a sniper spied one of the party, and a bullet

from his rifle kicked up a spurt of sand a few

feet from my head. We acknowledged the

attention by an additional foot or so of "stoop"

thenceforth.

Over a cup of tea at Colonel Bridges' head-

quarters, I met an old acquaintance in Lady

Ross, who had that day handed to the Queen

of the Belgians a cheque for ;^i,ooo for Belgian

sufferers. Lady Ross told me of an interesting

conversation with King Albert at luncheon.

After discussing at length the general subject

of the difficulty of realisation of war's hardships

and atrocities by those whose homes have been

far from the actual scenes of war, the conversa-
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tion drifted to the refugee question. King
Albert agreed that all able-bodied Belgians

of military age should be with the Army,
and declared emphatically his intention to

press for steps that would lead to such a

consummation.

The result of my visit to Fumes and Nieu-

port-les-Bains was to confirm my impression

that the Germans had fortified their positions

along the coast, and so entrenched themselves

that to take Ostend by direct land attack

was impossible, except at very great cost

indeed.

The assistance that could be given by the

Admiralty to such a project was greatly

discounted by the fact that de ships available

were out of range when outside the sandbanks
that lay near the coast, and outclassed by
the enemy's land batteries whci inside the
banks.

Many folk visited the Be^an Army in the
trenches during those January days. Less
than a week after we h^d visited t^.imes, a
couple of us ran to Dunkirk on Sunday to
buy some fr*Mh fish, a delicacy as rare as it

was wholesome. While in Dunkirk I saw
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Lord Northcliffe and my old friend Max
Pemberton, who had come over for a " week-
end at the Front" with the Belgians. The
next day eighteen German aeroplanes flew
over Dunkirk and dropped several bombs,
''oing some material damage and killing one
civilian.

On Tuesday, January 12th, General de Lisle
ran to Boeidhoeppe, south-west of the St. Eloi
area, to see General T. O'D. Snow and his
27th Division. While waiting for the General
I had good opportunity to see and talk to
some of the newly arrived men. They had
been marched about fourteen miles before
being put into the trench-line, then marched
back to bUlets when relieved. Some had come
back from eight to eleven miles on foot. As
they were not supplied with changes of socks
or any sort of patent solution for their feet,
and as the trenche were at places knee-deep
in water, a general ipid .lic of frost-bitten feet
could but be expected.

Limping along the frozen road, with socks
wound about their poor feet, I felt great
sympathy for the Tommies. Before three
days had passed I heard that the 27th Division
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sick-list had been augmented by over two

thousand cases of "bad feet" One Brigade

Major in the Division told of over pne thousand

cases in his Brigade alone. A bad business,

entailing great suffering and more permanent

disablement than a little, all for want of proper

foresight.

Small engagements with the enemy all along

the line were constantly taking place. Official

reports teemed with briefly and baldly told

stories such as the following :

—

" The following are details of the capture of

a German trench to the north of La Bass^e on

the night of the 3rd-4th January.

"Time—8 p.m. January 3rd, 1915.

"Artillery-Nil.

"Strength of attack—One officer, twenty-,

^ve men.

" Distance between opposing trenches—150

to 200 yards.

" Enemy's trench consisted of a short length

of trench which had been dug outwards

from a saphead, and which was occupied by

one officer and twenty-five to thirty men;

(Two sentries.)

c 2
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<«'Attack—The attack crept forward noise-
lessly to the trench A A, two German sentries
were awake fnd were bayoneted, the occupants

were asleep and were all bayoneted ; the
officer's head was broken in with the butt end
of a rifle—not a shot was fired—some men set
to work at once and cut the ground A B, thus
flooding the trench A A.

" The attackers were only fifteen minutes in
the German trench and left the bayoneted
Germans in the water, which was then running
in from the water ditch. A A was only a
short length of trench without wire.

" British casualties—One wounded and two
missmg. The latter may have since returned."

Quiet days found many a British soldier
hard at work over a French-English "conver-
sation-book." Some of these were hurriedly
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prepared and of a character truly extraordinary.

One such book, made up for the benefit of an
industrious young man, contained a question

that, translated, ran thus :

—

"Q: Where is the cat of my mother's

aunt ?

"

" A. No, but the kittens are ••owned."

In Vermelles, on January 15th, I took a
dozen photographs showing the devastation

that can be worked by Frenca high explosive

shells.

Vermelles was an object lesson. Held by
the Germans as strongly as any town was held

in front of the French position south of the

La Bass^ canal, trenched and barricaded

with wonderful skill, and well supported by a
mass of guns, its capture was only effected

after weeks of sapping and an artillery

bombardment that had up to that time been
without parallel. Its ruins held texts for

innumerable sermons on the newer strategy

of present-day warfare.

A French officer of standing had told me
that he considered the taking of Vermelles
from the Germans a most hopeful sign that

the French could take any and all German
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positions in like manner, if they cared to pay

the price in men and ammunition.

Geographically, Vermelles was in what was
bound to prove a " warm comer." The German
thrust westward from La Bass6e, with Bethune

as an objective, had cost the British Ex-
peditionary Force some of the hardest fighting

it had seen;

In that area our Second Corps, then the

Indian Corps, and lastly our First Corps, with

the French troops at times in action with us,

had withstood a battering that no other point

in the long line from the sea to the Vosges,

save possibly the Ypres Salient, had been called

upon to stand.

The German advance to the westward had
reached Vermelles, and there been held. Their

farthermost line was in front of the western edge
of the town, and dose to the main road that

led through it. The enemy was in possession

of Vermelles for a couple of months.

As no English troops had participated in the

taking of Vermelles from the Huns, except for

the assistance rendered by some of our heavier

batteries, we knew little of what had happened
in that theatre save that six weeks of sapping,
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a mad rush after an unprecedented bombard-
ment, and terrific hand-to-hand bayonet fighting

in the streets, had resulted in the French
occupation of the town on December 7th.

Our visit had been arranged for us by
Captain Fresson, the French liaison officer

attached to ist Cavalry Division Headquarters.

General de Lisle, Colonel Home, Major
Hambro, Fresson and I were in the party.

Coming out of Bethune, on the Lens road,

we passed through Beuvry, then through

Shilly-Labourse.

In the fields by the roadside were trenches,

increasing in frequency along the road from
Sailly to Noyelles-lez-Vermelles.

When Noyelles was passed, and we could

glance across the slightly rolling fields that led

eastwards to Vermelles, a mile distant, a little

world of trenches met the eye. Some giant,

prehistoric. mde, crazed with pain and bent

on expending his agony on the surface of

Mother Earth, might have so ripped the

fields.

Not rows of trenches, but curved and twisting

galleries upon galleries of them. For the first

time I began to get an inkling of what real
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trench warfare—the battles of the pick and
shovel—meant

At the headquarters of the French General
who was in command of that section of the line

a most elaborate cUjeuner had been prepared
for the party, with the result that it was well

into the afternoon before we left the hospitable

Frenchman and, in tow of a member of his

staff, commenced our tour of sight-seeing.

Most buildings thereabouts were shell-

scarred; some were burned. No inhabitants

were to be seen. The boom of distant shells

was ever present, and now and then one burst
in sight of us. Detachments of French infantry

marched past frequently.

We ran to Noyelles, which was full of hard-

as-nails-looking French soldiers.

There the party alighted, and guided by a
young Fren h infantry officer, who had seen
the fighting over that ground, walked across

the trench-scarred battle-field eastward to

Vermelles.

I followed sufficiently far to gain an idea

of the lie of the land, then returned to Noyelles
and took my car to Vermelles by road, arriving

In advance of the others. This allowed me
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a long stroll of inspection, to be augmented
later by a second tour in the company of the

General, with a French Staff officer as escort.

The German first line trenches to the west

of the town were well constructed. Though
they had been considerably damaged by the

rair of shells that had been poured on them,

they were not as badly demolished as one

might expect. Back of this first line of defence

was a second line, weaving in and out—^here

in front, now behind, now through, the string

of houses on the west of Vermelles' main street

In the southern portion of the town were

the ruins of the Chiteau Watteble. The
grounds of the once imposing ch&teau allowed

a sufficiently clear space for still another for-

midable trench-line. Behind that the enemy
had placed other lines, burrowing here and

there at points of vantage through the town.

Adjacent to the chdteau were piles of bricks

that once had been a fine farm, the Ferme

Brion, and in front of it, completely demolished,

and bearing no semblance of shape or form

that would indicate its original outlines, was

a chapel, where a German gun had been

placed. This gun, a French officer told me.
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had been served gallantly until the French
were but fifty yards distant, when a battery

of the famous " 75's " found the range and totally

annihilated the gun, the chapel, and any of the

enemy who were so unfortunate as to be in

its vicinity.

The church, its square tower battered out of

shape, was still fhe most conspicuous landmark
of the country round. Another sample of

devastation was the brewery, and attached to

it an elaborate dwelling, one portion of which
was built over a metal frame. All the covering
had been torn from the iron girders, leaving

the mere skeleton of the framework practically

intact, a weird sight

The German trenches and communications
burrowed so consistently everywhere from the
western edge of the town, and on through to

the eastward, that every foot of ground afforded

opportunity for study. These lines of defence,

all connected and fed by approach trenches,

cleverly constructed, with their traverses and
reserve off-shoots, led away for hundreds of

yards to the rear of the front line.

That, then, was the town the French had
to face, defended by machine-guns in splendid
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emplacements, every position well manned.

The first line commanded an open front ot

slightly rising ground, clear of all obstacles and

capable of being swept for 800 to 1,000 yards.

Military science in trench construction had
been aided by ingenuity of a high order, and
hours of wandering over and through the

rabbit warrens made for men, as cleverly as

ever rodent designed his burrow, found one

discovering new wonders at every step.

The trenches proper were for the most part

deep and narrow, stout of wall, reinforced with

every manner of material likely to strengthen

the defensive ramparts and bastions. Here
the thickness of a piece of house wall had
been doubled by sandbags. There the face

of a trench had been reinforced by huge stones,

interspersed with all sorts of receptacles, such as

water-buckets, cooking utensils, wheel-barrows,

and all manner of tins, filled with brick, small

stones or cement

A woman's bodice neatly tied about a few

pounds of stone, the wooden cover of a house-

hold sewing-machine, loaded with brick, and
even a stout brown-paper cardboard box full

of mortar, caught my eye as I searched the
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stoutly-built wall curved round and back and
round again through what had once been
a house-yard. Traverses that demanded
admiration from the most apathetic student
of engineering, loops of trenches that com-
manded every front, approach trenches that

wriggled like some great yellow-brown snake
off toward the rear, were perfect each one in

its own way.

Practically every point in the town could be
reached by a German on tour of inspection of
its defences, without the necessity of his leaving
cover, save to cross the roadway of the main
thoroughfare. Beside all this under-the-surface

protection, the shelter of the buildings, all

constructed of brick or stone and strongly built,

was by no means to be despised.

Truly, when the French officer said no place

could be made more secure, there was some
reason for his words. But strong as it was,

and in spite of its splendid artillery support,

the position was one that the French had to
take, whether or no. Six long weeks of
constant work was represented by those torn

and wounded fields that stretched away west-
ward to Noyelles. Sapping their way, entrench-
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Major Desmond Fitzgerald of the Lancers and a
gas-pipe trench-mortar
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ing anc» consolidating every forward step, the
little men in red and blue crept up to a line
varying by from one to two hundred yards,
and even nearer at one point, to the German
front.

But sapping and mining, and entrenching
and consolidating, so valuable in themselves,
responsible for the finely fortified position of
the Germans in Vermelles, and the splendid
mole-advance against them by the French, was
not the chief factor that was to play the decisive
pai- in the war-game that culminated in the
capture of the town on Df^cember 7th.

Gun-fire was the decisive element. To the
beloved "soixante-quinze" was to go the chief
honour. Only a careful personal inspection of
the town could tell one the real story of
Vermelles as I saw it on January 15th. The
camera might assist, and, in spite of the dull
weather, I obtained a few pictures with that
end in view, but the camera could give one the
story only haltingly and in part
Not one building in all the town was un-

wrecked. The French "75's," with some aid
from the British howitzers, reduced Vermelles
to ruins in the most literal and complete sense.
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Every edifice, from the piles of brick around

the few tottering walls that was once a proud

ch&teau to the humblest bam or outbuilding,

was in itself a study. The evidence left by

such shell-lire of its power for evil is of

fascinating interest owing to its infinite variety.

One wall had withstood half-a-dozen punctures

of varying dikmeter, holes four or five feet in

width, some of them, while its fellow beside it

had crumbled into a formless mass of dibris.

Side by side were two houses, one with front

practically intact, its roof gone and its interior

and back portion blown to bits, the other

minus front wall, but still standing, its roof at

a crazy angle, resting insecurely on the

remainder of the building, which, save for a

scar here and there, escaped comparatively

untouched.

It is this caprice of shell-fire that makes

such a veritable hell of it.

Trenches with sides blown in ; here a hole

like a good-sized cellar ; there a traverse filled

to the level of the ground around it ; a gap in

the defence wall in front ; iron-work twisted

into grotesque shapes ; stone-work pulverised;

dibris in piles ; with clothing, bedding, house-
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hold implements, farm machinery and gear,

child's toys, religious emblems, personal effects,

and bundles of every description, all jumbled

together in such an odd, unnatural way, that a

laugh and a catch in the throat often came

together.

Vermelles on that sodden day in January

was full of French soldiers in reserve—men ol

the 131st and 262nd Infantry Brigades, some
from 1 6th and some from i8th Corps units.

The firing line proper was from three to four

kilometres to the eastward. On the west side

of the town a French battery was firing

regularly, the shells singing over our heads.

The German shells were falling frequently half

a mile in front of us.

It was my good fortune to discover a French

soldier who had seen the actual final bayonet

attack which won the position. His story was

graphic, but told in few words. The creeping

up to the forward French trenches, the fierce

bombardment, the wild charge, the discovery

that in spite of the fact that the place had been

literally blown to bits, and German dead

strewn everywhere, some defenders still held

on and manned the murderous machine-guns,
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until they felt the cold steel—it all seemed so

matter-of-fact, and such a matter-of-course sort

of story in such surroundings.

In each of the yards of the better-class

dwellings and farms, including the grounds of

the ch&teau and brewery, were graves of

German soldiers. Many of these were marked

with rude crosses bearing touching inscriptions.

One such epitaph that caught my eye described

the dead soldier as a good comrade ; another

as a brave man who had died for the Father-

land. Many of them bore a simple religious

touch. One grave covered a German officer,

buried by the French after the capture of the

town. The French soldiers had marked his

name and a respectful word or two on the rude

cross above it, in obvious keeping with the

inscriptions the Germans had written on

adjacent crosses raised while they were in

occupation.

In an effort to tell me how full the redoubts

were of German dead, when Vermelles was

at last taken, my soldier guide found that

words failed him. They were everywhere,

he said.

Many of the graves, particularly those of the
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French soldiers buried thereabouts, were headed
by black or white metal wreaths.

"It cost dear," said my soldier, "and we
paid. But a Boche who lived through the last
few days of the fighting here, and escaped from
that last charge, will be able to tell a story."
The deep cellar of a ruined house—a mere

brick arched cell of a place without a ray of
daylight—had been quite habitably fitted up
as a cave-dwelling by the Germans, who had
saved a piano from one of the wrecked rooms
above and cosily st-~ed it away in a corner.
One or two underground caves just back of the

German front line of trenches, bomb-proofs for
the officers apparently, weie ingeniously secure.
Though Vermelles at the time of our visit

had been in French hands for more than a
month, one could find many such souvenirs as
shell-heads and timing-fuses without troubling
to stir the piles of wreckage.

I could, I thought, sit in Vermelles and write
reams of detail in description of the terrible
havoc of war, but I found that mere generality
as to the scenes of desolation wrought in the
town soon used up my vocabulary. The place
was no less a graveyard of brave men than of

D
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strenuous human efifort, none the less to be

admired because it proved abortive. Over all

brooded the horror of war and the more

specific and tangible horror of gun-iire. " Low

trajectory and high explosive are twin demons,

and this b their devil's work," the shattered

town seemed to say.

Knots of French soldiers or visiting British

officers walked about sombrely and spoke in

low tones, as if in the actual presence of the

dead, in spite of the weeks that had flown by

since Vermelles had echoed to the crash of a

bursting shell.

The French soldiers were a tough-looking lot

of customers. A bit nondescript as to uniform,

and universally campaign worn, unshaven, and

mud-plastered, they looked stout and fit for

anything. A friendly class of men, respectful

to British officers to a degree, a fact that spoke

not only of good discipline, but of fine French

traditions of politeness. They impressed me as

splendid war material, and more, as men of fine

character and indomitable determination.

Sport behind the lines began to assume quite

a healthy state in January. Packs of beagles

and hounds and pairs of greyhdunds were
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brought "out" by enthusiasts, and cross-

country courses with rare jumps were carefully

mapped out.

Alas
!
for " Le Sport" An order came along

one day from G.H.Q. which stated that "the
Commander-in-Chief regrets that it is necessary
to prohibit any more hunting, coursing, shoot-
ing, or paper-chasing. This order comes into
effect at once."

The 2nd Cavahy Brigade drew up a splendid
steeplechase programme, which the state of the
ground would not have allowed, had no order
from G.H.Q. been promulgated.

A card of " beagle-meets " was issued, and
formed the following somewhat pretentious
propaganda :

—

"THE aND CAVALRY BRIGADE BEAGLES
WILL meet-

Sunday
TdbsdaV
Thursday
Saturday
Monday.

Wkdnbsday
Friday

Sunday

Jan. 3rd, C Squadron 4th Dragoon Guards.
Jan. Sth,St-Jans-Cappel,Berthen,CrossRoads.
Jan. 7th, Headquarters 9th Lancers.
Jan. 9th,Berthen.

Jan. tith,H Battery.

Jan. 13th, Headquarters i8th Hussars.
Jan. 15th, St-Jans-Cappel Church.
Jan. X7th, Headquarters 4th Dragoon Guards.

Each day at One o'clock.'*

D 2
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The Prince of Wales ran more than once

with that pack of beagles, and ran well.

Football matches were allowed, and were

daily fought out between the various r^imental

teams.

General Robertson succeeded General Murray

as Chief of the Staff at G.H.Q., a change

generally welcomed, as Robertson was held in

very high esteehi throughout the Army. Many
of us considered him the greatest man the

British Army had produced throughout the

campaign. That is certainly how I should

describe him.
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CHAPTER II.

BROKEN car springs on February ist

took me to Poperinghe, where« Bel-

gian carriage-maker made a villainous

repair for a considerable charge. \

Motor car repairs were fearfully and wonder-
fully executed at the front in the earlier stages

of the war. The G.H.Q. shops were not bad,

and once in awhile I fjund clever, conscientious

young chaps in cnarge of a road-side repair

shop attached to a division, an ammunition
sui^y colunm, or some such unit, who had
managed to oxganise a very creditable " first-aid

and emergency hospital *' for the ills a car was
heir ta

All too often some A.S.C. officer in charge,

however, knew as little of the mechanism of an
automobile and how to put it in order as one
could well imagine. I remember one youth,

possessed of a wonderful opinion of his own
efficiency, whose mechanical experience had
been gained in a railway workshop. He ordered
repairs to be done in weird fashion at times.
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As soon as he had delivered his dictum and

departed, his chief non-commissioned officer

would put the men right, generally by a com-

plete reversal of the youngster's orders, and all

would go happily until he might again put in

an appearance, when the work would suffer

proportionately to the time he spent in its

vicinity.

Stories of the excellence d* the performance

of individual cars were often marvellous. One
big limousine, which had been "out since the

first of the show," was ever the boast of the

Major to whom it was assigned and of his faithful

chauffeur. At tea one day it transpired that

the car, which the Major was always ready to

declare had run sans r^aire ei sans reproche

during the whole campaign, was in the repair

park for its " initial derangement." Calling at

the repair lorry early next morning, I was

astounded to hear the A.S.C. sergeant-major

in charge say to the major's chauffeur : " So you

have done in the old girl again, have you?
Let's see, that's the third time this month,

am't it ? Why the Major hasn't sent the bally

old wreck in months ago to get her put in

decent shape, I don't know. Not a bit of use
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tinkering at her all the time. She's given us

more bother than any car in the division."

How we did chip the Major 1 Motorists'

yams bear some odd relationship to fishermen's

stories, so I have heard.

Taken geneially, the British cars at the Front
ran most creditably. The conditions could not
have been more trying, and the Daimlers and
Rolls-Royces lived up to their reputations in

fine style. Cars of half a score of makes were
attached to the ist Cavalry Divbion while I

was with it, and I studied their performances
with close attention. For reliability and lack

of trouble a large Daimler easily bore away the

honours.

Cold forges and a disinclination on the part

of the smith to light them on an afternoon

necessitated my spending a night in Poperinghe.

The town was crowded with Belgian inhabitants

and refugees, and with French troops of the

1 6th Corps, which was at that time bemg relieved

from the trench work by British soldiers, and
was mobilising in Poperinghe to be sent south

and east, detachment after detachment, to its

own dear France.

A winter in Flanders, particularly in Flemish
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trenches, is not a happy experience. The
French were therefore openly delighted at the

prospect of departure to more pleasant and
congenial dimes.

I should have had to sleep in my car but for

the kindly offices of a French Staff officer, who
procured for me a clean, soft bed in the Hotel
La Bourse.

An evening among French soldiers, though
they might be tired, trench-stained and campaign
worn, was sure to be a pleasurable one. Songs
from ckansons (tamour to grand opera, from
poor Harry Fragson's " Marguerita," to swing-

ing marching airs of older wars, were sung with
a vim.

The French troopers possessed a suspicion

of the grand air when drinking a toast, carolling

a love-ditty, or roaring out a rousing chorus.

One or two veterans I met in Poperinghe might
have stepped from a volume of Ehimas. An
elder one was a bachelor of arts and science, a
man of studious and thoughtful mien. His
comrade was a true Gascon, and a third of the

group was blessed with powers of mimicry that

made us laugh long and loud before the night

was t . er.
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Every man of them was proud and fond of

his British allies.

French soldiers did not pay the same atten-

tion to cleanliness of uniform and kit that was
given to such details by the British Tommy.
An English battalion, relieved from muddy
trenches, at once smartened its external appear-

ance to a degree that had to be seen to be

believed. Tommy worked wonders in a day.

The long-tailed blue coats of the French

infantry were difficult to clean, once they became

mud-caked.

The amount of equipment, and its variety,

that the average French foot-soldier strapp^l

upon his back, was wonderful. I saw one blade-

bearded "poilu," with a typical load, start off

with his company for a long, long march, with

literally as much as he could pack about him,

fastened securely by ingenious means. Over
either shoulder w£ - a strap supporting two good-

sized canvas haversacks, one on each hip, both

bulging with food. To his belt were attached

two ample cartridge-pouches, one in front and

one behind. A ¥rater-bottle dangled against a

haversack. His principal pack, hung at the

shoulder, was, he told me, full of spare clothing.
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A blanket, rolled in a sheepskin jacket, sur-
mounted this and towered above his cap. A
cooking-pot adorned the back of his pack, while
to one side of it was strapped a tin cup of ample
dimensions, and to the other a loaf of bread,
already become soggy in the steady drizzle.'

A bundle of firewood at his side, and a roll of
clothing, holding an extra shirt or two, at the
other, flanked l^im.

My examination of his equipment concluded,
he said he must be off. and picked up his rifle

with a cheery smile. A comrade rushed up
and handed him a sort of leather portmanteau.
He grabbed it without a word, threw the strap
over his head, setded his various pieces of
baggage into place with a strenuous shake,
and stamped away sturdUy, with a firm step
and head held high.

He left me wondering that this sort of soldier
should make marching records of which any
army in the worid might be proud, yet such
was undeniably the case.

In billets, the British cavalry were having a
thorough course of instruction in the work of
the foot soldier. Dismounted attack, trench
digging, musketry instruction, bomb-throwing
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classes, and all manner of miscellaneous tute-

lage progressed steadily.

I had a look at Ypres one morning. It was

again peopled with a sufficient number of

civilians to give me a sense of foi^etfulness

as to its proximity to the German gun positions.

Of all the attributes of the Belgian people,

their persistence in making back to their homes

in a shelled area, as soon as the shells ceased

falling, was the most prominent

Many of the peasants pursued their daily

round of labour under shell-fire. Many others

left the bombarded fields or villages, albeit

reluctantly, only to return as soon as the shell

splinters had ceased to spatter about

What feeling actuated them was a psycho-

logical study. They were phl^;matic as a

people. I have seen Russian soldiers perform

feats that were described by diffd:ent observers

of the same episode as bravery or stupidity,

according to die reading of the onlooker. Was
the Belgian who drifted back to his own or

some other man's home in shdl-ruined Ypres

brave or thick-headed ? I left one opinion for

another, only to abandon it in turn. A study of

various types in Flanders helped me but little.

t'fi
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Hard-worked toilers, whose lives have been
one continual round of labour, are, morts oftci,
than not, fatalists. Such lives produce men and
women who accept conditions bUndlyand uncom-
plainmgly. A peculiar love of the soil which
they have tilled, and from which they have
sprung seemed to take the place in many
Flemish peasants of the more definite and
definable Anglo-Saxon or Gallic spirit of
mtense patriotism. Many poor folk seemed
possessed of a blind instinct that "home"
was safest, and once "home" was lost, nothing
worthy of preservation remained. Their atti-
tude toward death bordered on indiflFerence.

Motor-buses were bringing the 28th Division
to the Ypres Salient as I passed on my home-
ward journey.

Rumours of an attack on the German line
flew from lip to lip. That night I read from
an emment French military authority that " to
attack, unless with a definite object in view
with a very reasonable chance of success, and
with the surety that you can hold what you
gam if the attack succeeds, is a crime."

In the second week in February, at a dinner
in St Omer, a member of the French Mission
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at British Headquarters told me that eighty-
seven French general officers had been "relieved
of their command " since the commencement of
the war. These generals were "sent down"
for incompetency, evidenced in various ways,
to command the troops under them. The
extremely small number of British generals
who had been "replaced" stood out in very
sharp contrast to this total, with which fact

should be remembered the complete difference

as to policy with reference to such replacements
between the French and British War Office
methods.

Early in February, the ist Cavalry Division
staff was blessed with the arrival of Major
Desmond Fitzgerald (nth Hussars), who took
Major Hambro's place as G.S.O. 2.

The total tally of British casualties was
announced during the first week in the month
as 104,000, having exceeded, in less than six

months of warfare, the numerical strength of
the original British Expeditionary Force.

A day " in front," with the engineers, mapping
out new trenches and reserve positions, showed
to how great an extent modem gun-fire had
changed military theory.
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Before the War, a trench line was sought in

'

a position that commanded a good "field of
fire," i.e., that had in front of it as much open
ground as possible.

This war had tought that the most important
item in the selection of a trench position was
the extent to which the line could be hidden
from the enemy gunners. The space com-
manded by the occupants of the trench and
the nature of the terrain were secondary to
the cardinal point of keeping the trenches well

out of sight of enemy observers.

Thus engineers might, years ago, select a
hilltop as a trench position, the line com-
manding the receding slope to the valley

'jelow. After the experience of the greatest

of all wars, they would preferably place it fifty

yards behind the summit More than fifty

yards of "field of fire" was desirable, but not
absolutely necessary. A fifty-yard space could
be so covered with wire entanglements as suf-

ficiently to delay an attacking enemy. Deep,
narrow trenches with traverses to restrict the
area of damage from shells bursting in the
actual trench, and to protect from enfilade fire,

were demanded by the newer conditions, but
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great care had to be taken that they should
not be constructed in ground of so soft a nature
that howitzer fire could too easily cave in the
trench sides.

We found it possible to select a trench line

that could be well concealed, which, if taken by
the enemy, would be under perfect observation
from our own gunners and by them easily

rendered untenable for the Huns.
That the British were clever in this work of

placing trenches in invisible positions was
proven by the following report of an interview
in Courtrai with a wounded German oflficer,

whose regiment had been badly hand'ad when
attacking an English position in the Ypres
Salient :

—

"Our artillery cannonaded incessantly the
enemy trench which our company was to storm
—we could see it in the distance. Towards
evening we were ordered to advance. We
marched forward without taking cover, con-
fident enough, because not a shot came from
the British trench. We thought it had been
abandoned after the terrible bombardment to

which it had been subjected all day long. To
make things quite safe, when we were 200
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metres from- the trench our mitrailleuses were'

brought into action and we gave the silent

enemy another good peppering. Still there is

no reply. The place must certainly be empty.
Shouting 'Hurrah,' we rush forward to seize

it, but we have not gone more than loo metres
before our whole front rank is stricken down
by a volley from a point much nearer than the

trench we had been shelling, and in addition to

this terrible infantry fire the British quick-firing

guns are brought into play, and simply mow
our men down. Six times we reform to con-

tinue our assault ; sue times we are knocked to

pieces before we can get going. At last such

officers as are left realise that there is nothing

to be done, and we retreat to our original

position.

"This is how the English work it. The
entrenchment, visible from afar, which we
had bombarded, was not the spot where their

troops were to be found. They were stationed

in small subsidiary trenches in front of the

principal trench, with which they were con-

nected by means of narrow passages. The
little advance trenches were concealed to

perfection, and the troops sheltered beneath
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sheets of metal on which our German bullets

ricocheted So we had been shelling an un-

occupied trench and had done no damage to

the place where the enemy actually was hidden.

Hence it is not surprising that our 'assault'

should have proved to be—for us—a veritable

massacre."

Careful study of German methods of counter-

attack were productive of many an idea.

The Hun counter-attacks were delivered

immediately after the loss of a position—as

successful counter-attacks must be.

A trench which was thought a good defen-

sive one by its occupants was sometimes

attacked by the Germans, taken, and imme-
diately transformed into a good defensive

trench from the other point of view. The way
in which the German first line of attack was
followed by a second line, bearing shovels,

barbed wire, bombs, and grenades, and the

manner in which this second line was put to

work, showed that the brain conducting opera-

tions was close at hand, if not actually on
the spot.

The planning and carrying out of some of

these small attacks were worthy of great

E
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praise. Our troops soon caught the idea and

put it into practice with increasingly beneficial

results.

On Sunday, February 21st, the and Cavalry

Division were in the trenches in the Ypres

Salient The Huns exploded a mine in front oi

Zillebeke and took sixty yards of trenches that

were occupied by the i6th Lancers. A counter

attack, delayed a bit, was launched unsuccess-

fully, and dost the cavalry four officers killed,

one died of wounds, one missing (thought sure

to be killed), and four wounded—ten officers

in all, and about fifty per cent of the men

engaged.

The Canadian Division arrived in France in

mid-February—a splendid lot of men.

Trench-mortars and bombs of various sorts

put in an appearance and classes were held

daily to accustom the men to the new types of

trench weapons. A 3*7 affair of gas-pipe,

throwing a 4^-pound projectile, was the most

prevalent mortar. Prematures and accidents

of all kinds accompanied its introduction, and

more than one good man was killed before

the troops learned the intricacies of the bombs.

General Foch was at Cassel with his Head-
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quarters. Dinner in Cassel was always
productive of a talk on instructive and enter-

taining subjects. The average French Staff

officer was wonderfully "keen on his job."

The French system of espionage was by no
means to be despised. The reports from their
" agents " were astonishingly accurate.

That Staff work should be the subject of
many an after-dinner chat was but natural. The
French view of the difference between French
and British Staff work, compiled from many a
conversation with officers of all ranks, I under-
stood to be generally as follows :

—

British Staff work could not fairly be com-
pared to French Staff work, because of the lack
of opportunity accorded the British Army, be-
fore the War, to handle large bodies of troops.

Furthermore, the English Army contained many
officers who entered the Army as something in

the nature of a pastime rather than a serious

profession. Some of these officers even went
through the Staff School, though lacking that

devoted concentration on their profession as a
life-work, which characterised their French
prototypes. Very few officers entered the
French Army and qualified for staff positions

E 2
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who did not look upon a military career in s^

very serious light French Staff officers gained

their steps by force of sheer merit and close

application to their work.

Nothing else counted, they said. Not a big

staff, but one that was efficient beyond all

question, was the French aim.

The British soldier, I found, was in most
instances frankly conceded to be the best war
material in the field—friend or foe. That the

British leadei^ often bungled was openly alleged

but by no means always proven in argument, at
least, to my satisfaction.

A failure to arrange support, a badly planned
attack, bad Staff work here and there, were
quoted in more than one instance.

" It is the soldier who suffers," said one ot
the most brilliant Frenchmen with whom I met.
" He suffers in silence. Perhaps he what you
Call 'grouses,' but he stands it. The French
soldier would uol do so in anything like the
same spirit The waste of men and the bad
handling of them that once or twice I have
seen on the British front, would ruin a French
commander for ever."

Universally the French officers praised
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General Sir Douglas Haig. He had completely
won their admiration at Ypres.

" But the best of the British Staff work," said
another French officer. " is that it is improving.
1 he English are not afraid to admit they don't
know, and are quick to absorb new ideas.
Give them time.'*

I have quoted the more trenchant criticisms
that came to my ears, for they fell from the lips
of the keenest and most brilliant French Staff
officew, invariably those who held the British
Tommy in the highest possible esteem.
These officers were from the class of man one

would choose to put in chaige of a dry dock, a
hne of railway, a huge business or a gigantic
manufactory. They impressed me as good
"business men." More than a few British Staff
officers I met, particulariy in the Cavalry arm
of the Service, were equally clever, and every
whit as keen on their work, but no one who
wished to be impartial could fail to note the
mclusion now and then, on the Staff, of men to
whom one would never dream of entrusting the
management of a large commercial oiganisation
or the conduct of an important factory plant.
The 3rd and 2nd Cavalry Divisions having
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each done ten days of trench occupation in the .

Ypres Salient, on February a 3rd, the ist Cavalry

Division r )ved to Ypres to take its ten dayi

of duty in the firing line.

The run to Ypres, vid Steenvoorde and

Poperinghe, was a trying one. The road surface

was inconceivably damaged and very slippery.

All manner of French and British transport and

general traffic filled the highway.

In the western edge of Ypres, in front of the

first cluster of houses—buildings shell-marked

and war-scarred from long bombardment—three

grimy mites were playing in the dirt at the

street-side. Further on, a trio of little girls in

soiled black frocklets were enjoying a game of

tag. Across the street they darted, under the

wheels of cars and lorries, missing the hoofs of

the passing horses by inches. One bright-eyed

little girl, out of breath from dodging a fast-

drawn artillery limber, took momentary refuge

in a r^ged gap in a shell-«hattered dwelling.

As we approached the Grand Place more

children we^'e to be seen, then a number of

adult townsfolk. Round the gaping ruins of

the once beautiful Cloth Hall, in the main

square, the number of people in evidence might
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Officers under the stone lion on the Menin Bridge at Ypres

Jace f. 55
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well have led one to believe that the bombard-
ment of Ypres was past and done with. Ruins,
the work of shells and conflagrations, were on
all sides, but no one noticed them. French and
English soldiers and their officers, with a liberal

smattering of civilian Belgians, filled the pave-
ments. Down the Rue de Menin, at the
approach of the Menin Bridge, we found the
headquarters of General Hubert Gough, of the
2nd Cavalry Division, located in a brewery
sunding in the shadow of the high moat wall.

The trenches lay, roughly, three miles beyond
the city walls to the eastward. The junction of
the British left with the French right was south
of the Menin Road, in front of Zillebeke. The
trenches we were to occupy ran east and west
and faced south.

Detachments of sturdy French infantry

marched past, their uniforms faded to a pale
blue. With swinging step, each individual

marched to his own time. I admired their fit

and willing appearance. They were campaign-
worn as to kit and clothing, but campaign-
hardened, rather than worn, as to themselves.

A constant stream of people came and went.
How long would the civilian population of
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Ypres remain to pay its toll of dead whenever

the Germans decided further to shell the town ?

Three women passed, two of them bearing

month-old babies in their arms. Noting my
interested glance they smiled and waved as they

trudged on. What a place for a baby

!

An old bent crone, crowned with a richly

beaded bonnet of ancient type, in odd incon-

gruity to the ragged condition and mean
original state of the remainder of her apparel,

hobbled along, pausing now and again to pick

up and store safely in her apron small pieces of

coal that had been dropped from a passing

wagon.

More French soldiers passed. Then a couple

of ^itish officers rode by in the picturesque

unitfcn of some Scotch raiment of the line.

A transport wagon rumbled by, and behind it

came a young girl, with a bucket of water on her

head, smilingly exchanging banter with a soldier

of the British military police, at the comer of

the street.

It was a quiet Spring afternoon, a bit over-

cast. Hardly to be called lowering, and yet of

a stillness that seemed ominous. A day to fit

all the mixture of folk going stolidly, carelessly,
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gaily,

tasks.

or how they would, about their daily

No one seemed to realise that they were in

Ypres—the Ypres which had so often been
shattered by shdl that the poor old town could

hardly be surprised by any sort of new shell-

caprice. No one saw the rent walls and gaping
holes in every other building. I wondered if

they could hear the guns ! I could do so. They
were hard at it every moment, all the time,

from two to three miles distant. It was the old

story of familiarity breeding contempt ; or

perhaps they were true philosophers, these

Ypres folk.

General de Lisle ran to Potijze, to the head-

quarters of General Lefebvre, who commanded
the French i8th Division. It seemed ages

since I had been in Potijze. Our headquarters

were not far beyond it in November, 19 14,

during the great first battle of Ypres.

On the way from Ypres along the Zonnebeke
road we passed bunches of odd little French
horse transport wagons. The road was very
bad. We progressed in crawfish fashion, most
of the way. The pav^ was torn terribly by
shell-fire, and there was sufficient mud and
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shme on it to make it extremely slippery.
French soldiers were billeted in the dwellings
along the road. At the edge of Potijze a dozen
young boys and girls stood outside a house.

Returning to General Goi^h's headquarters
we " took them over," as that night we were to
relieve the 2nd Cavalry Division troopers in the
trench line.

General de Lisle and Cofcmel Home ran up
the Menin Road a kilometre or so. and, leaving
the car, walked across the fiekk past the ruins
that will always bear the name of " Cavan's
House."

The General told me to put the car in the
shelter of a house on the south side of the road,
as shell-fire and the Menin Road were never
strangers for k)ng. I settled down to wait until
the General had concluded his rounds of the
prospective positions.

The Ypres Menin Road will be remembered
oh

!
so long, and oh ! so well It saw rough

times.

Field guns near by started to work, and now
and then German shells dropped in a field
beyond.

The house behind which I was sheltered, in
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case of a stray shell, was a one-storey affair of

modest mien.

Those of its windows which were not shattered

were shuttered. Half of the roof had been

shorn of its tiles. A shell had wrecked the

interior of one end of the building. A glance

out of a rear door-way showed a whole collection

of shell-holes in the yard a few feet distant

A door that still remained in position bore

four lines of legend :

"Vin a vingt

Sous la Bouteille.

G)nfiture, allumettes.

Bougies, chocolate."

Glancing through one of the remaining panes

of a window by the door, I saw a glass jar con-

taining a couple of sticks of chocolate, beside it

three jars of jelly, a box of French matches, a
blue paper packet of half a dozen candles, a

score of small oranges in one box, and in another,

alongside it, seven or eight very dry-looking

kippers. Peering through the partly-obscured

glass one could see a stolid-looking, red-faced,

albino-haired woman.
" Business as usual," with a vengeance I Such

an odd curiosity shop as this was not to be
i
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passed without examination, so I entered and
talked to the woman.
Her whole stock-in-trade was what I had

seen through the window. She was cheerful
enough, though she huddled for warmth over
a fire by which sat a despondent-looking
brother. She chatted laconically about the
situation, and told me she had been there
continuously throughout the fighting. The
shell that hit the building was a shrapnel and
came a month before. Shells still came near,
now and again, but that fact seemed to be
accepted by her as inevitable and not to be
worried about These people had no means
of existence except the sale of their pitiable
bits of provisions. They were in daily danger
of their lives. Yet they stayed on—odd folk.

Typical Belgians.

The gun-fire dropped, then began again
spasmodicaUy. I could hear the snipers at
work. In the gathering tw%ht the rattle of
rifle fire and the storm of the rapid-fire guns
sounded clearly on the left. A fusillade on the
right reminded me that the Ypres position was
a salient. Directly in front, down that Menin
Road, which had seen the taking of so many
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tens of thousands ot lives during the past

months, a roll of rifle fire made waves of
sound.

Night fell, cold and damp. The making of
a light was not permitted ; so I waited in the

dark, watching the night lights rise and fall

over the trenches, until the General and
Colonel Home returned, when we ran back
to Ypres for dinner.

My first four days in Ypres were uneventful.

On the fifth, I went up into the trenches, and
saw more of actual trench conditions than I

had seen for some time.

Our daily round led me out on the Menin
Road, well towards Hooge, or to Potijze on
the Zonnebeke Road, several times each day.

Shells went over us now and again. Rarely
did a day pass when the Huns did not bombard
the railway station in Ypres. As we were
quartered in the eastern edge of the town the
shells aimed at the station bothered us but
little. Sometimes a Black Maria lit on the
moat wall, where we walked at times, but we
timed our exercise so that our promenade
and the aryival of the big shells never com-
cided. Once or twice bits of shell fell over the
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Headquarters buildings, or rattled down on our

paved courtyard, but rarely. ^

Every morning saw Ypres wrapped in a

snow mantle, which was turned before noontide,

to a coverlet of black mud No fires were

allowed, except small wood blazes in the open,

as smoke from a chimney would have invited

a shell.

One day I was searching for a shop where

bolts could, once upon a time, be purchased.

As I was going down the Rue de Lille, half a

dozen shells fell near. One demolished a house

but fijity yards ahead. I took shelter in a

doorway, and as I did so a Belgian of woe-

b^one appearance, his most characteristic

feature a pair of sad, drooping, yellow

moustachios, ambled past me down the

roadway, pushing a wheelbarrow. On it were

three tiny tots, all under four years old. They

cuddled together for warmth. One, round-

eyed, at the crash of the howitzer shells, was

hard at work with a nursing bottle. I warned

the Belgian of impending danger, but he

stolidly trudged on. Luckily, no more shells

came for a time.

The Menin Road proper was never healthy.
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I spent as little time on it as consistent with

the proper performance of my work. I never

sat for an hour in its vicinity, waiting for the

General, that some shell did not fall near it

One afternoon shrapnel fell for an hour near

a fork on the Menin Road, which all sensible

men gave a wide berth to when convenient

Fifteen minutes after the bombardment died

down, a procession filed by the fork, headed

for a graveyard in the direction of Hooge.

A white-robed boy, with red-tasselled black

cap, led the way, bearing a cross. Behind

him came a robed priest, then an ancient

dilapidated, one-hcM'se hearse containing a rude,

black coffin. A score of mourners, one or two

of them men, the rest women and children,

dressed in their poor best brought up the

rear.

I wondered that they ventured down that

shell-swept highway. Yet many such pathetic

little processions passed along that road in

those days.

I saw one cortege wait for a cessation of the

shelling, then proceed slowly over the ground

that had but a few minutes before been peppered

with bits of shell. It was an odd sight A
-11
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tiny lad trotted in front under a large wooden
cross painted purple. A quartette of little boys

behind him bore a rude unpainted sort of

stretcher, apparendy improvised from the

nearest bits of shattered timber to hand. The
coffin, resting upon this frame, was covered with

a dingy white sheet. A mother, bowed and
feeble, followed the coffin. A few youths and
a handful of little girb formed the straggling

cotiige^ tramping over the snow-covered cobbles,

their eyes downcast and red

Death was no stranger in Ypres in those

days, but still the Belgians stayed on.

The wall of a ruined building, across the road

from the Cloth Hall, fell one morning with a
loud crash. A column of dust arose. That
many were not injured was surprising. One
woman was killed and a couple of passing

French soldiers hurt, but post-card vendors

were exhibiting their wares under an adjacent

wall, equally dangerous, an hour later.

General de Lisle went personally over the

whole of the line held by his Division. The
ist Cavalry Brigade was in the front trenches

for the first five days, the 2nd Brigade in

reserve. Then the 2nd Brigade took over the
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trenches and the ist Brigade came back, for
the second five days, to the dug-ouu.
At points in the line the trenches were knee-

deep and sometimes even waist-deep with cold
mud and water. The amount of manual labour
required to get them into better shape was
enormous. New trenches had to be dug, the
old parapets strengthened, the trenches drained,
and all the while certain mining work must be
pushed on at a rapid rate. In some parts
of the line the parapets of sandbags had
become so thin that a Mauser bullet could
plough through them easUy. The German
snipers were at one place only thirty yards
distant.

The drainage of the worst bits of trench, and
the laying of a sort of corduroy road from point
to point, soon made the trenches much more
habitable.

De Lisle was most thorough. Only a couple
of casualties occurred when the ist Brigade
"took over," in spite of the tonstant sniping.
Careful preparations of foot baths and relays of
dry socks saved the Division from the epidemic
of "foot-casualties," from which some other
divisions had suffered heavily. A dozen
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casualties per day were inevitable from shells

and snipers. Those who had to " go up " with

food and ammunition had to cross a dangefx>us

zone, a certam toll being taken day and night,

in some localities.

Inspecting the trench-line, when the Division

had occupied it but the night before, was a

precarious business. De Lisle and General

Briggs were going over the ground when a
German sniper but fifteen to twenty 3rards

distant opened fire. Lieutenant Bell-Irving,

General Briggs' A.D.C., received a nasty

wound in the hip. He fell in the deep mud.
Colonel "Tommy" Pitman, of the i ith Hussars,

jumped out into the centre of the trench, and
strove to lift Bell-Irving clear, and get him
behind the protection of a transept The
bullets flew about the Colonel, two cutting

clean through his clothing, one on either side

of his body, but he escaped unhurt, and pulled

Bell-Irving into safety.

But the trouble was by no means over. A
sharp fire was kept up by the Hun snipers,

which prevented the removal of Bell-Irving to

the dressing station. Captain Moriarty of the

R.A.M.C. came up at considerable risk, and
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The choir ot the ruined Ypres Cathedial
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advised that the wounded officer be brought
back at the earliest possible moment.
There were no means of doing this save

to construct a traverse of sandbags, behind
which Bell-Irving could be carried. The work
must be done under the heavy sniping fire.

The troopers of the nth Hussars at once
set about the work with a will, and soon
accomplished it, but not before a private had
been killed and a sergeant wounded by the
German marksmen.

That night a bombing party "cleared out"
the district near that transept, and made the
snipers' point of vantage untenable.

Each night a splendid pyrotechnic display
showed the curved outlines of the Salient.
The German trench lights were far superior
to ours. Each night, too, Ypres was full of
French or British lines of soldiers marching on
in the dark to relieve some of their fellows in
the trenches outside the town.

The ruins of the Cloth Hall, and of the
St. Martin Cathedral by it, formed interesting
studies formy camera. The fine mural paintings
on the walls of the roofless Grand Gallery in
the Cloth Hall were crumbling to bits. My

F 2
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photographs were the last records made of
them, for they fell piece by piece not long
afterward.

I watched operations at a French Divisional
Headquarters one evening. It was not more
than a mile back of the line. Wagons were
loading, preparatory to being taken trenchwards
at dusk. Timber, thousands on thousands of
empty bags, rolls of barbed wire, odd shaped
completed wire entanglements, metal shields
varying from curved sheet-steel bastions a
dozen feet in length to small V-shaped iron
castings, all manner of wooden troughs, boxes,
stands, supports, periscopes, braziers, rolls of
fine wire, boxes of trench bombs and grenades,
shovels, picks, and many peculiar tools were
among the collection of material that was to
find its way to the firing line. I learnt much of
the business side of trench warfare that night
The supply of ammunition and food and its

distribution are most methodically managed by
the French.

Taking up giant powder for mining opera-
tion was an item of the day's work. A story
was told by one of our sappers, of a couple of
Irish troopers who had started across the fields
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in front of Zillebcke as night was falling, with
a good sized load of powder in a box. Shortly
after they left Cavan's House shells fell in

profusion over the route that they had chosen.

Another group started trenchward, carrying

various types of grenades. Howitzer shells

were falling, front and rear, and shrapnel

bursting a few hundred yards away.

A flash and a crash came from in front.

"Them fellers with the joynt powder was
like to be in that shindy," said a member of the

second party. " Close to 'em, it was, sure."

A moment later they came upon a strange

sight. There in the field, just visible in the

gathering darkness, sat the box. Behind it

reclined the two troopers, snuggling close for

cover.

"What are you doin* in this 'ere peaceful

spot, Dan.!*" questioned one of the second
party as they reached the box.

" Takin' cover the whiles we do a bit of a
rest-like," was the reply. "The divils sent

wan so clost, it shure jarred the wind out av
us, it did."

And they snuggled closer to the giant powder
as he spoke.

f
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Hour by hour I watched the " 75's." Their
marksmanship was wonderful. The rapidity

with which the guns were served was an eye-

opener. The French gunners burst shrapnel

practically over the heads of our men in the

front trenches, to cover the area twenty-five

yards beyond them. One trooper swore a
French shell, aimed to worry sapping operations

by the Huns a short distance in front of our
trenches, came so close that it knocked the top

sandbag off our parapet. Certain it was that

the word was frequently passed to "lie low
while the ' 75's ' fire just above us

"

My day to go up to the trenches came at last

My guide was Captain Bretherton, the Staff

Captain of the ist Cavalry Brigade.

Leaving my car at the " Halte," a point

where the railway crosses the Menin Road, and
the Zillebeke Road branches off to the south,

we were soon slipping, sliding and ploughing
along through the muddy fields. We followed

no particular pathway, avoiding where possible

fields where enemy shells were falling. The
rotting mangel-wurzels dotted the ground all

about us. Shell-holes in thousands, positions

where French or British batteries had made a
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A communication trench leading to the front-line position
in the Sanctuary Wood
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stand, trenches in lines and circles, and barbed
wire entanglements, caught my attention at

every step. Sprinkled everywhere were aU
manner of pieces of projectile—from complete
6-inch German shells, unexploded, to blue

shrapnel cartridges, bright-nosed timing fuses,

and jagged bits of all sh^.pes and sizes.

Cavan's House was but a wall, a pile of

shapeless bricks and mortar beside it. Cavan's
Dug-out, a series of holes in the road bank,

roofed with sandbags, held a signal party.

Every day a storm of shell visited the spot,

and Hun snipers made one wary thereabouts.

We walked on, up the roadway, our objective

the Sanctuary Wood. The bullets sang over
us, and shells burst in front with a continuous

din. A path led through the scrub. Entering
the wood, we passed innumerable little indi-

vidual funk holes. The trees were in splinters

and tatters. Here I saw an abandoned shirt,

there a khaki cap. My foot hit against a
regulation mess tin, and as it turned I saw a
rifle-hole dnlled in its bottom. Now we were
ankle, now knee, deep in sticky mud. Bullets

became more plentiful overhead.

A turn down a muddy path led us through

m
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a last piece of woods, across sloughs of slime,
over a creek, up a slight slope, and there we
were at General Briggs's Brigade Headquarters.
These were a line of dug-outs in the hillside,
a corduroy road winding from entrance to
entrance. A deep approach trench, looking
like a drain, led one hundred and fifty yards
further to the front trenches.

Shells fell all the afternoon on our right and
behind us, and the song of the Mauser bullets
never ceased. At dusk, I was " safe " back in
Ypres.

On my way back through the woods, sheU-
smashed. that covered the gentle hills through
which the front line trenches ran, I saw i burial
party.

I stopped a moment, and watched the laying
to rest of all that was mortal of three troopers
who had paid the great price.

Their comrades placed them reverently in
the shallow graves in the soft earth of the hiU-
side, marking each grave with a white wooden
cross bearing each hero's name, his rank, and
regiment.

Oh, those rows of rude wooden crosses I

What thoughts their memory brings to mind

!
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Gone now, many of them, ploughed under by
long months of ihell-fire, or trampled under
foot by the ebb and flow of battle, as the lines
have swept back and forth with the tide of war.
Gone, perhaps, from the scarred and mangled
hill-sides of Flanders ; but never to go alto-
gether from the hearts of those who knew them,
and who realised their worth.

t'l
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CHAPTER III.

ON March ist Captain " Babe

"

Nicholson, of the 15th Hussars,

who had joined General de Lisle's

sta£f in place of Captain Cecil Howard, i6th

Lancers, promoted to General Allenby's staff

at Cavalry Corps Headquarters, had to make a

careful map of our trench position.

Captain Bennie Wheeler, 15th Hussars, in

temporary charge of Divisional Signals, also

had duties that took him to the trench line.

As neither Captain Nicholson nor Captain

Wheeler had made the two-mile tramp across

the fields and through the woods, I was

instructed to act as guide. To skirt one edge

of a field was safety of a comparative sort

To walk along its opposite edge meant dodging

snipers' bullets in plenty. To turn from the

road to a path through the scrub kept one out

of sight of the Huns, while to proceed a dozen

yards beyond the turning would expose one to

a fair chance of being shot, at good range, by

crack German marksmen.
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Leaving our car at the Halte on the Menin
Road, we essayed the route past Cavan's
House that I had travelled a couple of days
before with Bretherton.

I
Bang

!
bang

! bang! bang ! went a quartette
'i of shrapnel just ahead.

••I don't think much of your route," said
Nicholson.

"I'll change it with alacrity," said I.

" Which way shall we go ?
"

" I know an old route that we followed in
the days of the fighting last autumn," Wheeler
volunteered. " If we push down the Menin
Road to a point near Hooge, and then turn off,

we can't get/ar wrong."

" Lot of French were hit in Hooge yester-
day," I reminded him. "The Huns shell it

two or three times every day, so best not go
too close to it."

We tramped down to the foot of the hill that
led up to the ruins of what was once Hooge,
then passed through a demolished farm. For
a hundred yards, at every step, we sank knee-
d6ep in the foul, slimy mud.
Then we wound over trenches which were

nearly inundated, and through barbed wire

•\\
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entanglements that seemed to become more
impassable as they lost their original form,

until at last, covered in perspiration, we
reached a dense wood.

A tiny creek ran deep through a sharp
cutting, in the sheer banks of which the French
gunners had burrowed like rabbits. Battery

on battery of "75*8 " were hidden in the forest.

Each gun was surrounded by a little hut of
mud and leaves, an aperture left for each slim,

blue-grey muzzle. We passed the first of these

batteries without seeing it. Close behind us it

opened fire, causing me to jump as if I had
been shot Before we left the wood, three

other batteries went into action about us. The
din was terrific, but the sound of the shells

racing overhead was most fascinating. Each
gun crew had cleared a neat line of fire in the
tree-tops in front of Its position.

Over further fields and through another wood
we came upon a most picturesque cantonment.

A French Infantry Brigade in reserve had built

hundreds of mud huts and dug-outs with charm-
ing ingenuity. Dozens of veteran architects,

past masters of rude shelter construction, vied

with each other in improving on previous
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designs. As I took a snapshot in the dull
light under the trees, the French soldiers
crowded forward in twos and threes, and
smilingly invited me to photograph their
tnaisons de luxe.

Cavan's House, our landmark, we left well
on our right, edging from it the more as we
saw it a very storm centre of fours and eights
of shrapnel that morning.

Snipers' bullets sang merrily above as we
reached the reserve line and Brigade Head-
quarters. My work as guide finished, I started
back with General de Lisle, who, having come
up eariy in the morning, had left his horse in
the wood which sheltered the French Reserves.

Mounting, the General pointed out a new
route for my return, shorter than the one by
which I had come.

" Keep that rise of ground between you and
the line of high ground beyond." said de Lisle
" If you don't, the Germans will see you and
pot at you."

Crossing my first field, I seemed to be well
in the line of spent bullets, as several kicked
up the dirt in the front of me sufficiently
close to make me imagine myself the targec

t !;
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I lost little time for the first few hundred

yards.

A maze of reserve trenches and wire pulled

me up short The only path through was a
quagmire. Safe beyc-fl at last, I started col-

lecting German timin^ /uses, which lay thick

on the surface of the muddy field.

Not far on my lefi was a ruined farm. The
sun came out amid the swiftly-moving clouds.

"A splendid example of what shells can do

to a group of buildings," I thought. " I must

get a picture of the piles of dibris'*

I circled the smashed houses, took my
picture, replaced my camera in its ca-' nd

turned to look sunward, as the clouds haa cast

a dull shadow all about me. An open bit of

blue was racing toward the spot where the sun

was hidden. Should I wait for it and essay a
further snapshot ?

As my eyes sought the sun, a bright flash in

front of me, in my very line of sight, almost

blinded me. A deafening explosion and the

whirr of scores of shrapnel bullets was followed

by another flash. Crash I The second shell

seemed nearer than the first

The pluck ! pluck ! pluck I flop I of bits of
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projectile striking in the soft mud all about me
came from every side. Little spurts of mud
and water were thrown up close around me. I

imagined I could feel the breath of passing
shrapnel bullets. A bit of stick hit me in the
face, and a gob of black mud landed squarely
over my mouth.

So many mud-spurts threw up in front of
me, on my right, and on my left, it seemed to
me impossible I had escaped being hit

I must have been in the very vortex of the
shell's storm-centre.

Turning, thanking God I had so miraculously
escaped when death had seemed so near, I

dashed off as fast as I could run, heading
blindly for the general direction of the Menin
Road.

Fear lent wings to my feet as I realised I

had, in my interest in my photography,
advanced into plain sight of the line of heights
of which General de Lisle had warned me.

I had not run a dozen steps when I thought
of my heavy load, in pockets and hands, of
shell heads. I tossed them away as I leaped
on, tempted for a moment to hurl my camera
after them.

i I
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Bang
!

Crash I Behind me came a second
pair of shells, whose coming I had dreaded
every second. To my delight, but one or two
bullets came my way.

" I am gaining," I thought.

Bang! bang! another two burst overhead,
throwing their deadly contents beyond me in
the direction in which I was running.

I ducked to the right and ran diagonally to
the Hun line of fire. Panting, I .truck a deep
bog. In I went before I realised it lay in
my path. In a twinkling I was in a pretty
mess. My feet sank deep in the slim- and
ooze. It took great effort to raise them.
Well over my knees in mud, I felt trapped,
but struggled on.

At last I trod on firmer bottom, and soon
was racing away at much better speed.

Crash! Bang! I could see over my
shoulder that the last two arrivals had burst
over the muck through which I had just
floundered, throwing spurts of liquid mud high
in the air.

The Hun gunners were gradually increasing
their range, though I was well out of sight
of them.
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My breath came in great sobs, but I dared
not slacken.

Bang! Bang! Two fell behind me again,
but not so near. That encouraged my flagging
footsteps, and I jog-trotted on. until at last the
Menm Road was before me. Reaching it,

I laid down, utterly exhausted. The shells
continued to burst nearer and nearer the road,
and came in fours after the first half-dozen
couples, twenty-four shrapnel having been fired
in all.

Two British gunners, attached to a siege
battery near by, hurried past me as I lay
recuperating.

"Bad place to be, this," said one of them.
'•They shell this bit of road every day about
this time. Those two holes were made
yesterday"—pointing to two cavities not ten
feet from me.

So I pulled myself to my feet and pushed
on for "home," arriving safely enough, though
completely tired out and literally plastered
with mud.

As I was resting at Headquarters, one of the
Staff told me I had "missed some fun" while
'• out front" Six Black Marias had landed on

ii
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the earthen wall of the moat, not many yards
from our brewery quarters, "shaking things up
a bit," but fortunately hitting no one.

Examining my camera, I discovered, to my
great chagrin, that the shutter had been
inadvertently set at " time " when I took the
snapshot of the ruined farm, away from which
I retired in such a hurry. So I missed getting
the picture which cost me such a strenuous
race against the shells. As a solace, my
photographs of the French reserves in the
wood, and of our Brigade Headquarters, came
out quite satisfactorily.

Shells fell not far from our Divisional Head-
quarters next day. More than once the signals-

men brought in pieces of shrapnel, quite hot,

that fell in the courtyard, which from that time
began to lose its popularity as a lounging-place
for waiting orderiies.

A run to Hooge, and a wait there in a
dug-out while the Huns threw a dozen shells

about it, was made memorable to me by
Nicholson's reconstruction of a bit of the
fighting over that ground in November, 1914.

Nicholson had been with the ist Infantry

Division—a Division that had Haig for a leader.
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At the beginning of the War it had come out

14,000 odd strong. In six months its total list

of casualties had reached 34,000.

In the first battle of Ypres its battalions had
suffered cruelly. The istColdstreams had been
annihilated. The Queen's (West Surreys) came
out of the line with but fifteen men and no
officers, the Black Watch with but sixty men
and one officer, and the Loyal North Lanca-
shires with but 150 men and two officers.

When the Division came back to billets, it was
commanded by a brigadier-general. Every
colonel in the division had been killed or
wounded, and the brigades were commanded
by officers of all ranks. A captain was in

command of one brigade.

It was in front of Hooge, between that town
and Gheluvelt, that most of the heaviest losses

of the I St Division were suffered.

Nicholson had seen some of it. One night
the Prussian Guard broke through the line on
the Menin Road. Nicholson's squadron of the
15th Hussars, acting as Divisional Cavalry,

were sent to stop the gap. Forty troopers and
forty cyclists, eighty rifles all told, went up.

They had no trenches, a.« the Prussians held

G 2
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our original position. So they lay in a sunken
road near the Herenthage Chitcau. The
Germans occupied a wood sixty yards away,
though neither force knew of the whereabouts
of the other until dawn.

Nicholson sought out General Fitzclarence,

commanding the ist Brigade, in the dark.
Most of FitzcUrence's Brigade had been killed.

Efforts to clear up the situation had borne little

result. Every messenger he had sent out for

information had been killed. Fitzclarence said
five brigades were to be sent to him, with which
he was to counter-attack. The five brigades

came, and were found to total i,ooo men all

told. Yet with the remnants of his force

Fitzclarence counter-attacked at dawn. Though
he himself was killed, his wonderful men won
through. The position was recaptured, and
Ypres saved.

A glorious page in the annalt of the British

Army, though it cost England men who were
indeed hard to replace.

Our I St Cavalry Division had come into the

line that night, and supplied the reinforcements

without which the exhausted troops could not
have held on much longer.
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Consequently the ground over which those
heroic battles had been fought was of fascinating

interest to those of us who had seen the most
strenuous struggle of the War.

" As to the losses of the enemy," Nicholson
told me, "I once scouted the wood in front

of us. It was a terrible sight. In many places

among the trees I could not set my foot without
stepping on a dead German."

But the work of Haig and his super-men
had been crowned with success. We had held
the Ypres Salient, and were still holding it

—a glorious record.

On the morning of March 3rd Nicholson
found it necessary to go once more over the
line of our front trenches to verify his map.
I was to go with him.

Rain fell all morning, and we splashed over
the cross-country route to Brigade Headquarters
and the reserve line without incident, bar snipers
and itinerant shells, most of which sang over
our heads on their way toward Ypres.

One portion of the approach trench leading
to the firing-line was so narrow that "Jeff"
Hornby, of the 9th Lancers, A.D.C. to General
Mullens, waded through it at my heels, "to
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see the President (my sobriquet) get stuck

fast"

In spite of the rain, I procured a sufficient

number of photographs to show trench life as

no written description could picture it

The top of the hill was cut and seamed

with trenches at all angles, some narrow, some

wide. The trench walls had been in a few

places reinforced with tree trunks, though,

for the most part, from two to half a dozen

rows of sandbags served as protection. The
line was rarely straight for more than a few

yards.

The troopers in the front trenches were

either standing about, near machine-gun or

rifle, engaged in cleaning kit or accoutrement,

or sleeping in one of the tiny shelters that

lined the trench sides at the rear.

The fact that there was no uniformity to the

trenches as to height, width, or direction made
caution necessary as we wound along them.

Expediency was the law that governed their

original construction, and experience the guide

as to their alteration and development.

Loop-holes covered with bits of sacking

were marked by pieces of paper pinned above,
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warning occupants not to tarry in the line of
German fire.

By periscope we could see the Hun trenches
not many yards distant, and dozens of dead
Germans lying between the two lines. The
smoke from the enemy's cooking fires rose
slowly m the damp atmosphere. At comers
cautions to "keep down " were posted. Snipers'
bullets, heralded by a sharp bark and twanging
mi^ically, kept me down without much warningA German sniper's position was pointed out
to me. and I had some good rifle practice
endeavouring to dislodge him, but with question-
able success. The Hun riflemen had learned
to he very low in front of our troopers.
We passed one of the 4th Dmgoon Guards'

marksmen, his eye along the barrel of his rifle
as It lay in a loop-hole. As we came up he
fired.

'^

" Got him } " asked Nicholson.
'• No." laconically answered the sharpshooter

" Got one this morning, though, sir. And l'

hope we are not shifted out of this for a day
or so, as there are a couple more of the beggars
1 11 get if I'm given a bit of time."

Seeing a trooper of the 9th Lancers whom
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I had known since the Great Retreat, I asked
him how much longer his squadron was booked
to be in the front trench.

"Only twenty-four hours or so," was the
reply. " But we could stick this sort of thing
for a week and not kick. They're behavin'
themselves much better as they go on," and he
grinned as he nodded his head at the German
trench. " They're leamin'."

Now and then an enemy marksman sent a
bullet through a loophole in front of us or
behind us as we proceeded down the line,

until we learned to pass these danger spots
without loitering.

Once we found it necessary to double back
along a shallow trench a few yards behind the
main parapet. The ditch we traversed was
deep with cold water, which ran over the tops
of my high boots.

The damage to the trees was so extensive
that shells might be said to have literally

cleared away the forest in some localities.

In spite of water in the trenches, the men
were cheerily comfortable, many of them
gathering around glowing brasiers or cuddling
close to the wall of a cosy dug-out
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An enforced detour nearly landed us in an
impasse. We had taken the wrong turning.
The trench parapet became jwer, the trench
narrower, and the cold water deeper. Pressed
for time, we pushed on. At last Nicholson,
who was leading, saw an angle of front line

trench ahead, and ran for it. I followed.
Bullets sang overhead as the Huns got a
glimpse of us, but we ducked low and splashed
through for dear life in record time.

Nicholson became so interested in a view
through a periscope that I took a picture of
him while thus engaged. A genial acquaintance
in the line offered to get a similar photograph
of me. So I took the periscope, waving it

slightly back and forth, and carefully inspecting
the German trench forty yards distant. I

detected a movement on the enemy side of the
line. Steadying my periscope, I focussed my
attention on the moving object

As I did so, " Ping ! smash 1 " came a bullet
right through the top of my periscope.

"A clean bull," said Nicholson, beside me
"Are you hit?"

I had been about to call his attention,

when the sniper scored, with the result that
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a shower of broken glass fell into my open
mouth.

I was in great fear of swallowing some of it.

Nicholson, seeing me dance about and spying
a^fleck of blood on my lip, thought I had been
hit in the mouth by a glancing bullet.

He proffered help, I prancing about, gesticu-
lating that I was all right, spitting out glass,
but afraid to speak until I had cleared the last
piece of broken mirror. The Captain entirely
misunderstood my dumb show, and we caused
some merriment among the troopers near by
until I managed to eject the final bit and could
explain that I was not in the least hurt.

When I learned that one oflScer had suffered
a badly cut eyebaU, threatening the loss of his
sight, and another had been seriously wounded
in the jaw and neck by just such an incident -^
the one I had experienced, I was thankful to
have escaped injury.

The "trench stoop" was astonishingly
fatiguing. Covered from head to foot with
yellow sticky mud, and very tired, we started
to walk to tiie Menin Road. The snipers were
more alert than usual, and more than one close
call kept me from thinking of my weariness.
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Before we reached our car the German batteries

shelled madly at the very point we were to

pass, but considerately stopped firing by the
time we approaccd the spot where the shells

were falling.

One morning "Mouse" Tomkinson and
Hardress Lloyd had walked down to Zillebeke,

where folk rarely went in the daytime, to

inspect some of the graves in the Zillebeke

churchyard. Hardress Lloyd's brother-in-law,

Colonel Wilson, of the Blues, was buried
there.

I promised Captain Lloyd that if I could
get off to do so, I would go down to Zillebeke

and take a photograph of Colonel Wilson's
grave.

Hearing of my projected trip. Lord Loch,
who was at that time G.S.O.i, on the staff of
General Bulfin, commanding 28th Division,

asked " Babe " Nicholson to obtain for him, if

possible, a picture of the grave of Lieutenant
Gordon-Lennox, which is alsc in Zillebeke.

Hardress Lloyd and Tomkinson told us
they had been seen in the churchyard by the
German artillery observers, who had commenced
shelling. I was warned, therefore, that any
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photography I wished to do in that locality
must needs be done quickly.

On March 4th Nicholson and I set out to
obtain the desired pictures. I stopped on the
way, at a cemetery on the Menin Road, and
took a photograph of the graves of three
officers of the 10th Hussars—Captain Annesley,
Lieutenant Drake, and Captain Peto-who had
fallen in the first battle of Ypres.

Zillebeke was lonely. On one edge of it a
couple of signal corps men were laying a wire.
Otherwise the town, which was in ruins, was
deserted.

We kept under cover of the houses as much
as possible. I obtained a good snapshot of
the damaged church, and then took some
pictures in the graveyard, which was torn with
great she!l-holes.

"Remember what Hardress said about the
Huns being able to see us here," I said to
Nicholson. •• Let's get out of it."

We started. No sooner were we under
cover of the first cluster of smashed houses
than four shrapnel shells burst right over the
/az// roadway, not fifty yards ahead of us.

I dodged into a house, the walls of which.
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minus roof, were still standing at drunken
angles. Doorless and windowless, the house
seemed to offer little protection.

Ju},
"^^^'^ "^® ^°'"^ "P t^at road over the

hill, said I. "We will be in sight of the
Huns for some distance. I wonder if this
house boasts a cellar ?

"

Examination showed a cellar existed, but it
was nearly full of water.

" I guess the cellar steps provide the best
roostmg-place," was my conclusion. " Me for
the lowest one for a bit Won't you share it
with me }

"

"I don't like it." replied Nicholson. "We
will be much better out of it. Let's go."
We argued the various possibilities, but

Nicholson wa
;

so strongly in favour of
departure that I acquiesced, and we started
away.

We had gone about one hundred feet when
a series of crashes close behind us quickened
my pace. Nicholson turned and looked I
called to him. and he again came on.
As he came up he said :

" Did you see where
that lot landed ? » " No." I answered. " Too
close to suit me, but just where I didn't notice."

|

! Mi
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" It interested me," said he, as we pushed
on, "because all four of those shells exploded
in that rickety old house in which you were so
keen on taking cover. But little would be left

of us by now had we stayed, for the poor
building collapsed like a house of cards."

The Germans shelled the road vigorously as
we kept on, but luckily the shrapnel fell behind
us, and we were soon back in Ypres.
That day saw the German gunners increase

their shelling all along the Ypies front The
trenches occupied by our division were
vigorously bombarded, and several casualties

reported. Ypres itself came in for a heavy
share of the Hun "hate." The windows
rattled and our house shivered as the howitzer
shells smashed into all quarters of the town.
De Lisle visited the trench line, and both

there and on his way back across the fields the
shells fell very close to him. As he entered
the headquarters house on his return, he said

:

" From what I can sec, most of the big ones
are falling at least four or five hundred yards
from us thus far, but they may shell us out of
this at any time."

The General suggested I should take a stroll
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with him along the moat wall and watch the
trend of the bombardment. As we walked
along the ramparts, the projectUes screamed
overhead in dozens, seemingly coming con-
tinually closer. The rumph ! r-r-r-rumph I as
they exploded shook the high wall and made
the whole city rock with the concussion. The
Rue de Lille was rendered impassable that day.

General Plumer called, and after his depar-
ture I again started for a stroll on the ramparts.
The shells searching for our batteries just across
the moat were a fascinating sight As I ran
up the steep path, however, a crash came just
ahead, and bits ofmetal showered about, striking
sharply against the trees beside the path. My
curiosity evaporated instantly, and I came down
faster than I had gone up.

As dusk came, I took Major Fitzgerald to
Hooge, from whence he went through a wood
to the trenches to make the final arrangements
for the explosion of a mine—the construction
of which had been worked upon fr erishly for
some days-that aU might be completed and the
mme fired on that night, our last one in the
trenches. The French, who were to relieve
us, had also constructed a mine on our left,

111
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and the two were to be discharged at an interval
of five minutes.

First the French mine was to be fired at
745 P.m.. and 7.50 to the tick of the watch
was to be the time for the explosion of our
mme. less than a hundred yards away from the
French one.

I was seldom in Hooge when it was not
shelly, and that evening was no exception.
The French had built safe dugouts under the
buddings still left standing. The chiteau was
completely ruined, as were most of the houses
in the village.

As I was being entertained by a French
officer, who produced a glass of splendid red
wine, some thirty shells burst over us, most
of them of the 210-millimetre type. One of
them knocked off a comer of the building
behind which I had sheltered my car.

Never was a locality more offensive to one's
olfactory nerves than Hooge. It fairly reeked
with all manner of various noxious smells. The
English language contains words of too mild
a character to aHow a description of that feature
of Hooge.

The front line was less than a kilometre



distant. Rifle fire swelled and died away in
long rattling breaths. I became so accustomed
to tile punctuation of my conversation with
shell-smashes and periods of heightened din
from small arms and machine-guns that, when
all would die down suddenly for an instant,
the stillness felt ominously oppressive. The
next spasm of sound came as a relief to the
unrarry moments of twilight silence.
A French engineer officer joined us. He

told us General Lefebvre, the French Generalm command of that section of the Salient, had
issued most elaborate written instructions for
the jomt explosion of the two mines. The
French mine, he said, had been ready for two
or three days, its charge lying at the end of
a tunnel but two metres from the German
trench.

The hour for the discharge of the Frenchmme came, but no sound or shock of explosion
came with it. The hands of the Allied watches.
<arefully synchronised, crept round to 7.50
then to 7.55.

' ^ '

Just before eight o'clock a huge bang was
heard by the British sapper who was waitingm his tunnel, ready to fire his mine.

B

I
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"At last," he murmured. "Now I must
count off the five minutes to the second."

A squadron of the Queen's Bays was ready
to rush into die enemy's trench. Ten of them,
the forward storming party, were waiting in a
saphead.

One, two, three, four, and at laLSt,Jhe.

Boom!
The whole earth seemed thrown skyward.

The shock was terrific. Nearly one thousand
pounds of blasting powder had tossed fifty

yards of German trench, not two hundred feet

in front of our line, high in air.

The great smash came as a complete surprise
to the Huns, but, alas ! an equal surprise to
French and British.

The explosion which the British sapper, in

his tunnel dug-out, had mistaken for the dis-

charge of the French mine, had been a
huge German minenwerfer, or trench-bomb,
thrown by a trench-howitzer.

The French mine, inexplicably delayed, had
not been fired.

For a moment confusion reigned. Three
men of the half-score Queen's Bays in the
storming party were hurt One suffered a
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broken arm. and the others, hurled aside by
the unexpected explosion of our own mine,
were badly bruised and strained.

In an instant, however, every man in the
line realised what had occurred, and the Bays

, went forward with a yell, occupying about
I fifty yards of German first-line trench and the

gaping crater left by the mine.
Fortifying the captured position and installing

therein a couple of machine-guns, they met the
enemy's counter-attacks staunchly.

For three hours and a half they kept the
ground won, but at last were bombed out.
The Huns threw hundreds of grenades among
them, while our poor supply of trench-bombs
ran out in but a few minutes.

I chatted with the remnants of the storming
party when they came back. Many gruesome
tales they told. One German soldier was
blown high in the air. over a fringe of trees
and i ,und some distance back of our front line*
quite 15c ards from his own trench.
A trooper noticed a movement near a pile of

timber, earth, aiid sandbags. Peering through
the dim light, he saw a hand waving about
aimlessly. Grasping it, he pulled with a will.

H 2
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A comrade assisted, and soon they unearthed
a buried German.

The prisoner was a funny little fellow—

a

stocky Wurtemburger in green corduroys and
a knitted helmet. When rescued, he lapsed
into unconsciousness for an hour. He had
been through the first battle of Ypres, he said
later, in which he was the only one of his
regiment to escape death or a wound. Blown
high in air, very, very high, it seemed to him.
he felt a great mass ofd/dris fall upon him.
He told us, in a spirit of resignation to his

fate, that to have lived through the October
and November fighting on the Menin Road,
and be thrown skyward by a mine, then buried
and still live, entitled him, he thought, to spend
the rest of the War, without disgrace, in an
enemy prison.

The French exploded their mine at one
o'clock in the morning, and by daybreak the
ist Cavalry Division had "turned over" to
them, and was on its way back from Ypres
to billets in a more quiet locality.

Motor 'buses moved the men back, as they
had brought the dismounted troopers up. The
long lines of London 'buses, with khaki-painted
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windows, rendering their interior lighting barely
visible, looked odd in the black Ypres streets.

No outside lights were permitted.

To hear one bell, see the dark shape of the
clumsy vehicle slow down, then hear the two
bells that signalled departure, next the grinding
crunch of gears, and finally, to see the ghostly
'bus slide forward in the night, brought strange
parodies of London memories.

General de Lisle had planned to leave Ypres
at twelve noon on March 5th. We left half
an hour earlier, by chance. Next day we
learned that ten minutes after our departure a
Black Maria struck the very building we had
occupied during our ten days' stay in Ypres,
blowing the back of it through its front, and
generally demolishing the premises.

One day, subsequently, I visited the house
to learn if so strange a coincidence of timely
evacuation was true, and found that the story
was correct in every detail. The interior of
the place was one mass of smashed walls and
partitions, the alSris bulging from the doors
and windows of the front of the building, which
still remained practically intact

The handling of the Division during its
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occupation of the Ypres trenches reflected great
credit on General de Lisle.

We left our trenches in much better shape
than that in which we had found them. Some
casualties were inevitable, but the total number
of men killed was only eleven during the ten
days, a low percentage when the strength of
the Division, not far short of 2.500 rifles in the
Ime. was considered.

At daybreak on the morning of March loth
the British attack was launched which was to
become known to history as the battle of
Neuve Chapelle.

For several days the weather had been cold
raw and damp. On some days it rained and
blustered, while at night snow fell, and the
wind howled unceasingly. The morning of
the 9th dawned clear and cold, the stormy
weather having been driven away by a hard
frost. The Tommies in the trench line were
treated to every vagary of the treacherous
climate of Flanders in March.
My car indulged in periodical attacks of the

dumps and finally became a nuisance. Accord-
ingly I ran to Sailly. whertj the Canadian
Divisional Headquarters were located, and
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I

i

sought the Divisional Repair Park, which
proved to be at Merville. On the 8th I left

the car in the hands of the Canadian boys for
a few days' repair. On the Canadian front I

learned from an acquaintance of a projected
attack of considerable magnitude, spurring me
on toward getting my car in runnable shape at
the earliest possible moment.
On March 9th, in Merville, I saw Sir

Douglas Haig's Special Order to the First
Army, issued that day, which read as follows:—

"We are about to engage the enemy
under very favourable conditions. Until
now in the present campaign, the British
Army has, by its pluck and determination,
gained victories against an enemy greatly
superior both in men and guns. Rein-
forcements have made us stronger than
the enemy in our front. Our guns are
now both more numerous than the enemy's
are and also larger than any hitherto used
by any army in the field. Our Flying
Corps has driven the Germans from the
air.

"On the Eastern Front, and to the
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South of us. our Allies have made marked'
progress and caused enormous losses to
the Germans, who are, moreover, harassed
by mtemal troubles and shortage of
supplies, so that there is little prospect at
present of bijr reinforcements being sent
agamst us here.

" In front of us we have only one
German Corps, spread out on a front as
large as that occupied by the whole of our
Army (the First).

"We are now about to attack with
about forty-eight battalions a locality in
that front which is held by some three
German battalions. It seems probable,
^so that for the first day of the operations
the Germans will not have more than four
l^ttalions available as reinforcements for
the counter-attack. Quickness of move-
ment is therefore of first importance to
enable us to forestall the enemy and
thereby gain success without severe
loss.

"At no time in this war has there been
a more favourable moment for us, and I
feel confident of success. The extent of
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'

that success must depend on the rapidity
and determination with which we advance.
"Although fighting in France, let us

remember that we are fighting to preserve
the British Empire and to protect our
homes against the organised savagery of
the Germany Army. To ensure success,
each one of us must play his part, and fight
like men for the honour of Old England."

In the evening when I returned to ist
Cavalry Division Headquarters I found the
servants packing. My servant said on my
arrival, " Your kit is ready, sir. We arc to
shift out of thb at six o'clock in the morning.
A big push is on."

The Cavalry was to "stand by," in case the
infantry attack succeeded and a hole was made
in the German line.

The guns began before daylight, and
hundreds of them, with an amplitude of
ammunition, made a pandemonium.

I begged a ride in a G.H.Q. car and found
myself during the forenoon near the head-
quarters of General Davies of the 8th
Division.
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Not many days before, General de Lisle
had called at Estaires, and we had been
hospitably given lunch by General Davies,
when we had learned something of the general
topography of the line on the 8th Division
front. The ground in that sector was so
water-logged and soft that it did not admit
of the construction of a trench line such as
we had held in the Ypres Salient. Each
small point of vantage to the east of Laventie
—a house here, or a rise of ground there—had
been made into miniature forts by the British

or the Germans. A trench line proper existed,

but consisted, from the nature of the terrain,

of trench-works and parapets of sandbags, all

above ground. These were less impregnable
than a trench line in solid ground, and could
much more easily be demolished by shell-

fire.

The road from Estaires to La Bass^e, on
the morning of March roth, was full of advanc-
ing troops and returning wounded. General
Davies' headquarters were said to be at Rouge
Croix, not far west of the town of Neuve
Chapelle.

I did not go as far as the cross roads at
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Rouge Croix, as that point was underheavy
German shell-fire.

Little could I see except the enemy's shells,
and still less could I learn. That the 8th
Division had taken the front line German
trenches was common rumour.

Finally a wounded subaltern, a mere boy.
came back, hysterically cheerful in spite of a
nasty wound in his arm. He belonged to the
25th Brigade—Lincolns. Dorsets, Rifle Brigade
and Wiltshires.

^

"We took Neuve Chapelle," he said.
"Many casualties? Yes, plenty. You see,
we had orders to take the bally town at all
costs, and we did it I

"

He was sure his fellows had the ridge that
commanded Arbers, and had heard that our
men on the right had reached a point a couple
of miles beyond U Bassi^. Cheerful- lad.
that. Neither the Auber Ridge nor La
Bass6e was to be ours, but it was not for
lack of his sort. He and his kind, with the
men behind them that fought that day at
Neuve Chapelle, could have taken Aubere and
Lille beyond it had someone not blundered
that loth of March.



Weeks passed before the occurrences of that
fateful day were made clear to me. Every sort
of rumour was afloat. On the loth and the
iith I was between Merville (where General
Haig had his headquarters). Estaires and
Laventie, but no one seemed to know in those
days as to just why things had gone so badly
when the promise of success had been so
great

Later I knei*r.

General Haig had been quite reasonably
correct in his estimate of the enemy's strength.
Our chance to break through the German line
was the finest opportunity of the whole war.

That, with such odds in our favour, with
a preponderance of guns and shells as well
we should have so signally failed, and lost ove^
18,000 men into the bargain, required some
explanation.

The tragedy of Neuve Chapelle was a failure
to take advantage of an initial success. The
25th Brigade, with the 23rd Brigade on its left,
nobly did the work assigned to it. It took
Neuve Chapelle itself, and reached the position
It had hoped to reach. The 24th Brigade was
to come up, through the 23rd and 25th Brigades
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and as it advanced, the 20th Brigade, on its
left, was to move forward. Still to the left
of the 20th Brigade the 21st Brigade was in
readiness, and on its left the Northamptonshire
Yeomanry, which had been put into the
trenches previously occupied by the 20th
Brigade, to free that command for the attack.

Thus, once the preliminary ground-clearing
was done by the 23rd and 25th Brigades on
the nght, and the town of Neuve Chapelle was
taken, the 24th Brigade was to come on and
form the right of a line composed of itself, the
20th and 2ist Brigades, which were to pivot
on the Northamptonshire Yeomanry and sweep
over the Auber Ridge.

On the left of the Yeomanry waited the
22nd Brigade, ready to jump forward the
moment this swinging movement had developed.
The initial success won, the whole line

waited, eyes on the right, for the signal to
go on. Before nine o'clock in the morning
all was ready, and the road cleared.

All day the watchers waited in vain. ^
It was after four o'clock in the afternoon

before the word came.

It was then too late.
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The great opportunity had been lost, and
K)»t for ever.

The Germans had rallied, fiUed farms with
machine^ns, and mowed down the gaUant
ajid and 25th Brigades men who had so dearly
won such splendidly advanced positions.

The 24th Brigade had come on part way,
then concentrated, and was sadly cut up. That
the line on the right had "dug-in," instead of
moving forwahl, had resulted in a defeat when
a great victory was within grasp.

And who was to blame ?

A Brigade commander and the General in
command of the artillery of a certain division
were promptly " Stellenbosched." A divisional
commander was reported sent home ; his case
reopened when he declared the fault was not
his, as could be proven by certain hitherto
unproduced papers from corps headquarters.
-A further inquiry resulted in his being re-
insteted. His corps commander went to
England. " Sent home." said many. Shortly
afterwards, back he came, to the discomfiture
of the prophets, and took up his old command.
Who was to blame .^

It is too early to tell. Let the writers of the
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future dig the story out of the tangled orders
of the day, as between corps and division,
division and brigade.

No battle of such magnitude could be won
without fine Staff work, and the work of more
than one staff on that loth of March left much
to be desired. -;

One thing cannot be gainsaid. The men in
the ranks fought like heroes. Nothing that
men could do was left undone by them.
One officer who saw as much of Neuve

Chapelle, and knew as much of the tragedy as
any one man said to me; "The word 'con-
centrate' caused all the trouble. The trwps
that might so easily have come on had ordera
to concentrate along a certain road. That was
the root of the mix-up. They concentrated,
dug-in. and waited for orders, in accordance
with their instructions. Those instructions did
not come until half past four in the afternoon.
The whole day had been wasted. The time
had flown, and the great opportunity with it."

The cavalry would have had a fine part to
play had all gone wdl.
The 2nd Cavalry Division was drawn up

back of Estaircs. the 3rd Cavalry Division in
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the Forest of Nieppe, and the ist Cavalry,
Division was ready at its billets. A hole in the
German line meant a strong push through by
the three cavalry divisions.

On the right of the 7th and 8th Divisions
the Indian Corps had hard fighting, the day of
the Battle of Neuve Chapelle. The Gurkhas,
one of their officers told me, took a wood, lost

it, took it a second time, lost it again, and a
third time took it, only to be driven out at last

owing to the fact that no support was available.

On a visit to Bethune one day I heard
dozens of stories of the fierce fighting on
March loth, on the and Division front, where
one Brigade lost twenty-five officers and seven
hundred men in an abortive attack.

But the interest centred around the
8th Division fighting, that began so well,

then hung fire until the Germans recovered
from the demoralization of the smashing blow.

How utter was that demoralization we learned
later from "agents" near Lille and Tournai.
The Germans were actually "on the run " that

morning, and pressing forward would have in-

dubitably borne results that would have loomed
large in the trend of events.
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On March 15th, the ist Cavalry Division was
called out at dawn, and placed in support of
the 27th Division at St. Eloi. Just before six
o'clock on the evening of the 14th, the Huns
had fired a mine at St. Eloi, and then poured a
rain of high explosive shells over our trenches
for half an hour. The howitzer shells exploded
so rapidly, that one continuous roar ensued,
the separate detonations being with difficulty

distinguished.

The moment the German guns stopped their
fusilade, the German infantry rushed forward,
the attack developing all along the 5th Corps
front St. Eloi itself, the southern re-entrant
of the Ypres Salient, was soon in enemy hands.
By two o'clock on the morning of the 15th,

a British counter-attack was launched. By
daybreak each force held some part of St Eloi,
and the fighting grew fierce and fiercer. By
night all the town was in British hands save
one point, a mound which had been transformed
into a kind of fort by the enemy.

During that fighting, the 4th Battalion Rifle
Brigade was sent up to take a section of trench
out of which one of the other 27th Division
Battalions had been shelled. Once before,

i;iba.J
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within the hour, another battalion had essayed'
to recapture the lost position, and had "re-
tired " in considerable confusion.

The Rifle Brigade set its teeth and started
for the hottest part of the fray.

•* You must cross that road," its commander
was told, "though Heaven only knows how
anyone can get across it alive."

Sixteen Hun machine-guns were playing on
the open spap^ over which the battalion must
pass.

Over it they went. In less than sixty
seconds eleven officers and two hundred and
fifty men were down, but the rest pushed on.
They reached the trench, some of them,

cleared out the Huns with the cold steel, and
consolidated the position—-a splendid per-
formance.

The 5th Corps made good the ground the
Germans had won without calling on the
1st Cavalry Division troops for assistance, and
thus ended the last chance of our Division for
active fighting during the month of March.

Inspections in the Flemish mud, bright sun-
shine and spring zephyrs one day, and snow
the next, and more than once snow and
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sunshine alternating throughout the span of a
day, marked the passing of the month.

Paris, Calais, St. Omer, Estaires, Lijlers,

Merville and Hazebrouck were visited by enemy
airmen as the days went by, and bomb»
dropped, but without much damage to lives or

property.

" The Huns don't care whether or not they
hit anything," said one sage "sub." "They
only want to show Sir Douglas Haig they
have a copy of that March loth Order of his

wherein he said ' Our Flying Corps has driven

the Germans from the air.'

"

On March 25th I spent the morning in

Bailleul at 2nd Corps and 3rd Corps Head-
quarters.

The Staffordshire Brigade of the North
Midland Territorial Division marched past to

the music of their fine brass band, drawn up in

the square—the first band I had seen or heard
since leaving England seven months before.

Crowds of soldiers and officers flocked to

hear it and see the sturdy Terriers march by
with swinging step. They created a splendid

impression.

The next day my work was to take General

I 2

I

iil
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Lowe and General Lumley over the path of
the early fighting in Flanders-from Meteren
through Bailleu. to Armenti^res. thence to*e hne on the Ploegsteert HUl and through
the Plo<^teert Wood.
We stopped in the town of Ploegsteert,

where, ,„ the churchyard. General Lumley's
son, a gallant young officer in the i ith Hussars
was buried.

The boy had been killed on October 17thwhen our Division was trying to force a way
across the River Lys. At Le Touquet Lieu-
tenant Lumley was reconnoitring a position
preparatory to an advance when a German
snipers bullet struck him.
As the General visited his son's grave I

learned from townsfolk how things had fared
with them.

Months before the ist Cavalry Division had
been the fim British contingent to enter
Ploegsteert. The people told me of the severe
sheUmg the town had suffered, though the
shattered church and a black hole where the
prmcipal utamintt once stood were surrounded
by many other evidences of the damage of theHun gun-fire.
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I

" We have been here through it all," said an
old kdy whose French had a heavy Flemish
accent. "We go into the cellara when the
bombardment begins, and when it ends we
come out and go about our work. What else
could we do.^"

Some townsfolk had been hit, but none
killed, they said. The merry baker, whose
brown bread had been so greatly enjoyed by
our mess, had been hit by shrapnel bullet a few
weeks before and killed. His wife was running
the bakery still, though in but a small way, she
said, sadly.

The Bois de Ploegsteert and the line in its

vicinity was much the same as when our
Division had left it months before. The wood
was perhaps a little more smashed, the chateau
a bit more flattened.

Our batteries fired regularly as we walked
about, their shells whirring over our heads with-
out eliciting a single reply shot from the Huns.
Down the corduroy roads through the Ploeg-

steert Wood and to its trench-line, where the
men were far from uncomfortable, the path
seemed sufficiently familiar to have been there
for years instead of months.
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Next day; the 27th, my work took me still

further afield. General de Lisle, with General
Briggs and General Mullens and one or two
members of their staffs, were to walk over
the reserve line of trenches from in front of

^
Kemmel to Dickebusch. One ofGeneral Smith-
Dorrien's Staff officers was to accompany them.
Dismounting from the cars at the Station

Inn, on the Neuve Eglise-Kemmel Road, the
party headed fpr the reserve trenches. I was
instructed to convoy the other cars in the party
to a spot on the Ypres side of Dickebusch.

" Don't stop at the cross-roads,** said Captain
Walker of the 2nd Army Staff: "The Germans
shell the cross-roads two or three times every
day. It's best to run up the Vlamertinghe
Road a couple of hundred yards and wait there.
You are not so likely to be hit"

Past Dranoutre and Locre, and thence
through La Clytte and Dickebusch my route
led. Familiar ground of months past, every
inch of it. Here and there fields had been
ploughed well by shell-fire, and many once
tonuhar buUdings along the way had been
rfiattered or destroyed. It was uncanny to
find that more than one spot which I had in
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former days selected as a daUy stand for the
car had become a great gaping hole dug by a
huge howitzer shell.

Huts beside the road teemed with
Tommies.

As I entered La Clytte I well remembered
my last day there, in November, 19 14. Major
Steele, of the R.A.M.C., and Captain Baron
Le Jeune, a French liaison officer, both of
them popular members of the ist Cavalry
Division Headquarters Staff, had been killed

in La Qytte by the same shell. Another shell

had that day gone dose over General de Lisle

and me as we were leaving the town.

Picking my way past a clumsy farm wagon,
I thought of those days of "close calls." I

was thankful no shells had fallen near me iAai

morning.

As I drew past the cross-road in La Clytte,

however, a scream sounded over my head, and
a shell burst in the field not one hundred feet

beyond me.

I was off like a flash, abandoning all thought
of saving my car from the rough bumping over
the broken pav/. It seemed weird, that lone

shell, so dose to me in La Clytte. No more
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c^ or at least, if they did so, I did not hearthem, and I soon passed Dickebusch
A two hours' wait in snow and sun and «,ow^n sa.. the arrival of Genen.1 de Lisle, andwe were promptly off for " home."
Such days were fair samples of my worku»2 Ma.h winds h^ ceaL to blo^^JA^^, w,th .ts promise of an early spring, had

t «
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CHAPTER IV.

ON April ist. I heard at G.H.Q. that
within a few days the French 9th
and i6th Corps, which were in the

Ypres area, were to be moved south. The
British were to take over the line from the
Belgian left near Bixschoote, and make a con-
tinuous British line from that point to the left
of the main French front near the La Bass^
Canal jEvents were to happen which pre-
vented the completion of this plan-events
due to a German initiative.

•The days grew warmer, though lain fell with
sufficient frequency to keep the fields deep with
mud. '^

Rumours of a "push " could be heard every-
where. It was timed by most prophets for
April 24th or 15th, though some declared itwould develop by the 20th.
Many there were who scoffed at the idea ofan advance. One story current at G.H.Q.

Slh hL™!^''™
°' •" '^"""y """»''-•

Which had long occupied the Plo^teert
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trcnchw. who paid a visit to a brother officer
in another division, which had been marooned
in the Kemmel trenches for what had seemed
an interminable period.

^^

" You will notice." said the Kemmel man,my men are planting daffodils on the parapets
to hide em We hope to have the line quite
Invisible in the course of time."

" Humph." replied he of Ploegsteert. " you
art a lot of blooming optimists. My men have
planted acorns in front of our ditch."
On April 3rd, Lord Kitchener came to

Boulogne by torpedo-boat On the next
morning. Sunday, he landed, came through
St Omer. where he was joined by General
French, and proceeded to Chantilly, wherc'a
conference with General Joffre was held. OnAe following day. Lord Kitchener and General
French met General Foch at Amiens. A dash
to St Omer. where Sir John remained, then a
rush to Boulogne, and England's War Minister
was again aboard his torpedo-boat and speed-mg back toward Whitehall.

As news of this visit spread over the Army
rumour piled on rumour of the new " push

"

that was to accomplish such great results.



True, siniater minds attributed Kitchener's
visits to the la,^ loss in men and the smallgam m ground of Neuve Chapelle. but they
were greatly in the minority.
We obtained a copy of the LilU War Gazttt*

a newspaper published by the German Army in
Lille, which contained many iteifts of interest,
i-hief among them was an article by a Hun
named Kaden, a lieutenant^Ionel of a line
regiment. The following is a tianslation of
this article, which caused much comment :~

FIRE.
Bv Lieutenant-Colonel Kaden.

As children, many of us have played
with It

;
some of us have seen an outbreak

of fire. First a small tongue-like flame
appears

;
it grows into a devastating fury

of heat We out here in the field have
seen more than enough of it.

But there is also the fire of joy—of
sacred enthusiasm. It arose from sacri-
ficial altars, from mountain heights of
Germany, and lit up the heavens at the
time of solstice and whenever the home
countries were in danger. This year fires
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of joy shall flare from the Bismarck
columns throughout the length and
breadth of Germany, for on April ist,

just one hundred years ago, our country's
greatest son was bom. Let us celebrate
this event in a manner deep, far-reaching,
and mighty

!

Blood and Iron I

Let every German, man or woman,
young* or old, find in his heart a Bismarck
column, a pillar of fire, now in these
days of storm and stress. Let this fire,

enkindled in every German breast, be a
fire of joy, of holiest enthusiasm. But
let it be terrible, unfettered ; let it carry
horror and destruction! Call it hate!
Let no one come to you with "Love
thine enemy!" We all have but one
enemy—ENGLAND

!

How long have we . wooed her almost
to the point of our own self-abasement ?
She would none of us, so leave to her the
apostles of peace, the " No War "

disciples.
The time has passed when we would do
homage to everything English—our cousins
that were I



God punUh England I "-"May Hepun„hhcl» Thi, is the greeting d,atnow pa^ when Germans meet. The
fire of this righteous hate is all aglow I

You men of Germany from East and
West, forced to shed your blood in the
defence of your homeland. ,h«,ugb
England s wfamous envy and hatred of
Uermanys progress, feed the flame thatbums m your souls. We have but oneWar Cry :" God punish England ! " Hiss
this one to another in the trenches, in the
charge

;
h.ss as it were the sound of Ucking

flames. Behold in every dead comrade
a sacrifice forced from you by this accursed
people. Talce tenfold vengeance for each
hero s death I

You Gennan people at home, feed this
nre of hate I

You mothers, engrave this in the heart
ot the babe at your breast

!

milhons of German chUdren look up with

hI^'^v'*? "^^ Hate, unquenchable
Hate! You homes of German learning
pile up the fuel on this fire.

^'
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Tell the nation that this hate is not un-
German, that it is not poison for our
people. Write in letters of fire the name
of our bitterest enemy. You guardians
of the truth, feed this sacred hate

!

You German fathers, lead your children
up to the high hills of our homeland, at
the feet of our dear country bathed
in sunshine. Your women and children
shall starve

: bestial, devilish conception.
England wills it! Surely all that is in
you rises against such infamy

!

Listen to the ceaseless song of the
German forest, behold the fruitful fields

like rolling seas, then will your love for
this wondrous land find the right words,
"Hate, unquenchable Hate! Germany^
Germany above all

!

"

.

Let it be inculcated in your children,
and it will grow like a landslide, irresistible,

from generation to generation.

You fathers, proclaim it aloud over the
billowing fields, that the toiling peasant
below may hear you, that the birds of the
forest may fly away with the message:
into the land that echoes from German



cliffs send it reverberating like the clanging
of bells from tower to tower throughout
the country side :

Ha't^*'^'
"^'^* ^^* accursed English,

You masters, carry the flai..e to your
workshops. Axe and hammer wHl fall the
heavier when arms are nerved by this Hate.
You peasants, guard this flame, fan it

anew m the hearts of your toilers that the
hand may rest heavy on the plough that
throws up the soil of our homeland.
What Carthage was to Rome, England

IS to Germany.

For Rome as for us it is a question of
to be or not to be."

May our people find a faitl,ful mentor
luce Cato.

His ceterum censeo. Carthaginem
ESSE delendam for us means

"God Punish England."

_^Iwonder if they laud the "thoroughness "
of
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The Army under Sir John French was
assuming considerable proportions early in

April. In addition to the ist, 2nd, 3rd, 4th,

5th, 6th, 7th, and 8th Divisions, the 27th and
28th, the Canadian Division and the Divisions

of the Indian Corps, as well as the ist, 2nd

and 3rd Cavalry Divisions and the Indian

Cavalry Division, were well seasoned. The
North Midland, 2nd London and South Mid-
land Territorial Divisions were " out," and fast

gaining experience and a good reputation with

it, while the Northumberland Territorial Divi-

sion was on the way.

G.H.Q. information summaries in the early

days of April said laconically, "Nothing to

report on the British front," and were generally

fairly correct.

On the 8th and 9th the roads leading from

the Ypres district were filled with French

troops moving southward. The veterans of

the 9th Corps limped past, frost-bite having

visited most of them during their long sojourn

in the trenches of the Salient

Lines of French guns ambled by, " 75's,"

with their graceful light grey lines, were

eminently business-like, their gunners clad in
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dark blue cape-overcoats that looked warm and
comfortable.

The ist Cavalry Division was given a new
brigade, the 9th, which consisted of the isth
Hussars. 19th Lancers and the Warwickshire
A emtonal Battery.

Bumping over the bad roads at good speed
meant frequent car trouble. I was fortunate to
find Harold Smith, the Royal Automobile Club
Engineer, one day at Boulogne, where he was
superintending the installation of a firet-class
motor repah- plant for the Red Cross Ambu-
lances. Mieville, of the Red Cross, in whose
hands were all matters pertaining to Red Cross
motor vehicles, proved a good Samaritan.
Between Mieville and Smith my decrepit car
was given a new lease of life.

The Army Service Corps would have done
well to have " coK)pted " Smith and one or two
more like him. His repair shop at Boulogne,
when completed, was so far ahead of any repair
park possessed by the Army in France that
comparison made the Army shops look very
bad indeed. Yet Smith's work was done in
three weeks or less and a building of quite a
temporary character utilised.

i!
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While I was in Boulogne an Army Service
Corps captain came to Harold Smith and said

:

" I have been told to Uy down a foundry, and
unfortunately know nothing whatever aboit the
bally thing. Do you happen to know anything
about a foundry ?

"

"Well," replied Smith. "I have a fairly
good idea of what you wHl need. Suppose I
draw up a specification of a foundry installation
to-night and let you have it to-morrow ?

"

"Delighted," said the captain. "It would
be good of you."

So Smith set to work, duly completed the
^ecification, and turned it over to the A.S.C.
man, who went away, quite happy, at once to
put in the specification as it was handed to
him. He admittedly had no knowledge as to its

correctness and was quite satisfied to seek none.
I met Moore-Brabazon, of the Flying-Corps,

on the quay. With a few days' leave in his
pocket, he was as happy as a sandboy.

" We had a chap rejoin us a day or so ago,"
said " Brab," "who had a remarkable story to
tell. His name is Mapplebeck. He is an
ofificer in the Liverpool Regiment, attached to
the R.F.C.



Not long ago. Mappiebeck was up aloneon a scout near Lille, when his engine wentwrong and he had to make a des^t Heknew he w^ well inside the Geraian Knes, butwas shocked to see a couple of Huns, apparentlydomg sentry duty, not far from where he had
planned to land.

"The two Germans ran toward the machine
as It came down, each grabbing hold of the
left wmg The biplane tossed and rolled and
pitched about as it came to rest Mappiebeck
tumbl^ out on the right side, dived head first
through a thick hedge a few feet distant, and
ran hot-foot down a deep ditch that led to a
cross-hedge not far away.

further hedge, and was off like a hare down
another ditch. The Huns must have Z^
the wrong turning when pursuing him. as he
^

.fZ^^y "'«','•«« » a d*ann^ till night
Obtammgsome i,easant clothing. Mappie-

beck made h« way into LiUe, Though thet^ was iun of Germany his disguise was s^

ft^T'^u^^ '" «"r*»y. Findinga loj«l French business man. Mappiebeck
cashed a London cheque, for which he received

K 3
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French notes bearing a German stamp. With
these he bought a suit of clothing, and started

to tramp the road to Belgium.
" He reached Belgium safely, kept on, and

eventually crossed the Dutch border. Obtain-
ing passage to London, he at once went to

Farnborough and reported. There he was
given a new machine which was ready to come
to France. He lost no time in bringing it

across the channel and reporting for duty, just

as though nothing unusual had happened.

"One by one we obtained from him the
details of his experiences. He was mightily

modest about it aU, and laughed at the idea
that he had done anything that was the least

bit out of the ordinary."

On April 17th the 2nd Cavahy Division held
a horse show at Vieux Berquin. The horses
and the riding were worthy of the best that
Dublin or Olympia could produce.

Sunday, the 18th, I had set aside for a joy-
ride. Running to St Omer, I picked up
Major St. L^er, of the Irish Guards, Assistant

Camp Commandant, and then called at a farm
near Meteren, where the 9th Lancers' Head-
quarters were billeted.



Wilh

Beale-Browne, "Bimbo" Reynolds. Rex
Benson and Alex Graham, were out enjoying
the perfect morning, but we luckily found
Captain "Algy" Court, of the gth, who had
been m the hospital when the Brigade was at
Ypres, and thus missed seeing the Salient
This made him the more keen to have a look
at the famous Menin Road. Calling at General
MuUens's headquarters at Godawaerevelde, in
the hope of annexing "Rattle" Barrett,
"Jeff" Hornby or Romer WUliams, but
finding the Brigade Staff absent to a man,
we pushed on to Poperinghe, where we pro*
cured a very passable luncheon in a crowded
hotel.

Finally we reached Ypres, ran through it,

and out on the Menin Road toward Hooge.
Court was very anxious to run on to Hooge,
but I had been told a car could be seen by the
Huns as it approached that delecuWe spot.
and I therefore counselled discretion. " Algy •'

pressed hard for a visit to Hooge itself, saying
he was most eager to inspect the " trenches
to the south of the road." St Leger wavered,
but finally agreed with me that to "run into^
one" when joy-riding would look bad, so we
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satisfied ourselves with watching the bursting
shells from a safe distance.

Only a few weeks later, " Algy " Court was
killed in those very trenches to the south of
the Menin Road at Hooge, when the 9th
Lancers, badly gassed and heavily attacked
on front and left flank-aU but outflanked, in
fact—held on gallantly during a day of the
fiercest of fighting, and saved the line.

While we were on Menin Road little groups
of wounded Tommies came past A Canadian
StaflF officer told us the K.O.S.B.'s. and the
West Kents had rushed a German position on
a hill in front of Zillebeke, after our engineers
had exploded a mine under it About aoo
yards of enemy trendi had been taken, ^nd
fifteen prisoners, including two officera, captured.
From them it was learned that at least 150
Huns, most of whom must have been killed,
were in the destroyed trench.

" The K.O.S.B.'s and the West Kents," said
the Canadian, " are hanging on to the captured
area, m spite of continual heavy counter-attacks
by the Germans. We had just had a message
from our chaps asking for help to hold on."
As he spoke a roar burst forth on the line
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not far ,w.y, seemmg to me to come from .
P«nt ju,t wuth of Cav«-, House. For
fifteen minute* Hun howitzer shells fell in
scores on the luckless area of the successful
advance The air reverberated with the
crashes of the huge shells, which fell i„ such
rapid succession one could not count them.
Aft« we left Ypres. we hea«l stUl another

fi«ce dduge of shell-fire M on that spot late
•n the afternoon.

Such was the commencement of the fight for
HiU 60, near Verbranden Molen. which was tobe contested buteriy for many a day, costing
thousands of casualties to friend and foe. Thene« day, the .9th. the Germans tried to win
bade the p«i,ion at the point of the b»o«t,
and succeeded in gaining a foot-holdT^the
aouthera slope of the hill, only to lose it aftera band to hand fight that afternoon.

_ 3^e Huns also gave Ypre. and die Menin
Road a heavy shdling for an hour on the loth
just twenty-fo™- houre too late to catd. ou;

one that found the Menin Road a safe place.

^.t^, l^r.."!:: T"^ *<* <- "usy
with the terrible work that was to end in the
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utter dcvawation of Ypres-work which was to
continue for the rest of April, through May.
and well into June, with but little respite.
A couple of days later the West Surreys had

a fight for Hill 60 that nearly swept away the
battalion. The Germans brought up some
field guns and hammered away at our parapets
at close range. When the West Surreys came
out. after gaUantly holding the position until re-
lieved, a subaltern was the senior officer left in
command. The " Princess Pat's." too. were to
leave the majority oftheir officers there. Hill 60
took toll of all but a remnant of that n^iment.
We dropped " Algy " Court at his bUlets. then

hastened to St Omer. where a good dinner
lii^ awaiting us. St Leger's mess was always a
cheery one, having among its members Sur^eon-

^r'^^^'^^""^^'
^^^°"^ Cummings. of the

KA.M.C.. Colonel Warren, of the Army Post
Office, and Colonel Thresher, the Camp Com-
mandant That night Colonel Father Keating
and Captain Father Rawlinson were fellow-
gt»csts, two greatly beloved " Padres," in either
of whom was diffident subtle merriment and
quiet humour to cheer up a whole corps of
pessimists.
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A captured German order gave rather grue-
aome details of a liquid-fire thrower cf sorts,

intended, so the order said, for fighting in

streets and houses.

The German official report accused the

British at Hill 60 of using shells containing

poisonous fumes.

Odd forerunners, these, in the light of sub-

sequent events, for on Friday, April 23rd,

came the first German gas attadc

The 23rd dawned bright and dear, a perfect

spring morning. Soon after daybreak word
came that the Germans had broken the French
line I between Bbcschoote and Langemarck.
The 1st Cavalry Division was oidered to

concentrate between Ecke and Godawaersvelde,
preparatory to being sent up in support
The Germans had sprung their first gas

attack in the grey of dawn, launching the
asphyxiating|fumes at a portion of the allied

line held by the 78th French Reservist Division.

The suocesslof the new manoeuvre had been
extraordinary. That it far exceeded the most
sanguine hopes of the Germans was clear from
the fact that very few troops were available to

take advantage of so great a hole in the allied
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Ime. No Gennan cavalry was tufficicntly near
at hand to be tttiliaed. That thi. point wa.
brought well home to the Huns wa. madec^ to us within very few hours afterward, for
before the second gas attack the Germans had
moved »p a couple of corp. of cavalry to .
point within call.

/ ^ •

But the opportunity had passed. Gas, when
itt use was unexpected, its effect multipHed by
Ignorance as to what it really was, and vagii
oo^ecture as to what it might be, and las^ our troops were expecting it and had
«»cen warned as to its objects and danatia,
were very different propositions.
That the German gas attacks were for some

tane most demoralising, and often locaUv
successfid, was not to be denied

;
but some part

of the hne invariafcly held, and made the load
en«ny gain of less importance. Respirator
tosisted men to stay in their trenches in spite of
the coming of the noxious fumes. Of for more1^ was the gradual realisation on the part of
the men that gas could be withstood, and might
or n^t not envelope them in sufficient
quantity to produce a deadly effect

•
Those French reservists who first were
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wrapped in the strange greenish-yellow miitt
that left them gasping for air and dying of
strangulation, were not to be too greatly con-
demned for the general scamper that ensued
Under the drcumstances, the indefinable and
inexplicable horror would very likely have torn
the line from the grasp of the most seasoned
troops of either the French or British armies.
Later I saw batulions of English veterans
in utter demoralization by the coming of the
gas, and it was many a day before the sight of
a gas cloud faUed to bring great terror to many
a soldier who had to face it

By ten o'clock on the morning of the 23rd
the situation seemed most serious. Back from
the Bixschoote-Langemarck line the French
had come to the line of the canal that ksads
south from Steenstraate to Ypres. At a point
not far from Boesinghe the Huns had actually
crossed to the west bank of the canal, weie at
the very doors of Boesinghe^ and had taken
Het-Sas and Lizeme to the north. Liseme
was well to the west of the canal, and on the
main Dixmude-Ypres road.

Messages that reached the ist Cavalry Divi-
Mon, explaimng the situation, were addressed
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to the Cavalry Corps. Indian Cavalry. 2nd
Army, and the new Northumbrian Territorial
Division. All these units were to be engaged
on that front before many days had passed.

General De Lisle ran to 5th Corps Head-
quarters in Poperinghe before eleven o'clock.
We passed battalion after battalion of the North
Country Terriers along the road, trudging
sturdily Ypreswards, or lying inithe fields for a
breather.

Ambulances were continually arriving in
Poperinghe, full of wounded and gassed
Tommies.

I met Major Moore, of the Canadian Division,
who told me the Canadians had beeo "at it
hard." Another Canadian acquaintance, a
wounded officer, came past, and told me some-
thing of the situation.

The Canadians had won laurels that morning
by an action which showed clearly the great
military value of individual initiative in the
private soldier. That is the quality that made
British generals think the Australian and
New Zealand soldiers who were lost at the
Dardanelles.the finest men that had yet been
produced in the great worid-war.
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In dug-outs in front of Wieltje and west
of St Julien, some of the Canadians were
unaware of the gas attack until the Germans
had driven the French well back and come on
after them to such close quarters that the grey
lines Twere clearly visible to the surprised

Canadian eyes.

Grabbing rifles and ammunition pouches,
with no time for company or battalion forma-
tion, officers and men rushed toward the
advancing lines of Huns, and seeking such cover
as could be found, opened a fierce fire at short
range. The natural, inborn individual fighting

spirit of men raised in the open—men to whose
hands a rifle was no stranger—^met the situation

with such instinctive cohesion of action that
the Huns were driven back and the line saved.

A 5th Corps Staff" officer told us the
Canadians had actually saved the day and
had established,^uring the early hours of the
morning, a crescent-shaped line from the Canal
south-east of Boesinghe to a point just north
of St. Julien, the crescent bending southward
as the line crossed the Ypres-Langemarck
road. From this^ line they were gradually
being forced south by heavy German attacks.



From one to two o'clock our Divisional
Headquarter, waited by the ,»adside in the

7f^ edge of Poperinghe while our three
brigades came up, preparatory to a move
•oward the scene of batti u

That hour of inaction was crammed with
•cenes that told of the heavy fighting ahead
of IB. Lyne-Stephens, convoying a couple
of doren of the splendid Du Cros ambulan«s
full to overflowing with shattered men, hurried
past «, n«* for Hasebrouck. As a hospital
tram of twelve coaches, every available cornercontammg a wounded Tommy, steamed westscor« of motor omnibuses hurried eastward
toward the sound of the guns, every khaki-
fi<^ -bus with its complement of the

iJrL^K. ""'°''- ^^«^ '-den
with e^Ao^d boxes, pushing loaded bicycles

Z.^^'uT' *""^^ '""^ t»" P«e» of

s con-the road

infantry m
'ition trains urging
" for a clear road,

Wglwty, jrnrn^ m^ two lines
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of traffic bound in each direction, the ist Cavalry
Division and its transport pushed its way,
through Poperinghe, where railway trains wens
debouching long lines of blue-clad French
regulars, and then on along the road toward
Elverdinghe, to the eastward.

General de Lisle went first to Woesten,
which we found full of French territorial troops.
Shells had fallen in the village during the
morning, but nooe were bursting near when
we arrived.

Westarted down theroad toward Elverdinghe
but had not gone far when Bang ! bang ! ju»t
in front, then the whirr of shrapnel bullets, the
sharp crack as they struck thepav/a few yaids
ahead, and spurts of dirt and dust, told us that
the roadway was receiving attention at the
hands of the Boche gunners.

I pulled the car up sharply, and as I did so
two more shrapnel burst a few feet above the
road in front of us, the missiles from the
exploding shells singing past and striking all
about with nasty smacks, as if in boasting
evidence of a creditable amount of velocity
and precision.

One regiment of our Division was assigned
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duty as a reserve for the Belgian left, which
was not far north of us. Another regiment
was to act as r^erve for the French in front

of us. The [remainder of the Division was a
sort of general reserve, to be utilised wherever
and wheneverHnecessity arose.

A run to Elverdinghe showed that it had
been heavily shelled, the church being riddled

with great holes. Our line was pushed to the
east of the town. An ambulance driver who
had been left in Elverdinghe told me he was
sure "someone will get it in this hole soon,"
and he proved to be no bad prophet.

As dark closed we learned that the Canadians'
line had been forced back, but the support line

had held firm as a rock, and our men were
counter-attacking most gallantly as the day
ended. The rumph ! rumph ! of the howitzer
shells increased in frequency, the cannonade
swelling in volume as the night came.

A good sized chdteau between Poperinghe
and Elverdinghe housed our Headquarters Staff

for the night

A run to Cassel at daybreak was a madden-
ing experience, the road from Steenvoorde to
Poperinghe being packed and jammed with all
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manner of horse and motor transport. A big
five-ton lorry belonging to the Canadians had
broken down as it was being turned in the
narrow roadway. Result, an immovable barrier
acroag the/ati/.

If ever in my life I longed to tamper with a
job that was " none of my business," I did so
on that 24th of April. Organisation of the
traffic on that congested road could have been
so easily done with a dozen assistants, and
hours saved to all users of the road.

ThoiM«ids of light French camions were
waiting at Cassel for train-load after train-load
of French troops from Arras. The 9th Corps,
which had so few days previously left Ypres,
after a sojourn of there of many months, wa^
bemg hurried back as fast as steam and petrol
could bring it.

That morning I was given a message for
General de Lisle from the French Corps
Commander, to the effect that the British
Cavalry was required in the front line.

Temporary divisional headquarters had been
established at the fourth kilometre stone on the
Elvcrdinghe road, to allow messages from
regiments or brigades easily to find it.

.11
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When I arrived with the message I traM-mmed It to Major Fitzgerald, then set off to
seek de Lisle, who. " Fitz " said, was making a
tour of the line, and could be found either in
VVoesten or Elverdinghe.

I chose the latter Ob ective. The way was
lined by great black rench Spahis, clad in
var,egated garb and ndrous head gear, for
thefi„tcoupleofkiIome. es. As we approached
Elverdmghe, all signs ..<• life vanished. An
odd stillness brooded ver the immediate
vicmuy, a sort of ! ,cal lui, in the maelstrom of
sound the shell-bursts were making and had
made throughout the night, a couple of miles
to the eastward.

A half instinctive pause in the edge of the
vUIage, and a moment spent in tense listening,
gave me an uncanny feeling of solitude. As I
stood, undecided whether to push on into the
town or circle back for Woesten, the silence
was mashed to reverberating atoms by an S-in
howitzer shell, which fell not far from the town'
Bang! rumph

! r-r-r-rumphl Bang!
Shrapnel and high explosive seemed to come
together.

Another and another shell followed, then a

I
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Mndmg cra.h as I was turning my car and a
shell burst m the square not far away, shower-mg bits of shell and darts over me
The pieces slap^Upped resoundingly against

the metal panels of the car, and one^ood sizTd
stone was hurled against my back.

the sheUs stUl came into the village and a^n^und it

Shortly afterwards I saw Captain BertramN^me, the Adjutant of the i8th Hussars, whohad been wounded in the right hand and armby one of the shells.

"An aeroplane marked with red, white andblue rmgs^ but evidently a German flying falsecolours cycled round over the batt'e^f n^
us, said Neame, "and half a dozen GermI,
-.rapnel fell there a. once. TheT^e^:
crcled over the farm containing .8th H^quarte.^ and another farm whichlas shelte^S
most of A S<,u«l™„. Immediately aCl^f
shells poured into the two farms, and^Sof the men were hit"

several

Months after I read the diary of Captain TO. Thompson, of the R.A M C Ji
«.ached to the .8th Hussars: -

^^

L 2
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His graphic account of the shelling in Elver-
dinghe that morning read as follows: "A
Squadron were in the next farm, and all their
men sleeping peacefully in the sunshine against
the wall of a bam, when, without warning, a
• coalbox • arrived and landed full on one man.
They found only an arm and a leg and his
head. The next arrived later and wounded
two men. The inhabitants of the farm cleared
at a run. and some French territorials, who had
been in that farm for seven months, went like
greased lightning.

"The Colonel (Burnett), and Adjutant
(Neame), and Captain H. (Holdsworth),
walked about thirty yards up the ixMui, when a
shell arrived and wounded the Adjutant in the
hand and H. in the back. It hit the Colonel on
the back, fortunately on the belt, and slightly
wounded him in the thigh. It bruised the
Major, who was twenty yards away, on the shin.

" The Germans kept on putting shells along
the road, and then started on the vUlage.
They were the beasUy 8-2 high explosives,
and were going just over us on to the Pope-
ringhe road. Six horses were going up this
road when a shell landed about fifteen yards
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short of it. One of the grooms was badly
wounded, one killed, being lifted into and left
hanging in one of the trees by the roadside.
"Then the 4th Dragoon Guards came down

the road on foot and passed into the village,
but came out again as a shell greeted them in
the square. They came off the road, and came
along a hollow near the stream toward us.
The rear squadron was marching along a ditch
behind a hedge-row in two-deep formation
when a beastly shell landed right in the ditch
and hurled four of them sixty feet into the air.
Two others were killed as well. Brown, a 4th
D.G. Lieutenant, was one of the four ; his hand
was found in the stream one hundred and fifty
yards away."

All things considered, I was lucky to get out
of Elverdinghe unhurt that morning.

I found General de Lisle as he was returning
from Woesten with Captain Nicholson : I then
ran to Woesten with a message for General
Briggs.

General de Lisle was faced with the fact that
he was acting as reserve to the British left, and
therefore suggested to the French commander
that the French reserves should first be used
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and the British cavahy only called upon to
«:cupy the front French line when no further
French reserves were available, a suggestion of
wh.ch the French General at onci „w the
Wisdom.

Returning from Woesten, Nicholson and I
found we must make a ditour, as the narrow
country road was completely blocked by French
norse transport

Dashing into Poperinghe at high speed we
were surprised to see the townsfolk running
hither and thither in great fright and confusion
Six great shells had been thrown the long
distance from the enemy line and landed in the
town. They had come but a couple of minutes
before, a scared Belgian told us.

I lost no time, swinging through the square
and out on the Elverdinghe road at high speed.
No sooner were we clear of the centre of the
town than Hun shells screamed wickedly over
us on their way toward the railway station,
exploding not far behind us with tremendous
concussion. Guns of large calibre were being
used by the Germans.

First Cavalry Division Headquarters was
moved from the kilometre stone to an estaminet
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near by, as the inhabitants had brought up two
great wagons and decamped therein with bag
and baggage.

Tales of Canadian prowess and fine work by
the 13th Infantry Brigade, which was sent to
their support, were mingled with conflicting
reports of the number of guns captured by the
Germans. First, the loss of a couple of dozen
was admitted by the French. Before a week
had passed we knew the number actually taken
by the Germans was much greater.

Ypres, we heard, had been so heavily shelled
the day before that the entire town had been
evacuated.

All the morning I watched ambulances full
of wounded French soldiers en route for
Poperinghe, file past war-worn batteries of
" 75*s." pushing toward the front. The be-
grimed French gunners, with their cheery
faces, seemed to know the esteem in which
we held them and their splendid guns, and
to be keen to get into action and stem the
advance of the Germans, which was slowly
but steadily surging towards us though our men
were fighting hard every inch of the way.
The Belgian refugees poured back, forced

i

f
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off the road by the lorries, ambulance, and
guns. Slight mothers with numerous prcgeny
one, or sometimes two, of the lesser uniu inarms toiled by. Each pen»n. young or old.
capable of carrying a load, bore heavy burfens
Bicycles with huge bundles balanced on the
saddle, were pushed westward haltinriy as
road-space permitted. One lad pasid on
crutches, flanked by two grand^lames carrying
blue buckets crammed tight with portions of
the family wardrobe.

Most of the faces of the refagees boro a
stohd. matterH)f-fact expression. Some were
quite cheeriul. Many seemed stoically numbed

unwieldy bundles, and they stumbled awk-
'rardly out of the path of hurrying traffic
their feet bruised against the loose stones thai
edged the /«^ Tired, dirty, buffeted by thegal^ with stained and aching muscles and
broken feet Aedng from death or worse, andm their flight abandoning their worldly all I
wondered there were not more signs of h«^-
sickness and despair on their thin faces

Shells steamed over us and ploughed great
holes m the British aviation park east of

'If
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Poperinghe. After the first half dozen of such
visitors, the Flying Corps packed up and took
Its departure for safer quarters.

A wounded Canadian said the and and 3rd
Canadian Brigades in front of us were wiped
out as a fighting force. Their trenches, he
told us had been literally blown to bits. A
counter-attack by the Canadians, the 13th
Brigade and the French 4sth Division on their
left, had started well, but failed to achieve
much. German batteries and machine guns
greatly outnumbered ours and were taking
heavy toll as the batde surged backwards and
forwards.

Before the day was over the French reported
that they had recapturea Lizeme.

Night closed with an increasing din from the
arms of all sorts and calibres on our front,
never to cease for the whole night through.

I was sent after dark to G.H.Q. at St Omer,
a journey that meant many a long hour of
tedious waiting in the midst of the tangled
skein of traffic along the way.

Returning at daybreak on Sunday, the 25th,
I planned a round-about route from Steenvoorde
to Poperinghe, circling well north of the main

\
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«^d. I had travelled but a few kilometres
when I found the narrow, muddy road in front
of me completely blocked by a train of Frtnch
lorries, laden with troops. Some of the vehicles
were mired, and the block bid fair to be
immovable for hours. By sheer luck I stopped
opposite a farmyard, in which I turned the car,
and not far back gained a cross-road. A
mile beyond the route was rendered absolutely
impassable by two detachments of British
transport, which had met face to face on a
road barely wide enough for one.

" We have been here a divil of a toime,"
said a cheery Irish driver at the rear of the
column, "and from the look of it beyant there,
we'll be slapin' here in the mud this night."
Nothing daunted, I turned, pushed by

willing hands when deep mud made assistance
necessary, and headed the other way. But
fate was unkind. Again I found the road
barricaded, this time by two signal lorries that
had, like me, tried a diiour. One had skidded
sideways and stuck fast. The other was trying
to pull his fellow back on to the roadway.
Disheartened, I soon tired of what threatened
to be a long wait, and returned toward
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Steenvoordc A new convoy of French troop-
lomes closed this avenue of escape, but after
an hour of floundering through almost impass-
able lanes, I reached Abele, on the main road,
and was soon thereafter in Poperinghe.

Truly an ounce of prevention in the way of
road organisation and route selection by some
competent authority would have been worth
many pounds of the condemnation poured forth
with volubility by all road users in those days
of tiresome traffic tangles.

Our headquarters moved to an estaminei
just outside Woesten.

I learned, on arrival, that at midnight word
had come from the French Commander, General
Putz, whose headquarters were but a few
hundred yards distant, to the effect that a
mistake had been made in a previous report,
and Lizeme was still in the hands of the
enemy.

The roads were filled with French troops
movmg up, and relieved reservists coming
back, while battery on battery of grey "7s's"
wheeled past.

" I don't know where they are goina to put
any more guns," said Budworth, our Divisional

A
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C.R.A., "the whole country round is stiff
with 'em now."

Fresson, the French liaison officer attached
to the ist Cavalry Division, sought at French
headquarters an explanation of the situation on
the extreme French left, where the Belgian
right joined it

" Lizeme was attacked by French and
Belgians, and Pilkem by French only," said
Fresson, on his return. " The mix-up in the
report was due to the Belgians. The story
of Lizeme is indefinite, except that the Germans
were not driven out, as reported. As to the
Pilkem attack, this failed utterly, due to wire,
machine-guns, and general concentration by
the enemy of the position they had captured.
"A further attack," continued Fresson, "is

to be made this morning at raac when the
Pilkem ridge is to be again stormed."
The Pilkem ridge was east of our part of

the front, not far distant from the canal itself.

The sounds of battle from the line facing it

were continually in our ears.

General Smith-Dorrien drove by. One of
his Staff told me that at ten o'clock on the
night before (Saturday night) 200 Canadians
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were still in St. Julien. though the line had
b«n pressed back, leaving the little band cut
off and surrounded by Germans. AU night
they had fought on. and were still fighting.
Some of our men had gotten up sufficiently

dose to hear the Huns call out to the gallant
Canadians in a luU in the firing: "Surrender.
Canadians I We are around you I You have
no chance t

"

" See you damned first ! Come and get us,"
was the answer sent back in the night by a
clear young Canadian voice, and Bedlam was
again let loose.

That was the spirit of the men that Canada
3ent to France to fight for the Empire.
On the Sunday morning, said the Staff officer

a determined effort was being made to relieve
what remained of the gallant 200.

All our attacks that day and those of the
French as well failed. Lizeme remained in
enemy hands, and the last of the heroic two
hundred Canadians had evidently fallen in
St. Julien before night, for all sounds of firing
from that direction ceased. Strive as they
would, our troops had been unable to teach
and succour them, though costly efforts were
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not wanting. Weeks and months afterwards
anxious ones waited for word from some of
that noble little band in St. Julien, but no wofd
ever came from German hospital or prison
camp. They had fought on to the last man,
to the bitter end I

At night the Germans attacked Broodseinde,
cast of Zonnebeke, with great ferocity, but
were driven back by our 5th Corps troops.
What was left of the Canadian and Brigade

was holding Gravenstafel, just north of Zonne-
beke, and not far to the south-west of Pass-
chendaele. The Huns poured mass on mass
against the depleted ranks of the Canadians,
who were compelled to fall back, evacuating
Gravenstafel, but stubbornly disputing every
foot of ground lost

The night of Sunday, the 25th, closed in,
with little in the situation to cheer us, except
the knowledge that the entire vicinity of the
Ypres Salient and the line to the north of it

was crowded with fresh French and British
troops and battery on battery of guns.
By Monday night the London Sunday papers

had reached us.

What was our surprise to see that the

|l@ II
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London pre„ waa greatly cheered by then^re French .„d British official ^oi•nd united m condemning the German officS
reports, which were flaUy chamcterised .« Iyi„^
wventions. ' ^
The German official reports were, as a matter

than -r '^* r*'™'" '"""«• «>°« «>"«tthan e.Aer tl-^ French or British official reports.
"eFfench report declared Lizeme and Het-Sas to have been uken from the Huns. TheHun, h^ never been driven out of either h>w„.

evidently bent on minimising the German
g»«s- It was so worded that 999 menout of .000 would understand frem it S^most of Ae g«.und lost on the ajM and xhtdays immedately following had been won backfrom the enemy. Certain it was that no one

report that the Huns had been steadily foreing

Z H
"'^ *" °" counter-att^ Z

failed, and that the Ypres Salient was then io^atened that no one but a madman w^„Mdeny that further reconstruction of our Itaearound Ypres. Involving the giving up of^
large secfon of our f«,nt line bad become I

i



military necessity, to be performed it the
earliest moment such a manoeuvre could be
wried out Indeed, the section of our line to
be abandoned must needs be far greater than
that the enemy had won by his surprise gas
attack against the French.

I do not wish to give the impression from
the foregoing that the German reports were, as

-a rule, more correct than French or British
official proHundamitntos. I think they were
by no means so to be described. In matters of
fact, as to captures of men or guns, or detaUs
as to bits of line lost or won, the Hun official
reports wtre less often incorrect than some
might think. Now and then, when dealing
with some matter of conjecture, such as an
estimate of our casualties, they were absurdly
wide of the mark. The average French official
report might err slightly as regarded detail, but
was in the main most dependable. Our chief
quarrel with the official reports as issued by
the War Office to the British Press was that
they were at times subject to more than one
mterpretation. Escaping actual inaccuracy,
Aey did not always convey the impression at
Home warranted by the facts at the Front.
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Wieltje area in reserve, and the Lahore Divi-

sion was coming up to the north of Verloren-

hoek, on the right of the Northumberland

Terriers.

Our forces, to be sent forward in attack,

numbered over two score battalions, say,

40,000 men.

The Canadians had been withdrawn from

the Salient to take stock of their battered

remnants and fill their ranks with reserves

from England. They had been tried in the

fire and could be proud of having gained the

name of one of the most brilliant fighting con-

tingents that had been seen on the British front

since the commencement of the War.
The French were again to attack the Pilkem

ridge at two o'clock, when the British line,

between four and five miles long, was to push

vigorously northward in a desperate attempt

to drive the Huns from the ground gained by
gas attack three days before.

Our share in the show was small. The
following order was issued to the brigades

:

" At two p.m. to-day the French will attack

Lizerne and Het-Sas. The ist Cavalry Divi-

sion are ordered to support the left flank of
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the French, acting in reserve. The Division
will be saddled up by two p.m. and the horses
of the ist Cavalry Brigade collected in the
area south-west of Woesten. By two p.m
the ist Cavalry Brigade will assemble, dis-
mounted, north of the Woesten-Oostoleteren
road, about the nineteenth kilometre stone,
ready to support in the direction of Pypegaale
if required. The ::nd and 9th Brigades will
remain in their present positions, ready to
support the 1st Cavalry Brigade dismounted."

This gave vague promise of a bit of fun, as
Pypegaale was only a mile from the coveted
Lizeme, to which the Huns were holding so
doggedly.

But our participation in the mill was only
to take place in the event of the French attack
ending in disaster or resulting in such extra-
ordinary success that the Germans would be
put to absolute rout

The shells fell all about in those days, and
rarely did I visit the support positions-which
I did scores of times each day-when the air
was not full of the droning shells of our own
and the French batteries, pounding the enemy's
positions on the canal.
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Shell-fire ; aeroplanes, British, French and

German ; anti-aircraft shells, both ours and

those of the enemy, and passing troops and

batteries became such common sights as the

hours went by that one hardly bestowed on

them a passing glance.

A Belgian woman was caught, near a battery

position, flashing signals with a piece of bright

tin to a Hun airman high overhead. The

French took her away, one stout soldier to

each arm, to summary execution.

Children were at play at the roadside. A
dozen boys were engaged in a mock bombard-

ment A bottle served as the hostile town.

Stones made good shells. All waited for the

order, "Fire!" and then rained shots at the

target with a will. Now and then one of the

children would say, " Rumph ! rumph !

" mock-

ingly, as a Black Maria fell near enough to jar

them, but for the most part they paid saint

attention to the fierce cannonade in progress

all about.

In a field by the road a man was ploughing

stolidly. A woman was hanging her washing

on the line, singing as she worked. A 13-

pounder anti-aircraft shell buried itself a few
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yards away, but she evinced no interest in it,

and did not even allow its coming to interrupt
her song.

Artillery work in modern warfare is carefully
organised. It was difificult to realise in the
midst of such an inferno of shell-fire that every
gunner, who was so hard at work in those
April days, had some definite objective when
launching shells enemy-ward.

Major Budworth was directed to conduct the
artillery attack on Lizerne. In other words,
the guns of H and I Batteries of the Royal
Horse Artillery were to pave the way for the
French infantry attack.

General Putz was anxious to retake Lizerne
and Steenstraate as well. The latter town was
on the canal, a few hundred yards east of
Lizerne, and astride the Dixmude - Ypres
highway, along which German reserves, to
meet the attack on Lizerne, must be brought.
Budworth placed the batteries near Woesten,

about 3,000 yards from Lizerne, which was
surrounded by country so flat and so dotted
with groups of trees that artillery observation
was difficult.

A couple of gunners were sent into the

^
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French front trenches at 11.30 a.m. to observe

the range-finding shots.

The Lizeme attack had been timed for

2.30 p.m. All watches had been most care-

lully synchronized. At 12.15 P"*» to ^^e very

£ ecc nd, H Battery fired three shots, then, after

an interval, three shots more. Five minutes

after the second trio had been sent Hun-ward,

I Battery also fired six shots in groups of three.

The observation officers on reconnaissance

'phoned back to the batteries from the French

line, and gave minute details as to errors in

range of the dozen shells, adding such informa-

tion as would allow a more correct setting of

the timing-fuses.

Errors in direction at such range—3,000 to

4,000 yards make an ideal range for the British

13-pounder and i8-pounder field-guns— were

rare, in view of the fact that our gunners

were provided with accurate large scale maps

from which the range could be splendidly laid.

To get the guns closer to the enemy than

3,000 yards made it possible that the gunners

might be subjected to hostile rifle fire, if the

line should be forced back slightly. At such

close range as 2,000 yards so low a trajectory
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was necessary that cover was rarely possible.

Further, the supplying of ammunition to the

guns was, under such circumstances, a most
difficult problem. If an artillery commander
could place his field-guns within 3,000 yards

of the enemy position he considered himself

fortunate.

Budworth was compelled to use shrapnel, as

the 13-pounders at the Front at that time had
not been provided with high explosive shell,

although it had been repeatedly promised.

Had high explosive shell been available, one

battery would have sent it hurtling against the

walls and houses in the little village of Lizeme
and the Germans hiding behind them. The
other battery would have simultaneously swept
the streets and open spaces with shrapnel.

With no high explosive, the only alternative

was to use long fuses in the shrapnel, which
then burst on percussion against the buildings

behind which the Huns were sheltering.

The observation from the front line was
chiefly valuable as a guide to the timing of the

shrapnel that was to be used to scatter the

hundreds of bullets over the open spaces, i A
1 3-pounder shrapnel contained about 285 bullets,

i
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an i8-pounder, 365. The timing fuses burst

none too accurately, at best. Atmospheric
conditions frequently affected the burning of

the fuses, and even the heating of the gun as
it went into action sometimes did so.

H and I Batteries, having obtained the

desired information from their observers as to

the range and timing of their twelve shells,

waited patiently until half past two o'clock.

At that hour, 400 shells were fired into

Lizerne. For the first five minutes each
battery fired four rounds per minute, then came
a two-minute interval. For the next five

minutes every o.ie of the twelve guns in the

two batteries fired five shots per minute. A
second lull of two minutes was followed by still

more rapid fire for another five minutes, six

rounds per sixty seconds blazing forth from
each of the dozen field-pieces, seventy-two

shells per minute falling in the village. Thus
they continued, the spasm of firing and the

brief interval of stillness alternating, until the

400 shells had been fired.

That the work of the Horse Artillery was
well done was apparent from the result. Its

efficiency was confirmed later by captured
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Germans wounded in Lizerne, who termed the
place " Hell itself" while the initial bombard-
ment was in progress.

But the work of the guns was by no means
ended. The salvo died down at the appointed
time. The French Colonial Zouaves rushed
forward, bayonets in hand, with wild cries, and
then the gunners were set to their task.

They fired another 400 rounds at the road
from Steenstraate to Lizerne, a second road
leading to Lizerne from the south-east, and a
third road connecting the two. These three
roads were the avenues most likely to be
utilized by the Huns for bringing up reinforce-
ments to meet the attack. " Searching " the
roads and a couple of special points, one just
back of a rise of ground, where it seemed
possible reinforcements might be gathered,
kept the gunners hard at work.

Shrapnel rained over such spots, bursting
from twenty to thirty feet above ground, and
spreading death all about.

Watching the two batteries in action gave
me a high opinion of their abilities. Nothing
in modern warfare was so fascinating a study
as that of guns in action.

1 I
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France, with her faith pinned to low trajectory

and high muzzle velocity as exemplified in her

wonderful " y^'s," and Germany's gun-religion,

centring on weight of shell, made a formidable

contrast

The making of a field-piece was ever a

compromise between those two schools—a gun
firing a light shell straight and fast, or a gun in

which speed and direct line were sacrificed to

gain weight of projectile.

A 35-pound howitzer shell and an i8-pounder

shrapnel, such as that fired by the British field

artillery, were sent on their mission of death

from guns of practically the same weights

Thus greatly did an increase in muzzle velocity

mean a corresponding increase in avoirdupois.

Thirty-eight hundredweight was generally

agreed by gun-experts the world over to be the

weight permissible for field pieces ; this limit being

imposed by questions of mobility and transport.

It was to gain those assets so great to the

French military mind, low trajectory and high

muzzle velocity, that the weight of the " 75
"

shell was dropped to 1 5 pounds.

Howitzer against field-gun, with high explo-

sive shell for both, was German practice against
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French practice. As one who became very
tired of the continuous rain of big German
howitzer shells, I must confess a wholesome
respect for Hun theory in relation to questions
of modem artillery. But no German gun, light
or heavy, could, to my mind, compare with the
wonderful •' 75."

A return to General Putz's headquarters
found the French staff in possession of a report
from the Front, to the effect that the Algerian
Brigade had taken Lizeme, held all the trenches
on the west side of the canal, and were preparing
to cross the canal at Lizerne and Het-Sas.

Later developments showed the French
officers in the fighting line had again been
optimistic to a point of inaccuracy in reporting
Lizerne captured. The next day it was dis-
covered that the Germans still held two houses
on the western edge of canal, and had "dug
themselves in" in an entrenched bridge-head
on the canal bank. The French troops were
in a semicircle, 300 yards distant, and were
bringing up, under cover of the night, " 75*8"
on either side of the miniature German fort,
and preparing to batter it down by high-ex-
plosive shells fired at point-blank range.

5i
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The i8t Cavalry Division left the reserve
line before Lizeme was finally wholly clear of
Germans.

All day the din of battle on the long front had
been maddening. Eardrums became tuned to
it for a time. But periods of acute sensitiveness
would recur, in which the sound seemed to beat
against one's brain with a dull ache, punctuated
with sharp pain from the constant concussion.
An evening message from 5th Corps Head-

quarters told of the failure of the great attack
at 2 p.m., owing to gas fumes from the German
trenches. A later attack had been organised, in
which the Northumbrian Territorial Division had
won from the enemy some trenches south-west
of St Julien, and then pushed on and captured
St. Julien itself. The Manchesters, too, had
taken some German trenches east of St. Julien.

But the good work was to be undone. That
night the Huns won back St. Julien, and by
daybreak on the 27th the line was practically
where it had been twenty-four hours earlier, in
spite of sad losses.

April 27th saw another strenuous effort by
our gallant troops on that front. The southern
edge of a wood, situated less than a mile west
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A French " 75 " in the mud of a Flanders beet-field
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An ambulance which was struck by a shell while carrying

wounded from east of Ypres
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View showing deplh of 17-inch shell hole in the garden of
chateau between Poperinghe and Elverdinghe
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of St Julien, wu penetrated, but bter the men
returned to our original line.

The German oflicial report <aid that theHuns f«rly mowed down British troops when
they advanced near St Julien, «,d their
artillery caught our men as they were retiring
»nd mflicted frightful losses. Unfortumuely!
th«e was no exaggeration in that report.
Amvmg at our headquarters ch4teau. east of

Popennghe, we found that half an hour earlier
a do«n or more ly-inch shells had fallen in
and about the town.

Pc^nghe was being sheUed daUy, eleven
townsfolk havng been killed on the afternoon
before. Most of the population had sought amore salubrious locality.

,t,
?1^' '".'""' to us was a huge shell-hole

Aat had just been made in the chiteau garden
fifty yards from our sleeping quarter. It was
over thirty feet in diameter and ten or twelve
teet deep.

tl,,?^'"'.'^
''""

'"I
'^""'"d every window in

that d«tnct and the concussion had mined
most of the taed njofs within sight Great
shell splmters, weighing from five to thirty
pounds, still warm, were lying about
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That night, after eleven o'clock, when all

were asleep, four more 17-inch visitors arrived
in that edge of Poperinghe. All four shook
the chateau to its foundations, one falling

within 100 yards of it and smashing three
dwelling houses into one mass of splinters,

plaster and dibris.

General de Lisle was sleeping on the floor

of the chdteau dining room. The first of the
mammoth quartette so shook the building that
a lustre chandelier, housed in a dust-covering
and therefore unnoticed, became detached and
fell to the polished floor below. Its myriad
tiny pieces of glass jangled musically as they
showered over the General, who was sleeping
peacefully beneath. Fortunately, de Lisle was
not hit by any of the heavier portions of the
costly ornament, but his emotions on being
awakened from deep slumber by the resounding
smash of the shell, followed by the crash of the
falling chandelier and the attendant rain of
tuneful prisms, can better be imagined than
described.

For the rest of the night, the headquarters
staff—with the exception of de Lisle himself—
repaired to the cellar in search of less inter-
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rupted repose. The General, having ascer-
tained that no other lustre chandelier was
suspended from the ceiling, stuck to his original
pitch.

The next morning at daybreak, ist Cavahy
Division Headquarters moved from that
chateau, in spite of its many desirable attri-

butes as a habitation.

On the 27th, General de Lisle sent me to
the headquarters of Major Pilkington, of the
15th Hussars, on an errand. The reserve
Belgian line was hard by. In backing my car,

to turn it in the narrow lane, a bank of a
reserve trench or ditch caved, and the poor
car stood on its tail, at an uncomfortable and
astonishing angle. Colonel Burnett and one
of his 1 8th Hussar officers passed, and with
their help and that of a dozen obliging 15th
Hussar troopers, we attempted to move the
brute. It resisted our combined efforts. Then
the Belgians near by saw what had transpired
and came at a run. In a jiffy the car was out,

but having been lifted with more zeal than
discretion was strained in so many places that
it ran more like a crawfish than a car, until a
week later, when time and opportunity allowed
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me to substitute an ample and expensive list of
new parts.

Plodding through Poperinghe late that after-
noon, the first of seven or eight 17-inch Boche
"big 'uns" fell close behind me. I felt,

rather than heard, a crash, the wave of sound
deafening me. Missiles rained down sharply
on roofs, walls and paved roadway. Lame
duck though it was, the car lifted itself and
sped at a touch of the accelerator pedal. I

heard some of the other shells explode, but
was well out of harm's way by the time they
arrived.

On the 28th of April the Division was moved
back to a bivouac in the woods that lined the
Poperinghe—Proven road, the main highway
to Dunkirk.

Late in the afternoon, after a splendid day of
lying in the sun, which was greatly appreciated
by the whole Division, billets to the westward
were assigned to us, and we trekked off without
delay.

Wormhoudt, a French-Flemish town on the
main road from Dunkirk to Cassel, was selected
for headquarters, and there we rested for four
days before returning to our old home, the La

i I
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J« 7" ,'° Wormhoudt we passed the
Indian Cavalry, coming up to reLe us as

a^T • .^r'
^'^"^ "°«'' Sind Lance"and Inn.sk.llmg Dragoons presented a fine

appearance as they rode by.
Restw^ welcome to the Division. The troops

had not been in the actual firing-line, but hadbeen m contmual occupation of reserve trenches
for days, frequently under heavy shell-fire. and
rarely w.th an opportunity for taking off their
boote or s eepmg elsewhere than in the open.
The villages and farms around Wormhoudt

provided excellent billets for the tnx>pe«.

comfortable resting-places after the days and
nights m cold, damp trenches.
So April ended peacefully for us. theGermans holding what they had won on the23rd atid closmg the month with a vigorous

bombardment of Dunkirk, a few miles northof us, which served no useful military purpose
but gave the Huns the satisfaction o? killiW a
fair number of civilians, including a good L
of women and children.
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CHAPTER V.

THE first days of May found me with

but little work to do.

I spent some of my time running

up into the Salient and hearing talk of prepa-

rations for a withdrawal of our line to a smaller

horseshoe around Ypres. This was to be done

as soon as all was ready for the move, and the

utmost secrecy enveloped the operations.

I saw Rex Benson, of the 9th Lancers, who
was acting temporarily as liaison officer with

the French troops along the canal north of

Ypres. Rex said the French had made but

little progress towards the Pilkem ridge and

General Putz had apparently decided to c(m-

centrate his position and give up open assault

for the present.

The Hun howitzer fire was so fierce along

the roads when I skirted Ypres on May ist

that I decided to desist visiting the Salient.

In short, I got "cold feet" about the Ypres

roads, and decided to do my joy-riding in other

directions.
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one a San Franciscan, named Sherman a

a^yi.f:;'"'^^"^'^'*'""^-'''-'''J"-ers.

of Yor
""'" ^'''""^' ""^ """' i" frontof Ypres were up to more devilment. They

if th V "T^ ^ ""*"' 0" 'he eveningo the ,„d and made the British trenches south

the gas hung stationary for a few mom;„tsand prevented an immediate German ad^nl

tinn" '""" ^'^ ''"' '- » ^n^-
«s Id H

°" ^"' °" *' 'P"*- When thegas had dispersed sufficiently to allow an

iarragedefeu across the German front as itemerged from St. Julien and the little w^
^f^;r,;'''--<'«ff--'y stopped S.
JJ^y^

Meant-m^ our men had regained their

calS'uo"!,'^"''" ^T"^""'
^'^-'''^l. -a^called up as support during this attack. To^^ the trenches into which they were orfered
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they found it necessary to advance across an
enemy barrage di feu. The 4th Hussars and
5th Lancers were the regiments engaged. For
a time it seemed they would be badly cut up
but luckily they got through the curtain of
shells with only forty killed.

So some cavalry units had been thrown into
the actual line, after all.

On the 3rd the ist Cavalry Division moved
back to its previous winter billets, the Head-
quarters Staff again repairing to the La Nieppe
chateau.

^^

The Huns attacked our Ypres line all day
on the 4th, but with no success. That night
the evacuation of the extreme eastern section
of the Salient was carried out without serious
casualty.

The enemy patrols that poked through the
Polygon Wood at daybreak on the 4th. and
discovered the British retirement to a line
further west, must indeed have been surprised
The fighting of the previous ten days had

cost the Allies over thirty square miles of
ground and more than 20.000 casualties, but
the British Army had undoubtedly gained in
morale, nevertheless. Colonials and Territorials



-s^rve ™e„ had fought shoulder to id*w«h the veterans of Le Cateau and -he

estimation Mutual admiration and mutualconfidence had welded the Army all the mo„closely together.
°"

AM. " "'" ^/„5* *^°'P* Headquartera atAbele, west of Poperinghe. I saw a coupte

rf n*^ 1""° " "' '^* * K°o<l-si^ed roll

h^t. "''• °' ""= «'°''^- P-- of

Curious, I asked a " Q »
officer, standing nearby. just how this paraphernalia was to be used.

People get strange ideas about fighting

and forwarded to us to be sent up front, Tup
fren I am sendmg them. They are provided
to allow some of our men, say about 3 i„every 10.000, so far as present supply goes to-ym the gas-filled trenches whife L^:
with the bellows pump good air to them througha few hundred feet of hose.

^
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" If the gas area should be of considerable

extent the chap with the bellows would soon
be pumping chlorine into his fellow-Tommy,
and die pumping at that, or else take to the

woods and let the diver himself get what air

he could find.

•• Many accidents might befall the tube. A
Hun might sit on it. I hate to think of myself,

squatting in a trench with one of those things

over my head, praying for air, with the bellows

man pumping his heart out trying to get ozone
through a rubber tube on top of which some
fat Boche had plumped, while he potted away
at one or the other of us.

"A shell, too, would have an interesting

time with such a tube. Imagine the chap in

the helmet hollering, * Pump away, you lazy

beggar, I'm not getting enough air to keep a
flea alive,' and all the good old oxygen pouring
out of a jagged hole in the bally pipe, hundreds
of feet from him.

"Then, suppose a man, coming up before

daylight, got his foot caught in that length of
tube," he continued enthusiastically—but I

realised I had started something I couldn't

stop, and fled.
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On May 5th I found E. F. Lumsden, of the
A.S.C., an old friend with a passion for car
repair of all sorts, who had charge of the lorries

and motor workshops attached to the 7th
Brigade Royal Garrison Artillery Ammunition
Park. His lot were in Estaires. I turned my
car over to them for rejuvenation while I hied
myself to London to purchase an alarmingly
large collection of parts with which to assist

the somewhat extensive rebuilding Lumsden
had gleefully planned.

I was back with a heavy load of hardware
and empty purse by the night of May 7th,

and by midnight on the 8th left Estaires with
my chariot, which was in a greatly chastened
mood.

While I was on leave in England the
troopers of the ist Cavalry Division had spent
their nights in the Ypres Salient digging
reserve line trenches and making barbed wire
entanglements. Ypres on fire, the trench line
alight with fl-es and the flash of constant
shell-bursts, made this work more spectacular
than pleasant. Once or twice a shell fell

sufficiently near the troopers to wound one or
two. One Black Maria unfortunately dropped

m
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among a squadron of the i8th Hussars, killing
two of them and wounding a couple of dozen
more.

Lunching on the 8th with a gunners' mess
on the Lavende front, I learned of a big
"push" ordered at dawn on the 9th. The
Auber ridge was to be attacked from the south-
west by two Indian Divisions, and from the
north-west by the 8th Division and the 7th
Division, with the Northumbrian Territorial
Division and the newly arrived West Riding
Territorial Division somewhere about. Some-
thing like 120,000 men were thus to be
engaged. The Canadian Division was in
reserve, in addition, and the 9th Division,
the first of the "K" troops to reach the
Front, was expected by rail that night
The 6th Division, in the Bois Grenier area,

was ready and eager to push forward toward
Lille if the Auber ridge attack proved successful.

Instructions had been given, in anticipation
of any misunderstandings which might tend to
lead to another fiasco like the battle of Neuve
Chapelle. Orders were issued that troops in
certain areas were to push on and not delay,
because.telephonic communication had not been



established The order of the day asked ,he
.nx-p. .0 "break a hole in ,he enemy's line."
and assured the attacking Divisions that the
whole Army „a, behind, ready to deal sledge-
hammer blows on the broken German from.My gunner friends confidently expected to
sleep m L.Ile on the nigh, of the 9th. and
proceeded jocosely to mark on a map of that
ejty the houses each one chose as his billet.
Roads to Lille had been selected for the
ammumtior. column^ and orders given which
would ensure a supply of shells that far forwardm case the attack " got through."

All was excitement when I left that front in
the small hours of the morning of the 9th, and
greatly would I have loved to stay and see
the Auber Ridge attack at daybreak. But at
early morning light on Sunday, May 9th the
ist CavalTT Division, placed under the orfers

sJ^n """r-
*'"' ^"^ •*''"' General

Smith-Domens plact as the General Officer
commanding the ,nd Army, was once more
to be sent to Ypres.

,/»T ^^ '•°' «^°"' ''^" » "»« Salient on

All K T I ^"^ ^°'P'' *™ ""<>*' General
Allenby, who had been promoted from Cavalry

a
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Corps, was composed of the 4th, 27th and

28th Divisions. These troops had been driven

from their first-line trenches by a strenuous

German attack, and had fallen back to the

next line with heavy casualties.

The 2nd Cavalry Brigade had been rushed

early on the 9th into the reserve trenches east

cf Ypres, and were in readiness from Potijze

south to the Menin Road. The ist Cavalry

Brigade and the 9th Cavalry Brigade were

near Vlamertinghe, west of Ypres, waiting

orders.

The Huns had begun a ferocious onslaught

on that perfect Sunday morning, and the roar

of battle around Ypres drowned, in our ears,

the noise of the ist Army attack towards

Aubers.

That 9th of May was to see bitter fighting

on many fronts. The enemy attack on the

Ypres Salient, and our "push" against tb/*.

Auber ridge, were pregnant with bloody wo :,

but away to the south, in front of Arras, the

French Army was commencing the second day

of the biggest attack it had yet planned since

the winter mud had limited the fighting to

trench warfare.
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Five hundred thousand men and 2,000 guns
were hammering at the German front, in an
effort to break through to Douai, and though
it was too early to expect a detailed report
of the onslaught, word had come that the
soldiers of France had won through in three
places.

On the Russian front the German arms were
crowned with success on that day, in a gigantic
conflict, and the day before saw the sinking
of the Lusitania and the sacrifice of its load of
women and children.

One seemed to live many hours in a few
minutes in those May days. All-engrossed
with the work in hand, we were none the less
anxious to hear of the great movements about
us, in which our interests were not less keen
than in the fighting in our own immediate area.
The new British line around Ypres ran

from the French right, 2,000 yards east of the
Vser-Ypres Canal, and about the same distance
north of St. Jean, east for a mile or so to a
homestead dubbed the Canadian Farm, then
south-east across the Ypres-St. Julien road, and
across another road that previously had served
as a secondary route to Passchendaele.

Ml
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From that point the trenches led south,

passing to the west of Verlorenhoek, a town
on the Ypres-Zonnebeke road. South again,

and a little east, they crossed the Ypres-
Roulers railway, skirted the western and the

southern shores of the Bellewaarde Lake, took
in the grounds of the ruined Hooge chiteau

and the eastern fringe- of the woods that

surrounded it, passed east of Hooge, and thus

reached the famous Ypres-Menin road.

On went the line, winding snakelike through
the eastern edge of the Sanctuary Wood, south
of the Menin Road. Here the Salient reached
its furthermost eastern extremity.

Then began a south-westerly trend, less than
a mile in front of Zillebeke, reaching Zaart-

steen before crossing the Ypres-Comines railway

and later the Ypres-Comines canal.

From the canal the trenches ran more west
than south to St. Eloi, then still on to the

westward, until they circled south, away from
Ypres, in front of Vierstraat, Kemmel and
Wolverghem successively. There they faced,

then passed Messines, reached the Ploegsteert

Wood, crossed the River Lys and bent round
Armenti^res, on their way through the Auber



and Neuve Chapelle area, to the Festubertand La Bassie fronts.

Early mpming on that eventful Sunday found

Lloyd to Ypres, straight through the devastated
old cty. out of the Menin gate, over the Menin
bn^e^andonuptheZonnebekeRoadasfar

From the railway crossing at the western^ge of Ypres. past the smashed cathedral ofit Martin, round the ruins of the Cloth Hall
through the Grande Place, and down the Ruede Menm, dead horses and men lined the way

.im/T
"•'''•

'.
!''"' "^^ ^<="«<» «> heavilyUme after time without its semblance of a cityb^ng destroyed, was at last indescribably in

the Cloth Hall still stood, and the tower itselfhad not fallen, though it had been so riddled itseemed m .mmment danger of collapse. The
tall torn tower of St Martin's, near by wasalso standing. ^' '™*

I found great difficulty in picking my waytrough the square, past shell-hole!, pL ofPavmg blocks, and heaps of dead horses. Atone end of the Grande Place a howitrer shell

I'll

4
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had burst directly on an artillery limber, the

horses and men being piled indiscriminately

together, every one instantly killed. They lay

in a heap on the broken stones of the square.

Our previous brewery headquarters was

levelled to the ground, and the house where

we had slept when last in Ypres was smashed

out of all recognition.

Shells wer^ falling in Ypres as we went

through it. Across the Menin bridge the road,

once a broad highway, had been narrowed to a

mere path by pile on pile of shell-strewn bricks

and stones. The houses were one by one

completely disappearing, as though the space

they occupied was required for other purposes,

and the demolition of each one of them was a

preconceived part of a plan of extinction of all

signs of habitation.

Dead horses in dozens along the way lay

close to the wheel track. We passed an

ambulance, its front portion torn away by a

shell, and then the remnants of a supply

wagon, smashed to matchwood.

As we sped on, as fast as the continual

obstructions and deep shell-holes would allow,

shells fell behind us, screeching overhead every



few seconds w.,h strange, weird, discordant
notes, culminating in a reverberating bang!
tha seemed thrown bacic at us by rfie high
walls across the moat.

*
The dozens of dead horses became scores aswe pushed on Some fields by the road were

literally covered with them.
A signals corps man told me that at one

those fie ds were as follows :
" Go down thehedge fll you reach the ditch, turn right, andgo toward the big pile of dead horses Li youcome to the gap in the next hedge." Those

mstructions could be easily followed on the
blackest mght, if one's ol&ctory nerves were inworkmg order.

tnJf.T'
''"^* °' *'' "^""^ '0 °»' «»accu,.tomed nostnls to be chained with noisome

As we approached Potijze the infantry fire

firs of five distmct attacks to be pushed homebythe Germans that day, had failed, and thebre«h,ng space wa, the more heavily pu„c-

as If m a special spleen of disappointment
as

-( Mi'
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Most of the British guns had been withdrawn

from the Salient and to the west of the canal.

Two batteries of i8-pounders left near Potijze

were firing with the valour of one hundred as

we came up. But field-guns of light calibre,

firing shrapnel, have less voice in an argument

than the heavy howitzers with their 6-inch,

8-inch, or 14-inch high explosive shells. The
Huns' howitzers on that Ypres front must have

outnumbered our heavy ordnance by at least

twenty to one that Sunday morning.

Long straggling strings of wounded soldiers

trickled past on the Potijze road, making their

way painfully around Ypres to the north-west,

for to linger long on the Menin road, over

which we had come, was to court sure death.

General de Lisle stopped the car not far

from the Potijze ch&teau, and he and Hardress

Lloyd walked through a field to tiie dug-out in

which General Mullens had established 2nd

Cavalry Brigade Headquarters.

I turned the car and backed it between two

walls of what once were dwelling-houses.

Sitting close to the bottom of the wall, beside

the car, I counted shell intervals while waiting.

, From two to three shells burst near the Potijze
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head, to the Menin bridge and Ypres.

For ten minutes splinters swept the roadway«n,muous)y. and the stream of wounded cea^
^

pour by until the fury of the sudden bo^uSment had spent itself. The constant ihock ofconcussion was nerve-racking.
After a quarter of an hour the shells fell lessf«y. .Hough Odd ones struck the ;id«

Jehind the Verlorenhoek-Hooge
line was asmaner Salient, called the G.H.Q. li„e. u

and^ the canal were whole colonies of dug-

Much of the G.H.Q. line ^ ^ ^^^^that a parapet of sandbags, in full sight7^
On some days during the fighting AatfoE
Je casualties in the G.H.Q. line^rivall^ZS
'" *^* ^"'« *^'^^- It was never a popZ

-I

Jiij

ii
"firn
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resting place, and was often the subject of
much vituperation.

General de Lisle and Lloyd returned to the
car, and nearer Ypres made another halt to
visit the reserve dug-outs in the fields toward
the St. Jean road,

"Take good cover. President," said the
General, as h^ started across a shell-torn

meadow.

Easier said than done, I thought
The lee of a house wall sheltered an empty

biscuit-tin, on which I perched, under a lean-to

of rough boards. The sky showed a fairy blue
through hundreds of holes in the sheet-iron

roof of the rudely constructed shed, evidence
that a bursting diell above had "scattered"
splendidly.

In spite of shell interludes I had one or two
interesting chats with passers-by. A hospital

corps sergeant told me the Huns shelled th«

Zonnebeke road, beside which we were chatting,

every time they saw a transport on it.

"They give it hell when something moves
over it," he said impressively. "Just let us
bring an ambulance up here in the daytime,

and see them get busy, the devils."



«•
That's nice." sairf t i« r\

they could see my^, Ln v°
''"" *'""

Potijze?"
"J"'*'^ "hen u went up to

' Sure • he replied with conviction. ••
Sure.

i;SoS'^^^ - - '^- -'

-

U.ingbt„„, ;,,^-j;;^Hadputany-

AH those who came from " up there " a^r^.^

,8A^n'
^'* °' ?'' P*"' =''*?» *a« are left » a

*at if they don. JutTo^Xr "'''^
ittOKmorrow. Hardly any of aIk ^'
hope of getting out alive. I k^'t"""*
hearten -em. but if, r^,^ wirk'^'T^n:!
I np out somethi^ intended to ^X^
.hose it don't kill. Thr^e ^t^^
a-ongside Just nod at rch*:.hrand'^

O 2
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' You and me next, Bill,' and what in hell can

I tell'em?

"Why in the deuce we don't have more

guns up here fd like to know. It does get

sickening to be shelled, and shelled, and

shelled, day and r'ght, and hear so little of the

same sort of stuff going over iAiir way. Damn

the German guns, anyway."

I sympathised with him, and told him so.

" I would like to see what de Lisle would

do if J^ was running the guns," I told him.

" He would send some hell of his own making

over to those Huns if Ae was doing it, from

what I have heard him say."

Odd prophetic fragment of comfort, that.

Three days thereafter de Lisle was given

command of the whole Verlorenhoek-Hooge

front and all the artillery east of the canal, a

territory which he soon had " stiflf with guns."

In spite of the preponderance of the Germans

in heavy ordnance our gunners gave the enemy

good packages of the medicine with which our

hammered troops had been dosed for so many

weary days.

The run back over the Menin Bridge and

through Ypres safely accomplished, we visited
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the headquarters of General Snow, command-
ing 28th Division. While waiting there a
Hun howitzer shell ambled lazily over my
head and exploded a couple of hundred yards
beyond, throwing up a great cloud of black
smoke.

•• Enemy airmen spotted this little lot," said

a passing " red-hat." " Warm time coming for

Snow."

His anxiety was unnecessary, however, for

the next shell went much further over us, and
another two further still, as if searching for

moving troops far behind the line.

The 3rd Cavalry Division troopers, loaded
in motor-buses, went Ypres-ward during the

afternoon. General Sir Julian Byng had taken
Allenby's place at Cavalry Corps, and General
Briggs had been given command of the

3rd Cavalry Division in Byng's place. The
British Army contained no finer soldier than
Briggs. This left the ist Cavalry Brigade
without a G.O.C., as General Meakin, who
had been appointed to that command* was in

England on sick leave. Consequently Colonel
"Tommy" Pitman, of the nth Hussars, was
placed in temporary command of the ist Brigade.
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Pitman, like Briggs, was a bom leader of men
—a tower of strength in himself.

Once during the afternoon my work took me
to Ypres, but not beyond it A fresh attock
was on, and the Boches vere sweeping the
Menin Bridge and the road beyond with
shrapnel.

Even Macfarlane's intrepid motor-cyclists

could no longer go over it with their signal

corps messages; but were compelled to dis-

mount, leave their motor-bikes in Ypres, and
proceed on foot to Potijze by a roundabout
route through the fields. Those cyclists

generally used a road long after it had been
given up as impassable by everyone else,

and when they at last abandoned it as too
dangerous for use it was indeed time, in their

parlance, " to give it a miss."

Our 2nd Brigade troops were under inter-

mittent shell-fire all that day, but came through
with unusual good fortune. One shell Ht in a
group of 18th Hussars, killed five and wounded
eight, but the other units escaped with extra-

ordinarily few casualties.

At the headquarters of General Bulfin,

Commanding 28th Division, Lord Loch, who
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WM G.S.O.I, on General BulBn's Stoff, gave
Ut a very welcome tea.

From one of the 28th Division Staff I
learned that the 4th, 27th and 28th Divisions
had been through a more terrible time in the
Salient than we had known. Snow's Division,
the 27th. were terribly depleted in numbers.
" Not many men left, and very few officers
indeed, was the sober way Snow had spoken
of his lot that day.

The five heavy attacks of the 9th, in spite of
the battered condition of le heroic men who
feced them, resulted in no real gains and the
Germans suffered severe losses.

We sought eagerly for news of the British
attack along the Auber ridge. Early in themommg word had come that the 8th Division
had made a splendid beginning by taking the
German first line trenches in front of them
In the a::emoon we heard that the 4th Corps
"got on" well, but the Indian Corps and
isr Corps were held up by machine-gun fire
and had made no progress. A further attack^ to be made at 4 p.m. on the loth. On
the nth, the GH.Q. information summary
remarked, laconically, that there was "nothing
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to report from the ist Army Front." So the
big attack, of which my gunner friends along
the Fromelle Road had such hopes, had fizzled

out.

Weeks afterwards I heard the full story

from the lips of men who were in the front of
the fighting, but our task in Ypres was growing
hourly sufficiently absorbing, so that the whys
and wherefores of Rawlinson's failure to break
through were of less interest than the question
of repelling the German attack on the Salient.

As dusk drew on the conflagrations in Ypres
lit up the eastern sky. Our night headquarters
were in a chateau not far west of the unfortunate

town.

Wounded still straggled back in small groups,

and ambulances arrived every few minutes at

a dressing station hard by the gates of our
chdteau.

Watching those ambulances unload made
me proud to be an Anglo-Saxon. The men
were magnificent in their incomparable morale
Many a smiling face hid teeth set hard in pain.

Many a Tommy knows not only the inestimable

value of keeping a stout heart to help himself
through, but the immeasurably greater treasure
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of an ample store of cheery words and light-
hearted jokes wherewith to Kft a comrade from
pain-racked despondency.

Broken bodies, broken limbs, and many a
broken head were there in plenty, but one
looked far to find a broken spirit

Before we went to sleep, good news came
from the French. All the way from Loos
south to Lens, it said, and on through Thelus
to Arras, the German first-line trenches had
been captured, save in two places. On the
loth, the French reported having taken
2,000 prisoners and ten guns. In spite of all,
the succeeding days' reports whittled down
the final result to a tactical success, not" a
strategical one. The break in the German
Ime was made good by the enemy in short
order, and soon Gaul and Teuton were facing
each other much as they had done, previously,
and the inch-by-inch battles of the Ubyrinth
were soaking the ground of France's black
country with French and German blood.
The big French attack and the British

••push" had equally failed to smash the German
line.

On our front British soldiers were to continue
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to show that their line could hold as solidly

as the Hun line had held to the south, m
spite of the hell of howitzer-fire that was daily
to be let loose in the Salient.

Rocked to sleep by the earth-tremble of
bursting tons of high explosive, day-dawn on
May loth seemed to come the next moment
after my head had hit the floor which served
me as a pillow. *

Before seven o'clock in the morning I was
again in the Salient and once more under shell-

£re.

Taking Colonel Home through Ypres and
over the Menin bridge, we were not long in

reaching Potijze.

The weather was perfect, hundreds of small
birds hopping about the roadways and twitter-

ii^ excitedly, as if protesting to each other
against the continual coming of the shells.

Behind a ruined house near the Potijze

crossroads, I made a lucky discovery. Some-
one had built a oomfy little dug-out, six feet

by four and nearly three feet deep, into which
I at once repaired. Its earthen walls were
reinforced by heavy planks, and a roof of
earth-covered timbers was edged with barrels



^d «ck, of bncks and mortar. Ponchos linedAe,ns.de of the walls, and the floor was de»^ straw. On a shelf stood the remains .faham bone and a tin half full ofmarmalade.

vici^l
"^ *° '"^ J'^-'S ^P'-^'o-s » the^H'ty every minut. this habitation was little

hero m Its mtensity and persistence.

tJl"^ "'!."'* °P*" *P»«« near by wasArown mto yellow and brown heaps 1^ thehundreds of howitzer shells that had\ai„L o^

atut offlT'L
^^'^^'^^i'-r^ scatteredabou^ offended the eye and polluted the air.

,h. t^^^K ?l°^ '"°P^ •*« °° rendering

«rfe shelter, had been spied by the Hungunner,.
whof^rhours sent a continual shower ^shells

I had not waited long before I found I was™t the only occupant of my shelter. M»c^npamons bit me surreptitiously, leaving redblotches which burned irritatingly

deadmg there was not sufficient reom in theA«-ou, for my small but persistent comnulesand myself, but a big shell landed near and

I i
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sent such a spattering horde of splinters all

around that I ducked back underground and

took my chance with the less serious wounds

of the busy little dug-out folk, who seemed

half starved, in spite of the ham bone and

marmalade that had been left to them.

A couple of worried, hungry mongrel dogs

came nosing about fearfully, heads cocked

inquisitively when they caught sight of me.

I gave them the bone and was thanked by a

series of tailwags from each.

A Hun shell set fire to a building not far

distant, and soon immense clouds of black and

saffron smoke were rolling heavenwards.

Many shells came close to where I was

tucked away, one throwing a cart load of iUMs
over my car, but none of them in the least

disturbing the tranquillity of my snug quarters.

Returning through Ypres, we found the

Menin Road and bridge had been further

hammered since we had come over it At one

or two points it was almost impassable for a

rar. The carcase of a dead hcrse had been

biown right across the path, so that I was

compelled to pass over part of it

' Houses were smoking on all sides, and red
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flames rose skyward in several quarters of the
town.

A solitaiy old woman in black was picking
her way tortuously past the dead and over the
tumbled piles of brick and stone. She was,
we thought, the last survivor of the civil

population.

General Adeney, of the 12th Brigade, called
at 1st Cavalry Division Headquarters and told
me of the heavy shelling on the front that his
brigade had held. The signal wire from ^'^%

headquarters to that of his Division was cut by
shell-fire fifty-five times in one day. His men
had gone through a terrible time, but had stood
it magnificently. General Adeney had wide
experience with the Hun gas, and assured us
its effects could be greatly nullified if care was
taken to follow out the instructions as to the
use of the respirators and face-masks, which
had been issued to each man whose duty took
him into the Salient.

The 2nd Cavalry Brigade went from the
G.H.Q. line to the frent position during the
evening, but were reliered by the ist Cavalry
Brigade before the next morning. The
ist Brigade spent the day in dug-outs in a
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Kttle wood near the Ypres-Roulers Railway,

close to the trenches. Shell-fire had cost

the 2nd Brigade thirteen killed and fifty-four

wounded during its occupancy of the G.H.Q.
line.

The 9th Cavalry Brigade reported itself

"• quite comfortable " in splendid dug-outs near

Wieltje, but the shells wounded four of its

officers and eighteen of its men, nevertheless.

From the windows of our headquarters

chiteau the fires of Ypres could be seen

burning brightly all night, a red splash on the

inky black of the horizon. Bursting shells and
the flash of our guns never ceased. Bright

stars dotted the dark canopy overhead, and
brilliant trench-flares rose and fell in graceful

arcs. The wonderful, ever-changring sight and
the continual diapason of the heavy explosives

was awe-inspiring.

Early morning usually came with a lull in

the gun-fire on both sides, unless an attack was
in progress. We hurried through breakfast on
the nth, and lost no time in getting away for

Potijze.

General de Lisle, Major "Bertie" Fisher,

of the 17th Lancers, who had joined de Lisle's
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promoted to "gVO ""Tf ^^'^ ^'''^^^

my passengers.
*-*uya were

against shatte^wT '' """ ""^

the shells h,Hfn ''"'' ""^ """"^e where

».«.; of:^' Lr«::4S*»^ ^-^^ ^

in the air
«a«»ed its remains high

-na tmiDers made progress difficult

knee-deep m loose paving blocks and stonesAs we turned the comer of the Cloth Halland could see the huttt^f^A
'

was arr..ct.rk "f!,,. ^^^ «l"are, our sight

edged Wack. that shot across the Rue7eMenmaheadofus.

^ ""^ve, the grey and white ruins on every
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hand, and the blood-red, leaping, straining,

struggling patch ofangry flame that roared in our

faces as we drew near to it, made a picture that

would have delighted the heart of an artist.

I stopped the car.

The General at first counselled rushing

through the fire, but I dreaded the result.

Even should w^e have dashed past unscathed,

the thou^iit of the petrol in the car made me
hesitate.

Then, beyond the conflagration, we saw that

a house at the western approach to the Menin
bridge had been knocked over by a shell, and
so fallen that it completely blocked the road.

Half a hundred men must work for hours

before the Menin bridge would once more be
open for traffic, though fortunately the bridge

itself was undamaged.

Reversing the car and regaining the Grande
Place, I threaded my way past deep holes in

thepav^, and cautiously clambered over piles

of d^Ms as we sought another route east-

ward. Along a street where desolation reigned

supreme we went, until we reached the eastern

moat walL Turning north, we sought an
outlet on the St. Jean road.



Pushing over great fallen timbers nail«udded and th,«.tening a punctu« « ev^'

holes in the paved road, i, seemed impossible.he car could surmount and pass the mound'of wreclcage and paving-bloclcs that fille^"heWay,

Over the railway we crawled, and to thevery northern edge of Ypres. Jus' 1 Zlwere conptulating ourselves on having win^ugh. m spite of appai^tty i„surmo.^u'°e
Afficultie^ a monster shell^Wty, thirty fZn diameter, and so deep as to te ab^Jdv
.".passable for the car. o^ed in (rJ^T'
.
I^e road was wide, but the shell had feUenn .ts centre, heaping the earth and l„e It•he edges of the gaping cter until itXU'the street from side to side.

General de Lisle and his two companions

me to be careful and get home safely."
^

Headmg the way I had come was a taskof some magnitude Pneumatic tyres were notmade to naverse shell-torn roads coverj^^
glass, naUs, and sharp bits of iron and st^Jbut my trusty Dunlops did not foil me.
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In the square I stopped to get a photograph
of a fire that was enveloping the houses at the

back of the cathedral. Every building in the

district was burning, some smouldering and
smoking threateningly, while the flames raged
fiercely from top to bottom of others standing

near.

As I pulled up, a fearful crash came from
the Menin bridge not far behind me, the shock
of the concussion almost throwing me down.
Giving up all idea of procuring pictures under
such circumstances, I ignominiously fled as fast

as it was safe to go.

Passing the cathedral, I saw a fine collie dog,

his tail between his legs, slinking along furtively.

I called him, dismounting from the car and
trying to induce him to come to me, but he was
scared so badly he only ran the faster at my
approach.

In the western edge of Ypres a worn, drawn-
faced Belgian, with a hunted look in his eyes,

was slowly and carefully shoving a wheelj

barrow, on which was a rude pallet. Stretched

upon it lay the wasted form of a frail woman,
close-swathed in as much bedding as the

method of conveyance would allow. Her skin
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was wax-white, her wide eyes large and
lustrous. She had not sufficient strength to
prevent her feet from trailing the ground. An
aged crone shuffled beside the sick woman,
on her face a picture of agonised fear painful
to see.

Big Hun guns were searching for little

British ones not far away, and at every de-
tonation the poor old woman jumped nervously.
An offer ofassistance met with no response, as

if they were past all capability of communication.
The horrors they must have gone through for
weeks in some cellar in that stricken town
baffle imagination.

They were undoubtedly the last of the
residents of Ypres to leave the town alive. If
others remained, it was but to be buried under
the falling walls of their hiding places, or to
meet a worse fate in the flames that were
raging from one end of the city to the other.

Vlamertinghe received a sharp shelling that
forenoon, and a few minutes afterward I took
General de Lisle through the town to the
headquarters of General Wilson of the 4th
Division. As we ran through Vlamertinghe.
Tommies were busy sweeping the roadway

P 2 Hi
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clear of d^dris thrown about by the shells five

minutes before.

When at General Buliin's Headquarters

estamintt a quarter of an hour later, I saw
Hun shrapnel again begin bursting in twos

over Vlamertinghe, which was gradually be-

coming an unhealthy locality.

The clear air brought out dozens of aero-

planes, which kept the anti-aircraft guns busy.

The Germans sent up a couple of weird

" sausages "—anchored observation balloons of

peculiar shape.

The amount of ammunition used in the

continuous shelling of the trench line was

stupendous.

On one run toward Ypres I passed the

" Princess Pat's " (Princess Patricia's Canadian

Light Infantry), fresh from the 27th Division

trenches, and on their way to a rest in billets.

They were indeed a sturdy lot. All forenoon

the Huns shelled our front line from the Menin

Road to the north as it passed the Hooge
Chateau and circled the Bellewaarde Lake.

Wounded men poured back through Ypres

from the Front, marvelling that they had

escaped death in th** trrr i i?, and wondering



Dragoon Guards resting in the huts near Vlamertinc^he

face p. 9ia m
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still more that they had not been blown to
atoms as they trudged back along the deadly
Menm Road.

'

A wounded trooper of the nth Hussars
reported his regin it unpleasantly situated in
bad dugK)uts in a wood, between the Ypres-
Roulers Railway and the Bellewaarde Lake.
The dug-outs were not of sufficient size to
accommodate the whole of the nth, and when
a detachment of Argyll and Sutherland High-
landers claimed shelter therein as well, the
congestion became dangerous. The Hun shells
burst immediately over the dug-outs, and some
^sualties had occurred before morning dawned,
bo little accommodation seemed available that
one squadron of the nth had been sent back
to the G.H.Q. line, where it had been badly
hammered by howitzer fire for hour after hour
as the morning passed.

Romer Williams and I walked from our
cMteau to a " Mother " gun. concealed under a
screen of dry branches in a near-by farmyard.The big 9- J howitzer was throwing its jgo-
PO"nd prqectile^ filled with lyddite, into ZHun trenches m front of Hooge. nearly 9,000yards distant. The five-mile jour^J ^
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accomplished by each shell in 35 seconds, a
rate of more than 500 miles per hour. Dodging
a shell which was coming at such speed would
be something of a feat

Yet, standing directly behind the breech, we
could distinctly see the 9-2 shell as it left the
muzzle and started on its sinister errand.
For so huge an engine of war its parapher-

naha was simple. The howitzer stood on a
platform built into the farmyard. Rows of
^ells, each a load for four men, lay in a ditch
behmd it On a log, under a tall tree, sat the
captain gunner, by his side a non-com. busy
figunng out mathematical equations, and
another poring over a large-scale map. With
his back to the tree crouched a Royal Flying
Corps man, his receiver to his ear, and an
elaborate box of wireless telegraphic tricks
beside him. Across the road a slender pole, a
score of feet in height, completed his wireless
mstallation.

" Fire
!

" said the captain, sharply.

Flash! bang! "Mother" recoiled with a
shock and returned leisurely. Not a big noise
or a very trying one on the ears of those
near by, unless in front of the "business end."

Iv ,.



Before an unsophisticated onlooker wouldmagine the great shell had reached its dentaltu>n, the wireless man. listening atte^tiS" o

otTheT'™*";" -™P'-'obse";t;H

.•nt:rtnrroi"Tr^r^''°"'^
-pea.edt^an^Lt;::^Lct^°--^
bang

! went " Mother "
again

"Well placed. Right into them," said th^wireless operator, as the appn>v.W meLwas ticked from his fellow inrZe.
^''

the battered men in our own trenches, a^i>»rryu,g the Germans in theirs.
" Had nine direct hi's on their »«- k

yesterday.
" said the captain gunn^"'a^We'go the range pretty well toKfay. Man45^i:get a couple mto one of the German bSeri«this mommg. too." And he grinned.

Jwfhrm'S.rrtteStr-'^r
P« into the hntve boys 27^^^2
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trenches, weary to distraction of everlasting

German shelling, and little return thereto, they
would have been justly proud of their handi-
work.

A " Mother " shell was a fine tonic for those
who v/ere behind it, "when it popped."

On the night of the nth the ist and 9th
Brigades " took over " the parts of the line held
by the 27th Division and most of that held by
the 28th. Up to that time the troopers had
been only in reserve or support, yet so heavy ^
was the Hun gun-fire in the Salient that our
Division had lost one officer killed and seven-

teen wounded, and the casualty list among the

men was but few short of one hundred.

De Lisle was given command of a stretch of

line reaching from near the Bellewaarde Lake
to the Wieltje-St Julien road, and 2,500 28th

Division men and all the guns east of the Yser-

Ypres Canal were placed under him. He at

once planned to throw several additional

batteries into the Salient, and gave orders

which would result in a shell-surprise for the

Huns. Every time the German gunners

started to shell our trenches, the German
trenches were to be deluged with a half an
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hour of concentrated shell-fire from all de
Lisle's field batteries, his 6-inch howitzer
battery, and the single 6o-pounder gun that
had beeh allotted to him.

The day closed with the repulse of the last
of three sanguine enemy attacks that had been
launched since morning, two of which had
gained a foothold in the British line, only to
have It. in each case, torn from their grasp by
costly counter-attacks.

The Ypres-Poperinghe road was filled with
troops marching westward. " To what lot do
these men belong?" I asked General Mullens
as we stood watching the passing columns.

" They are of the Northumberland Brigade "

»id Mullens. " I am told that but 900 of
them are left out of more than 5,000. Another
Bngade went into the Salient 5,500 strong a
fortnight ago, and has come out to-day
numbering but 950."

I went to bed by the bright light of burning
Ypres. which made every tree cast flickering
shadows to try the nerves of the men who
tramped up in the cold darkness to share the
morrow's battle, or trudged back to billets to
sink mto the torpor of extreme exhaustion



r!l '" '^f .r* ""^y *°"M »8«» face theshattenng shell blasts.

Th^»- ^'i!" r^f
^-nparatively a quiet day.The wmd had changed, and Hun g^s attach

were^^possible unti, it again swunfrounT^

Lancers, about the "Mother" gun not faraway, and we .strolled down wfere "t wasquartered just in time to watch it fire a scire rfrounds at a German battery which was ,V,

A second 9-2 gun had arrived in the night

u\ fZ "P,"'"'"*" i" an adjoining (a™
It had been doing good work near BrieC

kiSlnd
'^ '"""^' «"«• One man

dlltjl "^ "°""''''' ^ " Ge„»an shelldeeded the gunner in command to "make a
get-away "from the discovered position.
The 3rd Cavalry Division troops wer« outunder de Lisle's command in addit,^„ .o'^hj^'

ii 0..^;:f"
-'^ •"« "OO ""^^^es Tf

A sUce of trench taken by the Huns on the
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ttet „.gh, wa, rushed by the enemy on the

Zr « ^l"* ""* ""P'"""- <>"''«<> have
^.other Bm.sh counter-atuck pre^red forthe evenmg Thus .he line of battle surged
forward and backward day after day, eS
section of trench being fought over tiL and
again with heavy losses to both sides

to the stncken town. The second battle ofYpres was in full swing.

r^\
'""''^"•"e General Allenby and his

Chief of Staff were guests of our mess. It wasa source of great satisfaction that the cavalry
on the threshold of one of the hardest strugglet had been called upon to face, shoulfbe
"."der a Corps Commander who had so long

Col" Z"^^ "".*' ^•°<=- °' 'he CavalrJ

w!r/°..""'i.'^* ' "^^ » «h« ""onths Iwas with the British Expeditionary Force

HJrri ^^^ ""^"^ fr"" England, butdeaded that the command of the isl Ca;alry
Brigade to which he had been assigned, had
best be left m the hands of "Tommy" Pitmal
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until its turn in the front trenches was done.
Pitman knew the ground and had a wonderful
grasp of the situation, and to no other one man
was due more of the credit for the holding of
the line during the ensuing forty-eight hours.
On the night of the 12th. the tired infantry

of the 28th Division was given relief from the
firing-line, and before dawn the two and a half
miles of front trenches, from the Canadian
Farm, north of the Ypres-St. Julien Road, south
to the western shore of the Bellewaard Lake
a few yards from the Ypres-Menin Road at
Hooge, was manned by the dismounted troopers
of the 1st and 3rd Cavalry Divisions
The 2nd Cavalry Brigade held the e:.treme

left of this stretch of cavalry line. The i8th
Hussars were furthest north, the 4th Dragoon
Guards in the centre, and the 9th Uncers on
right South of them were the three r«^mems
of the ist Cavahy Brigadfr-sth Dragoon
Guards, 2nd Dragoon Guards (Queen's Bays),
and nth Hussars. The 5th Dragoon Guaids
were on the left of the Queen's Bays, whose
right rested on the Ypres-Zonnebeke Road
near Verlorenhoek, a thousand yards from
Potijze, where de Lisle so often took me each



<"«y. The „U, Hu«,™ were in «,me trencheswar the grounds of the Potijze Chiteau, The

wtltj""''^
^"8^« *»» » dug-outs near

South of the Ypres^Zonnebeke Road came
the 3rd Cavalry Division front; the 7th Brigade
firat. then the 6th Brigade, the 8th Brigade
Dcing m reserve.

Of the 7th Brigade, the ist Life Guards
fonned the left, their trenches leading south
from the Zonnebeke Road. One of their
squadrons was in a reserve trench at the back
of the hn<. Next on the right came the
»nd Life Guards, then the Uicestershire
Yeomanry, whose right rested on the Ypres-
Roulers Railway.

^

The 6th Brigade held the line from the rail-

^y to the Bellewarde Lake, the 3rd Dmgoons
on the left. Uie North Somerset Yeomanry on
the nght, and the ist Royal Dragoons (Royals)m resenre a bit to the rear, and but a few yards
north of the Menin road.

The 8th Brigade, in reserve, was composed
of the Royal Horse Guards (Blues), the
loth Hussars, and the Essex Yeomanry
Each cavalry regiment had a fighting sirength
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of about 300 men. The ist ©ivi )n numbered
some 2,400 rifles, and the 3rd Division roughly
2,700, say, just over 5,000 men for the two
Divisions. An extra number of machine-guns
made up for their comparatively small numerical
strength.

The trench-line into which the troopers were
thrown that night was in poor condition for
defence. A f^t of mud was the average
bottom, and further attempts at digging only
resulted in more water and mud. Parapets of
sandbags and wire entanglements were sadly
needed all along the line, and, at that, sandbag
parapets were all too easily demolished by
Hun shell-fire, which made short work of them.
A careful reconnaissance of the 3rd Cavalry

Division trenches failed to reveal a stretch of
100 yards where more srndbags and more wire
were not urgently required.
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CHAPTER VI.

DA\yN on the ijth of May was the"pMl for a howitzer bombardment
.

°' «••« «valry front which surpassedm intensity and duration any previous^^
during the whole War.

""gun lire

From four o'clock in the morning until five

s^T^ T
""^

k'"™°°"
' '»"fted from one»«tion ,0 another, without respite. Duringthe entire forenoon the trench line north and^.h of the Zonnebeke Road, view<S from

Potijxe^ a thousand yards to the rear wa^covered continuously with a heavy ™Il!^^

beneath The flashes of bursting shells in thai

Tco'iSd?'.,'""
«"-«-- *at noiuieye could follow or count them, even in a most

«*8tncted range of vision.
'

AM 4e thunderstorms of time, crashing in

m^ficent dm. The ear could not intelligibly
record so tempestuous a maelstrom of sound

I *
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waves and the brains of those in the midst of
Its wildest fury became numb and indifferent tothe saturnalia of explosion, save for one hereand there which lost its mental balance, perhaps
never to be regained. ^ ^

rr.fTV''''^^
"'?'"''"^ ^^"^^^ de Lisle sentme to Potyze with Captain Hardress Lloyd.

General Meakin rode up with us on his first

reave'""
'^"'"^ ^'' '"'"'" ^^^"^ ^^^

Ypres was impassable. We took a round-
about course to the north, now dashing down amuddy ane. now over a turnip field where
constantly passing traffic had worn a sort of.
path over an improvised bridge across the
canal at last reaching the Ypres-St Jean Road
that led away to Wieltje and St. Julien. By a
cross road of sorts we found our way to Potijze,
thankful to have arrived safely.

Before we had traversed much of the way
from our headquarters, west of Ypres. we werem a bad shell-zone. On the narrow road,
ammumtion limbers went up at a trot and
returned at full gallop. The route was lined
with red-bandaged wounded struggling rear-
ward as best they could, and ambulances were
always in evidence. As we turned a corner a



Mack Maria exploded with a fearful bane

fLIn • ^^'t\"«!:' •'^de the roadway^A small p,ece of the shell hit CSeneral Meakin
-n the head, but luckily was so spent it d^Tnw
cause a wound.
As we neared the canal blue ruin was spread

firinTlL"'"-
^r7^'>^"«^ofourartniery,

finng hke mad. barked and roared from the
fields at our sides, while Hun shells fell closeand fast around them.

hnt
""^^ ^fsj^ed towards us, the chauffeurholdmg up his hand to stop us. It was "Babe"

Nicholsons <^r, empty except for the driverwhom Nicholson had told to "look out fo^
himself," while "Babe "was showing the way
trenchwards to a depleted battalion of Yorkand Durham Territorials sent forward as
reserve Only 380 of their i.ooo remainedfj^m the fortnight's fighting and sixt^ of
their officers had been killed or wounded, butthey tnidged up as if arriving fresh fn>m h;me.

Stop. sir. said the scared chauffeur. " They

"Yes." replied the boy; "but a couple

Q
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••^e got.LJ'so^'j,"-
"'"«''-•

fron, of us, andi^LT " ^'^ '""^^ "
'he car as the sh?il.

'^^ "^^' '^" ""er
«e dodged on ± l"?;?^"^ ^l^^e, but

*H'd1tSgS;L7''''''°'°"'^'^''-'^'"^-.

hanged if I thouD-h. I ' ^ ^''^- "But I'm

Stor.t^e^r-^^r'r"--"-^^
*«» it knocking ote'lf'l'' r^'L'"™^'

P'^-^^

r««.^ house bfhWS hi r"'
°' "'

•P-^ ^-- groundaS B a^k Ma'T'»"«. ti* «^ from us mlt- u
^ ''"*'

us, making the eanh

^'^JLli^



t«mWe^d showering splinters on the ^of of

Fortunately for those whose work took th.™

g--s ™ight have effectuaii/dtdt^o^

Budworth, of the artni*-,,
upset tha, morning brrtrLTjr Tf^
one of d,e British hoJt«rl ^ "'^"'^ ^
Our divisional batteries H t j ,

Warwickshin^ Territori:. l.L ^ere .
"^

fine work and splendid executil?' ''
''""^

cudworth's observers «Pnf k« i

rhfG-''-^^"-"-H2Ca£
by his Ltwr™'''''

^°""' "- - ^he"^

1^1

Q a



I;

*"«". " It's in Germo« k ™^^ '^c howitacT

"Of coC^™^^^'«»^^ht enough."

I've figured ol. ^l«t fhe h""'*"
"«'«

Comnu.„de, would hLV "l"
^"''"^'y

about there; ver^tohfM '"\ '''^dquarters

The old ch^,^ r~pS'" '^^ ''"'^ '"'"•

n our funk-holes and wa.T untM V Jl"'
^"

then run ou, and bang a^t p "l
"" ''^'''

we don't even go i„ ZTJe ""* """*•
the old Boche dJo wL • "' "' """y- !<

^ould be kiUedVoIe o/' "'"t*^
''"'" «""^

another German b^r T'> *»"'• ""^
high explosi^or^TV*^^ '^'^'^ '° "*
we couldn't ^;i^ *""'''

J^""
«» P'ace.

do, don't bother the^H r^'
^""tever you

Ho is quite Zi%H^ f^™""
S-'n-chap.

whereheisatpres^; "" °" standpoint.

Budworth's theory wai f^..^

^ct that out of hisThi^'t^ SrSti"^
'"«

he only lost eleven men and !„t ^" ^""
fortnight of fighting.

"" ""»•«' » a

Standing in the Zonnebefce R„,j j ,

toward Verlorenhoek. the shelK^l?! """i'-^shell-swept front line



wasp^a.yvisib..a,i«,e more than half a

To reconstruct a fight on a two-and-a-halfm-Ie front such as the battle of May ,3th whL
u .'^"'"'"*' '*P°«^ » which Trrferwould be sufficiently difficult. To piece i, ou^wh..e^« was actually in p^g^ess^;::^:

we'st'^of vf '"''
''T''

'""" °" headquarters

timesIJr' V^ '''"" °^ P°"J« "any

sX ,^ r-
^>' ^"^"'"^ *»«" I left the

f r /"' *' "«•«' I '«'<1 ™« with scored«*oha^ terrible ules to tell. The wouX
Tml!^ ""^'^"^ ''"^'^ westwards, andnumbered many a faniliar feee.

was the heaviest they had seen. A* «« •

Inthe line was the cLnal Sng^^o^e"^Zrf«n on either side the ZonnebeteRoad n^Verlorenhoele The Queen's Bays were to ,tenorth of ,t. the jth D-G.'s on their left Onthe so«h of the road we« the .stTk Guardsand on their right the 2nd Life Guards Sen'the Leicestershire Yeomanry. '
'^'"

gnn,deathinspLofthe^So;sh:iut
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burst over them\t four o'clock in ,1,"
~"

and continued hour after hi L
'^\""'"""g

^^
=a nour alter hour throughout the

•he^'^t^chef"tuh r" '?™ *-" f-™

-«re%:i-7ad'rt„-t:

.•n.'«t:'''<rf''r::r^'"s'^*"=~"-"<^-
retirement of hi, 1 • ?•* °"^'^ *«

their ^rof1;:„t""'
°"' ^' ^""^ -<» °^

-nc^^t^J^i'tfelfas^rhf °'*l«»Vs "^^"^

*eir teeth in :Ldh^d'r?^\'rtLH''""
««>« up magnificently on the left shortf T*^

r,t^ .he g,ory.U *e'ti°KS

-h t'me'^urXdHZ welt^ow'^r

.^r^rsrf^^^«toteit

.hf eneTdeZ'hrt 'Hnir.r"Tw.nd. and thus nippin^^nittattSr



A strong enemy detachment came down theZonnebeke Road and deployed to the northof .t .mmedately in front of the Bays. TheBoches were lying i„ ^e open, b^t wer^prmected from our rifle and mach n^^n fi^by a swell of ground.
*

A fat German observation officer obtained a

»uth fr'^ '" * '^''^"^ farmhouse justsouth of the road. No amount of sniping coX
bl! f K*"".' J''""^''

'^' ''""<=»« chip^ off

which he f 'T,
** '^""^' stack"^hi^dwhich he was sheltered. Up came a Naval

end'TrT'-^""'-^."'"*- °PP-''«^«

The Hun officer in the farm noted th,
approach of the car. and fled up the'L «
fast as he could run.

^ °^^ ^

.J'lLw *"
I*"*''

'° '""<='' « ""e funny figure

hr^n^LM'^P"«,T«'" °'" '^'"d him a!

"I sw;ar1t dM ' *\^^' '° «= *« "'ght.
1 swear it did m any chance I had of hittino-him. He eot back to fc;. .

™«'"g
,.• , , , ° ^"^'' '° his own lot safe I

think.buthedidmadeaholyshowofht;elf

A large number of the enemy were seen

^^Jf.^^
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J- .ulcrnative to sure death.

other regnZ^'^^trZ B*^"'?
""" *«

the oth Lan«.J, fc!j
° Bngade, though

The trT K ^ "^y casualties.
^

J he trenches occupied by the iSrf, Hwere blown to bits. Som. t t
"'"'^

retired to the left i„,„ ,u l-
°^ *^ ™8™ent

the East LanJ^i '
•" *' '^J'"^^" trenches of

;he open ;rd'^'"^^^tL'^^^<'-

^"^^Sto^'irr•'^-•^---
themselvesi,tZ"^f *"f,°'" ""'' *"«» dug
outot^^^Z t:

""'y to be blown

'8th wounZ as^ ™" f"" "°' "=^* 'he

trained Mri^' 1^' """* ^-^ » machine-gun

ConsequTmty „^^ ™?"^'*J° *« '""^hes.

to a place ,i ^fy TSe"w.l H
'° '*."'°^^

w<^nded in trench i;:!^':'"'''-*'''^ lay

Road, was in very soft ^und ' **'"'"
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The 3rd Dragoon Guards. North SomersetYeomanry, and Royals, of GmLi^ ^j
Ompbell-s 6th BrigaZ'w:[e Sfy p^
ei:^, """"" '""P'y "'-^d out of

The Royals, in reserve, made a charjfe at
7.30 m the morning that took themTthe
Ptaoe where the original trenche. had been, bu
fU hat ,««„ned of them, even at that ;arlyhom. were great tumbled pile, of earth andmud without semblance of foVm

The most ^ectacular manoeuvre of the dav
fell to the lot of Bulkeley Johnson's 8th B^^^who were taken f™„, „^, ^„ count^Xfc
at 2.30 p.m. and win back the part of tl^Wout of which Kennedy's rth Br^de a! !
and .nd Ufe Gua«b.U theT^^ AYeomamy had been shelled.

*=««»«*'«

The area to be won back reached from theYpres-Zonnebeke Road to the VorJ^K^JR^way On the left of it t^eS £:had stuck to their trenches 0„ the n^ o'

•'-fj

••.:t

I' I

II
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"v! ^t^^J Campb^ii's men were hnW
~

though.frightfuUy
decimated Zr^f*"^ °"'

on the railway, bent back slihtlv bv 'hi'T^ment of the 7th Brigade ^ ''*^'*'"*"

Blue,, .od, Hu«a^r<f ::"'"''«"' Brigade.

I« made ,the puI^X.^feh ~T''- ^story of that charge from he Bayl ^I .*'
reserved seats for the show

^ *^

wa?dro!:::dT:h'r"i,'''*

»

^^^^ ^^
The Blurreacw''l'r^'"« P^ 'he shells.

marked the t^Wo^^ 'j"\°^ '^''"-''o'es thatv.« Mic position of the I if* r- j
•

trencher No cover was to b^ flZ T'^"they went, a few of them l^Jn ^° °"

the German trenches !1T^\P^«"*'"?
soon realizing th^t ,1,1?^ '^l' '*>'°"''' ^ut

sufficient t"^ili het
"""'*" "«« ta-

coming badc'::ir:h^,^;:,n:n:h' ^'"'^'.^

ment. The loth Hussare te„T ^^ '^
men dropping at eve^^tl^oJJ:"?""^'
was seen advancing sle^istaSrahter
comrades, riiose who had b^i^^^^^.^'
at the start all down. He st^k^ IT

''""

without waiting for the oVhe^s Th!k"^
'=°°"y-

made a gallant showing. stL^dingt^^^X

r
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and finng steadily, then tramping on, to stop
and fire again. No one dreamed he would
reach the Hun trenches alive, but he did so,
and was the first of the loth Hussars to dis-
appear over the enemy's parapet.
Had the Germans stuck to their trenches

the few of the loth to reach them might easily
have been wiped out. But the Teuton soldiers
fled before that stern advance.

Like the Blues, the loth Hussars were too
few to be able to consolidate the small portion
of enemy trench>hich they had won, so nothing
remained but a retirement.

Back they came, the Hun supports quickly
taking advantage of their withdrawal. Two
armoured cars pushed beyond the Bays' trench,
up the Zonnebeke Road, and poured a heav)J
machine-gun fire across the rear of the retreat-
mg loth Hussars' line. Few of that regiment
would have returned had this covering fire not
protected their retirement.

Once a group of troopers took a few dozen
German prisoners, but the captured Huns were
nearly all killed by German shell-fire before
they could be taken to a place of safety. No
trenches existed in that area into which to put
them, and English and German, captors and
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prisone« ahk^ »,„
-

^™^cl a. .he, crossed .he field" tj^

'?J^"f̂ ^d^„t,C^- - -

heavier even .ha„ JlZ^T'Ar:To1^

th*..V ,w.--.-
^" ^'^^n »n, and that

jrd Cairarn, n: • • ""v* * •«ginient of .he
^ ^^al-y Dmsion, on dw right of Ae Bays,



were shelled out of their trenches and thiGermans succeeded in getting a^them. General Briars ord«L/^ *"

attack «rK;«k ""«»* ordered a counter-attack, which was launched at 2 w nmRenton, who had been twice up to the frZhnjt to get information for £e BnW '

volunteered to lead the 10th H.?
®"«*^'^^'

the Bays' right, wherfthe™ ^^^ "^ '"

their a»a,.ir tl t . ' ^^ '" ""nmence

lite i^^M I "''°''' "'^^ *»» '^^ed outW« an Aldoshot parade movement The
T" «'^«d « the top of their vdces th!«««« making hunting noises J°Z; '^^j-^

<*ar&ed across the open. It Wm = m •

aeht Th» r— « was a glorious

imoZ„ xi • T^""*?"™*'^ Grapnelinto them. The trenches were retaken but i„the exatement the attackers ru,h~i7 ,.

half a mOe.
«"««"•« rushed on another

artaS^lSTTK'*'" '"""^ °" »" 'heir-^uery, kiihng their own men as well as onr.Confusion followed, and the attackingK„eSbroken up, withdrew about half a mfe l^^^fa P'ty they ever went beyond their oriL^^
l>n<^ as the casualties were heavy

*^'"'

The ."Jh^n"?^ °"' "*" ^'°" of the line
1 he 5 h D.G. s reported that they had oufNomes troop into their front line, k^p^l^ f^^

M

l\
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other troop (Sergeant Lemon) in a support
trench. Their casualties had been heavy, and
the situation extremely critical. During the
afternoon information came in that the whole
of the 5th D.G.'s had been shelled out of their
trenches, and were retiring. Shortly after this
Lance-Corporal Watts came back from the
front line with a message from Norrie, explain-
mg the situation. He had held on with his
troop when the 5th D.G.'s retired, and besides
his own men had a troop of the 5th and one of
their machine-guns, and was covering the left
flank of the Bays—^a grand piece of work. The
line had to be held at all cost, so the nth
Hussars were ordered to advance and retake
the lost trenches. Lawson's Squadron (A)
was sent in advance, with instructions to work
up behind the Bays, and push in on their left
Later, another message came in to say that a
squadron of the 19th Hussars, under Tremayne,
had pushed up to Norrie and had been put on
his left; however, there still existed a con-
siderable gap of unoccupied trench. Divine
Providence must have come to our aid, as the
shelling practically stopped as the regiment
advanced. Soon after 6 p.m. Brigade Head-
quarters heard that Lawson had successfully
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ure Days had the same, and the eth nr-.u j
over one hun>lr<»i i

^ ^•"- ' ™"1

h«».
nunared, a large number of whichhowever, occurred during the retirenrent Asthe sun was setting the battle dieHown 1

e^s<S"'
—t-ining day. fu„ or^Uanl

evi2e\„T:
"<='«"g«« ki'led. and the in-

Calalrv nf '
'"'"*'*''' " *« "' ""<» 3rd

the men en^ged ^ P*' "="«• °^

Early i„ the forenoon came word that

^^^LoJ"" 3rd.DG.-sandtheN:^h

^trfarwrariri
unfortunately true as to Major CorStw«incorrect att *rx u ,

-^ '^"roett, was

well.
^"™"' ^^^ ^^s sound and

I

4

'<K

'm
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At 4 p.in. General de Liql#. —

»

actually w'J STl* '«»«»^'' what wa.

DiviMon.
"^^^ casualties in the

Colonel Browne said • " W« ~.
ambulances ud wt^ ^"°' 8"* '•'e

the sh^JlT '^ ^ ° evacuate the wounded

had suff.^'tm th^ I"""
""^^

heavily d^ the^Slh Hu^'-'^
"'"' »<"*

ocfo^lc'tTngraltir^LL"'^"' 'i,'^
General KennSy 4d'^''^,f«P?««>.'hat
n>«. we« left to himl^hSfi^™ h'"' "'"^
and he greatly fea~d .I", i

''" brigade,

if not iTof dT^mt^ '"'^ Pn>portion.

wounded.
""""« "*« kiUed or

aft^^^^Tf *' ^°'y^- reived reportalter report of heavy losses frr»«, *i. .

3rd Cavalry DiyisiL^^ ZkT"on. until it seemed thatle Di^o„"^heen practically wiped out But tl ^were reponed to bereft to oH^Jb^roft^e
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Johnson's 8thX^*' J!' T" ^''"'«''''

to obtain an esZ^T^r^ " shattered that

^ difficur
^" °' "' »""*" '«'» most

work digging themselves in "
in nr^,., ;•

help the tired trooj^rs d'f' rX • r
"•* '°

Fielding, an old Ak^, •

'" '^'°«'»'-

with us t^tZ HetT"**^' '""'^«'

P anection of all with whom he came into

^il

H

C

Im

PL
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I'll
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contact, was shot through the head and
instantly killed that night as he was accom-
P*nying General Briggs on a tour of the
trenches in front of Potijze.

Wilson's 4th Division, on the left of the ist
Cavalry Division, which had also suffered
heavily on the 13th. had sent a message asking
the cavalry to uke over some of its line, but
that night it found it possible to occupy a few
hundred yards, of the line held by the i8th
Hussars. This proved a most welcome
assistance The right of the 3rd Cavalry
Division front, from the Ypres-Roulers Railway
to the Mcnin Road, was given into the hands
of the Insh Fusiliers, of the 27th Division.
The line, thus shortened slightly, was the

scene of feverish work all night long, that the
importance of the small German gain might be
minimised, and a further Hun advance blocked.
The actual ground gained by the Germans

on May 13th was but 300 to 400 yards on a
front of 1,000 yards. Our new line from the
Zonnebeke Road across the Ypres-Roulers
railway was in better terrain than the old
position, and offered superior natural advan-^ for defence to the deplorable original
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uurmg tne 13th to number scores on scores

««nch«a, blowing our thin line sky-hieh all»^ong the front, the net result of advance TJthe enemy was extremely small
^^

me°""'LT''"*,°^ ""."^'^ «•« Lisle said tome
• Bad as our losses have been I h,... .u

situation in hand. Then^l^;,^'^^
*«

and W.11 continue to do «.. EveryW^thrags get better."
^ ""*

The shattered, depleted, almost anihilatedr^-menu of the day before were foun^Cthe

be fightmg forces st.ll. then- moral undamJedand their spirits undimmed.
^*^'

with de Lisle, a heavy rain during the tAAt

run the general to the G H O i;«o J^
Potijze raid. ^ ^^* ^*"^ °" ^«
As I waited in the roadway two of the Blues

R 2
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ttqr touched .^ongm if completely ti«d out.

..^ »<«""&" I olW out. cheerily,
uood mornu^, jj," jj^ aii»»r,.^^htemng. ««i„ctive.y. „ 'therS.'

to foot m spite of the mantle of dirt in whteh•hey were wrapped.

lim^T' l"^
.""*=''' "='««•' ''most at the

r °^'"1'"^~' ««P«I in physical fat guTlike a flash they could pull up, eyes cS^'h«d, erec, voices firm, the looko„S t^showing that they were just as pood fa,!,,^m«» at that moment as "hey wf^thlS
^^

hours previously.
'^ " «lmy-six

cha^o^.l.n''' °^r^'^ °8«««« weChatted of the charge of the day brfore The™«l"»g.of the German trencha. thTcaoL'of a^tionofthem. and thenbei^dtXS

;;^
jas gone over, spiritedly, by the

" Only seventy of the Blues are left thou<rl, ••

^a^.one of them. . That's the h^^^^;,

Jillfr "^ "^-"J *"'' ""^ "hen things get*tnughtened out," I replied. "CasualTh^w
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Jlw»y» grow «,»1I„ when .he retunw .„ ,|,

wounded o«ce!r':Lte^ "Z^r^^ ^

n,^^**,* ^•°'»»"'y «fooper limped slowly^ a, I sorted, and I gave hiiTa "Z"for a few hundred yard,. He had badly^^med h., knee during ,he cha^fe Ae^Jtrfore^ By mormng it had become so swollj,and painful he could only hobble along^^t difficulty. No thought of cominT taS

«o hang on. I couldn't have come ZTy^
well, could I ?

" ^''y

Before the day was o-«;r some of the official
casualty hsts of the brigades were comSJ
were less heavy than had at first been rep<«e4The i,t Cavalry Division casualti^

;
i
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May 13th numbered cat in tV^m . . n T"

Viii!j J 7 **'"'*" '" «he brigade wer..wiled and eleven wniin,t..i a
*""' *"*

__. , .
'="='™ wounded. Amonr the killeH

.8th Hu«ar,fo,r,^',h'* i;*?"™ ^''

StL^.S'n."S5 a-.V!?r^^

more than i.too, ^ ^""^ '°

A patrol of .jth Hussa,^ under Lieutenant
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Kenneth Maclane, while th<> rm»t^^.

verlorenhoek, went up to the r-r«,— e.

inetrenche. during ^^. l^.^oo^T'foSS
nuns were httle better satisfied with »h-

t)cen with paru of ours.

Visiu to Potijze from time to time meantcommg close to big shell-bursts. but the fu^f

4 h so msignificant in contrast that we wSd

litiar
"'"" '^ "" ^^ '^«^ ^^ ^"bS:^

That night the and Cavalry Division, GeneralKavanaugh commanding, relieved the ist and3rd Divisions on a narrowed front, the infantry
closing monthe sides. Before morning of eSl
1 5

h our tired men were on their way back to
billets for a well-earned rest.

£h rauU from Potijze to our headquarters atdusk on the 14th. my despatch case fell from
the car I went over the road careftilly at day-

m my futile search when the "morning hate
"

made it foohsh to tarry longer in the vicinity
Great was my delight during the afternoon

in
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!?. !^"* }^^ » "^'^^ had been received at
Divisional headquarters, saying that, "amongst
the dOrts on the battlefield had been found a
despatch case belonging to Frederic Coleman."A gunner of H Battery, R.H.A., had spied
It m a roadside ditch in the Salient, and
thougntfijlly taken it to Major Skinner, com-
mandmg the battery, who had at once advised
us of Its recovery.

On the night of May 15th and morning olMay 16th, General Hubert Cough's 7th
Infantry Division made a splendid " push "

to
La Quinque Rue, in front of Festubert, the
report of which made cheery reading.
The men of the ist Cavalry Division were

housed in "huts" near Vlamertinghe. On
the i6th General de Lisle addressed the con-
tingents, one after another. He asked me to
verify one or two details that had been
reported, and this work gave me a most
pleasant couple of hours chatting about the
battle of May 13th with men of half a dozen
of the different regiments that took part in it
The evening of the 17th found the ist

Cavalry Division, after seventy-two hours' rest
again marching through Ypres to take a furthe^
turn in the trenche3.
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The. Salient had been comparatively quiet

since the last German onslaught on the 13th,

but howiuer shells were daily falling over the

lines with tiresome regularity.

I was sent by General de Lisle to a house

near Ypres, where we had planned to have
a "basket dinner" before leaving for night

quarters on the Menin Road. A very young
staff-officer, instructed to guide me, misunder-

stood that such duty was required of him, and
wait off about some business of his own before

I had been able to learn the location of the

house.

Meeting "Rattle" Barrett, I asked him if

he could give me the desired information.

" I don't know about the dinner part of it,"

said " Rattle "
;
" but your headquarters for the

night are well east of Ypres, on the Menin
Road. Go to the house nearest the chiteau

that stands by the Halte, where the railway

crosses the road, and you can't miss it if you
try."

The General had disappeared on foot, the

juvenile staff-d!icer was nowhere to be found,

so off I went, in accordance with Barrett's

instructions.

Darkness was coming on. I passed along

i

>

* j



lines of Md Cavalry Brigade troooe« m„ u-

~
toward Ypres and throu^ f^*"*!*". marching

No lights were allowed, though my car w,.secure from habilityof offence in flT., ^ T"
for the electric insLua^Sd^^i^°f•

noU inre uent occurrence an^
^ * '

a master electricianSc^ a^-
°"" •"'

of the headlamps. ^ ' «''"™" «"»

in^hTlafhTLJ^J^^-Holetohole
crowded with the macW^ery^^„^T ""^
relief insifull swing. Yp«s ±,*,'""°~'
smashed if possible!' tl-n'whe„Ttd"w
passed thtx)ugh six days befo^ P .
Grande Place down the R ?« '°"' *«
bridge and Menin R^d beyond ^7''' n

*"
past Ithe fork, where the^f" T T".""'
Zonnebekejand Menin ^sStel^.^"'

«»

was narrow and tortuous. rLwIk ••?
I^and we.« .heaps of !^ alSt^^"*?:
chasms, some sufficiently de^pTZf ^«
to the bottom would pui a «^ f .

" ^'
d, comiat. ^ *" Promptly ho„

An unpleasant smell of burning flesh «»-from the smouldering mounds liningSTwT^OStar-shells and trench liehts fr~» .u ^?'
"ne made it possible to rif^'-£-4



for their assistance I could not have made thejourney without accident.
The house where we were to spend the next

^,<^y? "" T'^y
^"""^ The officers of 'heSou, Infantor Brigade were busy in i, arranrine

reliefs when I arrived.
arranging

Wkt^Thof.
"°"'

""T"^
'^'^'y "^"^ ''"d

»„Tfin / • i' T'™^ * '=*"^^' 'ow roofed

rTdSfir '"""''" •"'—"'^-^^
In thfa underground sanctuary the flickering

light of a dozen candles fell on crowded tables
for sigpa^lers. around which the men not busy
with -phone or ticker we,« asleep, CZresting on their crossed arms. Offic^ p^Sover maps spread on other tables, or wereengaged in close attention to the receipt ordespatch of imiumerable orders. Against onewal wen: three or four bedsteads, co^ wi"h

g^eral office to privates, and bore ample
evidences of having done so.
A Utteiy of British guns were firing from

f.
P^""" "«" by. and German shell! wer"b^ng dose enough to cause an interruption

of a conversation by their constant crashes

;i

•I

M

h
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west." y*^" *^^« Ypres on the

I lost no time in getting under wav Tkre urn journey was like a had teal
^'

^ZS^fcJI m the yicimV :»f >h«
"^^ ^^'^'n- Shells

as to damage the ^ '^T^'
^"' "°* ^ '^r

troops, aStLn andlc!^ f
"'"^ "^^^ ^'

and mechanical • amh! i

**^"sport. horse

once, another i;.'"'^"^""'^'
nK>tor^ycles. and

A fatiguing
house-to-house sear^k i j ^

at the spot ^here Ai^ T f^"^** ^'^^^ me
left for m! •

""^'' ^^^ ^en. Orders
.
" 'or me mstructed m*. f« u •

"^raers

imi^dimenta to the Me2 p ^"« *"*«
third time I nU uT^ ^°^

• «>• ^f the

toward .rHite'tK/^" ^"-^^ -"^
Nor was that bv alt^ ^J ^°"'^ <*« ^isle.

'hat route^tKZ^,,^. -*P -«
enough of „«,.ori„g tro^SL ^' "*'"' ^«•

«pres-Rc-»-the

orthrx^:t'r{^^^^'^
^**^- "dipped south-east



Sanctuary Wood1 h
"' ''"'^"^ ""^

^5t„t.;tiro7o.^^^^^^

General de Lisle's cellar headquarters were

distant
^^ ^"^ "°* "^"^ fi-nher

ahin"do::dtrji,X''S''^'^, »-

nJ^S'^dr.""' '"?-'''-^y toward

fli



»**" saw the poor hunted colli*. iu

At an early hour de Lisle said • " P!„

j

shelter of some sort for vom- Tlr
'

p ? *
Don't fontet that (h^r!

^
' ^'^'^eM-

down th.?r:;d^,'u:^^. '"™ *- ^«««

^^^^j^ push^iist, :;iuched

horse ambulance had crumpled ZTTtC^ while a t^nsport mTh^^Ll^::^

I never met a more cheery lot than thoseK.R.R. cydms, who generously i„«sted^^
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my sharing . tin of nt^„g ^ ~

"« a quite respectabte ap,^„~ ^ ^""^
Darison wiVh «,

*'^'*"*«: appearance in com-

K:„1'^""' ^-^^ "^ «•>« '3. Cavalry

MullensWS ' ^r Tt^^^"^
quartern A^IS^"^ P'^'^ ?"«^« ^^•

tation llan th^ ceulr
"""/""able habi-

the dav ,. . i '
*" abandoned during

Batter^ ,. '
''"* ^ Skinner of H

calltd^^^^lr^ '° '"^ " ""'" ' -"

™ Chiffi, brfore ,h» B
""''tary attach*

and wh.: ^:^ .t,y nf"'"" " "~-"«ny ot the acquaintances I

{
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had made when campaigning with General
Gaselee m the war with China.

In the course of conversation, I mentioned
the prevaihng belief in many quarters that
unwritten truces existed between British and
German gunners with «^:ard to shelling certain
areas. I instanced Dickebusch, a continual
home of one of our divisional headquarters,
which had been unshelled until our guns
hammered a town in the German lines where
Hun headquarters were thought to have been
located, and thereafter was inundated with a
steady rain of shell-fire for many days.
"Some peculiar things of that sort have

happened," said the Captain. •'The Divi-
sional headquarters to which I was recently
attached, occupied, near the line, a chAteau
which for months had not been visited by a
German shell. I became possessed with the
Idea without any real evidence to which to
attribute It, that so long as our lot did not shell
the Hollebeke Chateau, our house would be
free from a Hun shelling. The Hollebeke
CMteau was in the German lines, and while
1 did not, of course, know positively, I felt sure
It contained some German brigade or divisional
headquarters. Many a time our batteries fired



at enemy batteries on alt sides of the HoUebekeCh4teau. but not once was i, made a taJTbyour gunners." ^ni^i oy

aflki^"',
""k after week this condition ofaflars continued, and was often the subjectofcomment among us. NatunUly. in ,heabsence of communication of any sort b^"w^nthe oppo«-ng forees. all this Jay hav7W^

mere coincidence. ^ '
"*•"

" 0»« ^y- returning from a walk. I entered

•wT jT T" "^ The shrapnel cameAck and fest for several minute^*^ and .h!Dms.onal Commander and some of his s^
officers had very narrow escapes. One shra^el

inches from the Generals head.

for"^ h
°"

'"k'"""*'
8™" •««> been firingfor some hours, but another battery in thev-amty had been doing quite a bit o7shel£

that mormng. Curious. I asked the aeroda^e
observer who had been directing theT ofthat battery what tatge. he had gifen th^T

I went up to direct their fire on some5«™»n guns reported to be near the HoUebeke

locate the described spot, so directed our

«:

; w
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battery to throw a few shells into the chlteau
itself. Our gunners at once registered one
lyddite through the roof and four shells right
through the face of the building. Ml bet we
made it hot for any Boches that were inside.'
"Comparing times." continued the Captain

" I learned that the Hollebeke Chateau received
its shelling ex^tly ten minutes before our head-
quarters chAteau was shelled by the Huns,
What made the incident more curious was the
fact that for weeks our batteries did no more
damage to the Hollebeke Chdteau and never
again, at least until I left it. did our chateau
have a German shell near it"
The rain softened the earth about the dug-

outs in front of Ypres, and soon an epidemic of
caved-in sides and roofs was raging all along
the line, assisted by Black Marias,iwhich shook
the moist ground until dug-out supports fell and
walls collapsed wholesale. A captain of the
1 8th Hussars was in a dug-out roofed by an
iron bedstead. A small landslide brought down
the beams above and the bedstead fell, so
striking the Hussar officer that his neck was
broken and he was instantly killed.

The 19th. 20th. and 21st of May passed
quickly, the three brigades of the Division



On the list the sun came out bright .n^

Ik^ .

""* °«^«a«ion and Death ?„d«bohcd mood rt« flung the shatteS build"»g» of the staid old town hither and thitherwth an eye to the spe«acular. The «ot«Wmet one', glance on every side. Only^K^e^M have done justice on L::^^.:

inf^n^v'
" *"'«'«"»o™ of almost trop-cal

a^^nT"'""'^'"°'*e„st,the'",«Omij D,v,„on troopers were relieved, and

The «nH i'^i *^"" "«" Vlamertinghe.Ifte 33nd and 23rd of May they soenf in"Sting, and on the evening of the „M^Lnwent back into the trench h^e.
^ ^"

ner^^,*'" ^'t'
"'"""^^ '<" his rest tonew quarters at Esquelbecq. in a thirteenth
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century chateau which boasted the honour ofhaving once been stormed by Marlborough.

h.li ;^ '*
P'"'"'""

"'' *« "K " Army wasWleted near Esquelbecq. and had been placedm the newly formed 6th Coips. AUenby's
S h Corps then consisted of the 28th Division.
9th Division (the first of the " K "

Divisions toarrive m F™,ce). and the Northumberland
TerritoruU Di^isioa The 6th Corps, con-

Tnd'th
'* ?r°"' *•= *?* Division,and the new ,4th Division was placed unde^

the command of General Keir.

tr™*** rt"'"^ °^ "^^y "3'^ "Wle the
troopers of the ist, 2nd and 9th Cavalry
Brigades tramped through Ypres once moi?and took over part of the sodden trench-line
of the Salient, General de Lisle again took upheadquartm m the big ch4teau not far west ofthe demolished town.
The Salient front trenches led over the line

that was taken up after the reconstruction
following the hard fighting on May ,3th.
Wilson's 4th Division reached from the Fr^ch
r^ht. near the Yp^Yser Canal on the north,
to the Canadian Farm, then past the Ypres-

R^n v",'^"'^.
'° ""^ Ypres-Zonnebeke

Koad near Verlorenhoek.
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From the Zonnebeke Road south, across the
Ypres-Roulers Railway, as far as the Belle-
waarde Lake, troops of the 28th Division
composed the firing line.

They joined the left flank of the i8th
Hussars, who occupied a position on the south
side of the Bellewaarde Lake and in front of
the Hopge Chdteau, the trenches at that point
bemg about thirty yards to the east of the
chdteau ruins. The right of the 18th Hussars
rested on the Menin Road, and close behind
them m reserve were three score odd York
and Durham Tommies who had been sent ud
to dig.

*^

South of the Menin Road, in the Sanctuary
Wood, came the 9th Lancers, nth Hussars
Queen's Bays, and 5th Dragoon Guards'
respectively.

*

The 4th Dragoon Guards, 15th Hussars
and 19th Hussars were in reserve in the
o.ri.y. Ime.

The night was less disturbed by gun-fire
than usual, and even the rifle fire and itinerant
snipmg were ot less volume than for weeks past

General de Lisle, noticing the strong westerly
breeze die away, and the wind shift to the east
dunng the course of the afternoon, sent a

^ I

i i

i «J
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morning. * ^^*™*° «>» attack next

oefore-;. three o'cloclr in *i.

yellow^n haze w« A:*: T?''*'
*«

I«ht breezes that h^d^ ,lf
''""^ °" ">«

dawa .
^*'*^ *« """in? of the

^3^:4 -^» s:
Menin RoL '

"'' °" *" ""' «>"* over the

i,t*
*'ck or ,, ana .::^t^^rz

fumes; but the ,st CaX BriJL-?
""""^

farther south escaped th^^^ ^^ *"^

th^°tK otthTS''^?' •"'r -«
HeMb,as,uadron^:„rc^S:Sp:L'
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MacLachlan, who arrived at Vlamertinghe
froa. England at seven o'clock the night
before. MacLachlan. with some of the half
dozen other officers and 130 men sent out

!1k'"^?1^''^
'^^ casualties suffered by the

i8th Hussars on May 13th. was tramping
through Ypres within half an hour after hfjomed the regiment. New to Flanders and
the Ypres Salient, his experience of a gas
attack before he had been in the firing line
twelve hours was a trying one.
MacLachlan was impressed by the warning

to be on the watch for gas. and was in his
forward trenches, awake and alert. His
respirator war ready, and he repeatedly told
his^ troopers to see that theirs were ready

The gas was actually upon the men before
they could distmguish the poison^louds from
the early morning haze that frequently hung
over the lake. ^ *

,«P!t^"^
^^'""^ '"^'^^ ^^ ^^ scattered the

i8th Hussars somewhat, but enough of them
remained m the trenches to hold on until aOerman machine-gun opened on them from
^eir left rear. Seizing the advantage offered
by the retirement of the 28th Division troops.

i
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the Huns came on as swiftly as the dispersing

fhe\8:hlf^' ^"' ^" -- -^^^

MacLachlan. later in the day, tried to writea diary of what happened to him during the
early morning hours, but it contained little
detail. To piece together a coherent story ofsuch events was diflficult

"3.15 a.m., gassed out. 3.30, in again. 4.30.some York and Durham Light Inf^ry officer
showed up. 5.15, twelve men left out of my
sixty^ne. 5.30. six men left. 6.30. jrth
Hussars coming up." So ran the diary.
The Germans poured around the Bellewaarde

Lake on either side of it, and drove the few
remaining x8th Hussars out of the trenches by
an.outflankmg movement with sheer weight ofnumbers The troopers retired across theMenm Road and trailed.over the shell-swept
fields toward Zillebeke, and tjien on to the
southern edge of Ypres.
While the trenches on the lakeside and around

the Hooge Chateau were being torn from the
grasp of the i8th Hussars, the 9th Lancers on

like mA
^'''''^ ^^^ ^^'"^ ^°^' ^^^ ^^^^^"«

The gas so filled their trenches that at some



.oSeW^riT ''"'''"S «''« a dervish

of I^X̂ „'r^r2h't''!»^-'«'<^"'

.he^»n^«.„g„3hi„r.«oftC'^rht'

flank as'the"^'^,*^^- '° Ws left

it acro<s« tU^ tut • J^^^^
oegAn to pour into

the enemy from the .8th Hussars
'^

-^ies or the Buffr^/ShWsT

i >.

ir
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r~fiTo^thl^: """" ^- ^' "<« ^"

Beale-Browne's headquarters were in the

i;T"^ ^°f-
'*'""'' *« Sanctuary Wooi!and not far disunt from the Menin R<4d. Heand Cap^n "Bimbo" Reynolds, the Adjutant

of the 9th, who had been twice woundJ thamoramg, constituted the bulk of the garrison

foui h r? ^•^' "^ *«^ ^* 'hree orfour hundred Germans advancing from thenord. toward, the Menin Road, p^pa^tory to

of the 9th Lancers' trenches. * »
="

At that moment some York and Lancaster
Terntonak, who had been sent up from reserven a wood south of the 9th. arrived. Beale-
Browne at once sent to the Infentry Brigade
for more of them. Lining the nortWn Sgeof the Me wood with the Terries he waitiiuntU the Huns began to stream across the
roadway, then swept them back with volley
after voUey at close range.
This move and the gallant stand made by the

!^Jt"T ',",""" '""« '»« trenches, ably
a^ded by the York and Lancaster lads, savedAe day. A couple of squadrons of the .5th
Hussars also played a gallant part in saving



rJ^ T *° "" ^^ La"^" was heavy

Sfr J^"' ^""'*"' Captain "S
Court, and Captam Noel Edwards were kLthe latter dying from the effect, of^^^'
ing after he had been taken .„ A- k "^ f
Bailleul.

"" ho^ital at

Four other officer, of the 9th were wounded
several men were killed by the ga,. and ?wv^
f«ht hour, later the nlber rf "LiSmdud.^ those gassed and mi,«„g. wa, ,S

in r"^„^f
fenuous struggle wa, proceedingn the front hne trenche,, little wa, known ofthe actual re«Ju of the German attack, ^e^"an .:tached to Beale-Br^wne's heTdquan^

except "Biml»" Reynolds, wa, outtf ^^.
tZr' 'Z'

*" ^''K^Phists. who hung o~

I

the p^^ned a., of the signals dug-outu«
rendlT-

.conmiunication with the rearrendered imposable.

of a!"?!^'^'''^".'""''
°^""'« «'" commandof the Division, and Colonel " Tommv " P!,n,=„a^ took the .st Cavalry Brigal ' ""

The 4th D.G.'^ 15th Hussars, and ,9th

M

h

'
} J



Hussars in reserve in the G.H.Q. line, were as

In spite of this, ,hey pushed their depletedranks forward in support over ground where

and fomed a new line along a road that«^north from and at right angles to the MeSnR<»d, about' 1.000 yarfs west of Hooge

furt^riir^n'''"
*' '^^ from nuldnglurther inroads into our territory, fightinefiercely every hour of the long day

^
The 15th Hussars and 19th Hussars sufferedh^vy casualues. and the 9th Cavalry Bri«le

GnffiAs. us Br^pde Major, who was kilW by

spil''
W"'''°" ^^' '™ '•^'» »«"• i"

trench« W ^'^
,

^''" ""'>' ** Divisiontrenches l<»t were along a front of 800 yards

Jr/f ?'^'^" *'""" «<> ""e YprTs-ftl

^ that road hung on with a bull-dog grip until

and" r""V"f ~""«'-»«t»cks could I^ fol^and^U^nched to retake the g^und that h:^

My friend in the „th Hussars, from whose
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« ,„ k ^v ^' * ""^ *'^«' »e™» of notes» to what happened in front of the ,,tCaXBngade on that memorable ,4th of May.
^

WhJe the nth Hussars were on th^ ri<rhto ^ 9th Lance,^ and therefore on the frijeof the attack a perusal of the following wfflg.ve an idea of what it meant to be in the f«ntime^of the Ypres Salient on a banktllr;

onr;:f;:lrs2Xs- jt If"brealcs. •* dawn

1. ''^r,^" *'"''• °" our immediate frontheavy shelling going on all ™und. Every wf,^

selves, and with the artillery.

qrarters, so messenger despatched. Theh^dquarters of the ..th. Bays.'t.d jth D.a'^

trench hne. The Bays and c.K n
GuarH« .a,.!, I.

^ 5'° Dragoon

ZX!t • °"* '^'"'''°" '" hand
; ^ere

W, -^ ""f*"'** °f *e 4th East YorksTemtonals .„ brigade reserve in the sle

I

<

m
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^4.-Th« Bay. .end ,„ office™" patrol ,

badly ea-edTi^ 9* Lancers have been

^^Sl^e uT'^L^? ^'^ Reinforcement

fro^~B^S^e h^"^ B"8»«l«-Major, arrive,

G H n ,j 'f"5' '^'" gas
: the laments in

^i^^TS^'^'^y- The

Str WrentTe;?B^^'I"?
''^ I^ "

thev «-.,» !- • ^"«^« headquarters

S hoi 'rwas tt°tt"""^ t'" "^O'

.he :st SSgaSeZl'S^^rd.* ""^'^ """ "

6.3a-Lieutenant Milne reports that he
'
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nonh or t',ii':i"rd.%tha:°^^^'*
men gassed, and has u«d uo an v "*'''

fi" op gap, i„ ,he f^I^e t'"^^. ">

reconnaissance to hi, left h L" F^^
Officer Commanding ^k IT*,"^

">«

Regiment had hi, ^.1.1^™: •
Lancaster

«~ yard, east of u 1! " ""^ "^"
saw him. He L ,^ " *'"' »"" "nd

to the section T,L^ T' ""'' " "»«^

.HeOffi cli°-^|wo~n.pa„ie,to

ret^uKrr'pit^rH^H::;"' "---•
«o .he Menin R^Twh^ ^ H"^ "P
Captain F O r,w n ^ ™ "^ found

on with a vifer^^
9.h I^cer,. holding

for reinfo.«:Lron;>"len''.'^ "^""^
his line. A, LieutenL! u '° "rengthen

.-ree putc:^;'rn:rr;s:r *" "=^^"*-

..^"rur thTt ;:°rThe^",r(now only a few ruined hoS , ol^f^cr^ing ground ^y,^ comm^' 1m "^ "" °'

the rear of our position W-^J °* '^8«'

ithHusara-iS"! • .^ ?<'«woneof the>««rs Maxmis and laid it on the village

lii
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Can see our troops falling back. If Hooge
goes, we are in the soup. 9th Lancers head-
quarters are in Louave Wood. Beale-Brown
is in command. He has still got one company
in hand.

10.—Still holding on at Hoo^;;. Can see
more of our infantry moving up from Louave
Wood.
II.—Patrol reports "enemy have broken

through 1 8th- Hussars' line north of Menin
Road, and are working down on the road in
rear of Hooge." Hear heavy firing in that
direction. Send Osborne to officer commanding
Y. and L. to get him to send three companies
to hold northern edge of Louave Wood, with
machine-gun and detachment at farm west of it.

12 noon.—Message sent by runner to Brigade
Headquarters: "Still holding on to Hooge,
but Germans are astride the Menin Road.
Could you push up counter-attack in that
direction? My line of retreat is covered by
German machine-guns in that direction. Several
orderlies have been wounded going backwards
and forwards."

12 noon.—First messenger returned from
Brigade headquarters. Counter-attack is being
organised. Messenger states that on his way
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up he saw about loo infantry straggling back
from the hnes on our right, stating that their

ole battahon had been coot oop." If there
IS any truth in their statement, we are in a
nasty position, so send off at once an officers
patrol m that direction to clear up the situation
and a squadron of the 5th D.G.'s to support the
patrol and form a flank protection in direction
of Maple Copse. No firing has been heard at
all on our right.

12.5 p.m.—Learn that there is a company of
Royal Engineers in the wood near the York
and Lancaster headquarters, so send them
following order

:
" Proceed with Y. and L. guide

to O.C. 9th Lancers in Louave Wood, and ask
him If he can find work for your fifty men in
consolidating the position on northern edge of

12.15.—Germans attacking right of oth
Lancers' line and left of A Squadron, nth
Hussars, with bombs. They are reported to
have broken the 9th Lancers' line at one point,
ut been driven out again.

12.30.—Captain Lawson reports that section
of trench held by Territorials between his left
and 9th Uncers has been captured by Germans.
Ihey are working down his trench with bombs.

f.

. (.
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The captured section slopes up from the stream,
and looks down on the A Squadron trench.

1 2.35-—Interview the officer commanding 4th
Yorks, explain the situation, and tell him to
take another company up, and with the one
already m the second line form a barrier behind
the captured portion, getting touch with the 9th
Lancers on his left and the nth Hussars on his
right.

I.—Message sent to officer commanding
9th Lancers

:
« Have pushed up a support to

form a barrier behind the captured trench
Endeavour to get touch with them from the
switch trench. A counter attack is now taking
place from Potitjze towards Hopge."

1.30.—The pressure on the Menin Road
seems to be relieved. The Germans are still
bombingdown Lawson's trench, but A Squadron
are putting up a good fight with bombs. Lieut
Gunter has been killed.

2.25.~Message sent by runner to Brigade
headquarters. "At about 12.15 Germans
captured portion of 9th Lancers' trench close
to I ith Hussars' left. Company of East Yorks
sent up to form barrier behind broken line
Switch on 9th Lancers' right is now held
mstead of advanced trench. Western edge of



HcK>ge sun held by mixed force of men. Send

Z Ki- uT'"*"i *'°""'^'' ^'^^^' ^""^ »f Germans
establish themselves on Menin Road during the
njght, position of brigade becomes untenable.
If It IS proposed to retire from here it would

Officer Commanding 83rd Brigade that I have
had to call on all the York and Lancasters
except 250 men. Following is disposition ofme at present as known to me :—ist Brigade
line as taken over last night. 2nd Brigade-
9th Lancers, weakened by losses, with left on
Menin Road; right broken but being secured.
Remainder of 9th Lancers, with York and
Lancasters. have formed a line right along
north edge of wood facing north. They have
two machine-guns on their outer flank and
patrols to the Menin Road.
2.45.~Message sent to Brigade headquarters

:

Please airange to send up to-night two
dozen hand grenades per regiment, and
detonators, most important; also two dozen
rifle grenades per regiment and two dozen
extra detcmators per regiment, as the bombs
here are without detonators ; also as many gas-
sprayens as possible. Ask ist Cavalry Division
to send up trench mortars with Royal Horse

T 2

I 1.

! U.



as our men don't understand them Ti,.
•gently required."

'*'"'«''«»'• They are

weIl'*ir;;r^"'K"''r'^''*'°P'"«"«»- situationwen ,„ hand, but hope that counter-attack^
developrngon north side Menin Ro^d Uwson

original Ik! n„!^
*

•
?"8*<^*<=«" 'e-estaWish

forTxi- ^*"' "S""- Make dispositionsfor holding new line from left of B Squadmndown communication trench to
°.

*''"*'"°"

trench; thence along to^l ? .v * '"PP°"

front line Tk- •. " J™"* "P »'*
fa^as HfllJ ?°^ °" '^^ "^ht do^m as

n^Hln^^^i!'u'^'"8'"- The trenches

-Plete the line and/oi:?;Xhl^Srr

hXtTfhrrtS:'!^''--''"'"''"

and mfantor are holding the secondL Ica...ot send you up any mo,, support ; doubl
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dark."
^ '*"'"" ^« """y "ow, wai, until

the right flanlc of the counter atu^k
"^5'' "^^

towards Hooge. The Y and I .
"^ "^

this movemeS. ^^ '^«^°P««t«l in

5.—Following received from Officer Cn.^nanding York and Lancasters- °™"

backoff Ll^""' r^^y '"'^^ been driveneack off the road as far as our left flank rests

wood after leaving a post on Menin R„,/
(acmgnord. Patrols have beenS^ on fo

IttLT1 /°K
"^ '"' ^-^ '°^ ^^^^ hunter!

and the Oxford Hussars will be asked to^nW

m^ T°^'- ^°'^ °f *« enemy have ^t
d^an"d''wur""T' e-p^p—".^nt;
qSe^'^

'^'^ **" '° »"g»-le head-

,n

i t

111

-'fail
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Soon after dark we received orders that the
Brigade would be relieved to-night, but it was
not till past midnight that the relieving regi,
merits arrived. During the hours between
^usk and midnight the enemy attacked
vigorously with bombs both B Squadron andA Squadron trenches. At midnight the
1 6th Lancers arrived to take over. It was
obvious that it was going to be a tight fit to
defeat daylight Not a moment was lost
but It was nearly two o'clock before the last
squadron was relieved. The squadrons moved
off independently, keeping as far as possible on
the low ground. A violent fusilade commenced
on both flanks of the Salient, and " Spares

"

were fairly flying about over our heads. The
Germans were making another gas attack, andC Squadron, which took a more northeriy
route, caught it slighUy. Our casualties were
slight dunng the withdrawal, and it was quite
light by the time we reached Ypres. We raced
on through the town, as shells were falling
about m a most unpleasant manner. We jjot
back to Viamertinghe at 4.30 a.m., the men
absolutely dead beat, having walked seven
miles across country at top speed. We dossed
down to sleep, most of the men preferring the



open to the wooden huts. Forty-eight hours
without a check has been a bit moretL tiring

officer^ killed, twelve men killed, twelve
wounded and four died o» wounds. Lieutenant
Poole who was only slightly wounded on theway back to Ypres, unfortunately succumbed
to tetanus a few days later at Boulogne.

After sweeping over the firing-line and drift-
"« past the G.H.Q. reserve line, on that WhitMonday mornmg, the gas still moved westward.

. ^ .?*"*^ "'"• '=»"«'« » their dug-
outs, had a liberal share, and still more of the
poisonous fumes gathered in ruined Ypres, or
floated on to our divisional headquarters further
to the west Some of the gas was carried as
far back as Vlamertinghe, between four and five
mUes from the German trenches.
"Waiie- Du Cros, running with his ambu-

TIT^T '^Vlamertinghe to a dressing
station weU west of Ypres, was sufficiently over-
come by gas to be for some hours dangerously ill
Hardly a member of the 1st Cavalry Division

Staff, induding General de Lfele himself, escaped
the gas fumes. Red and watery eyes, a ^eWmsh tmge to the complexion, violent h«td.

IH

!^
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ach^. and continual coughing were universal
for the greater part of the forenoon.
Gas shells continually burst over Ypres and

the roads near it. More than once I ran through
pockets of gas, apparently caused by these gas
shells. Every one of us wore respirators ormasks when near Ypres. though " Babe

"

Nicholson mhaled sufficient gas through his
respirator to render him unconscious for five
minutes after a " dash up front."

General Mullens, of the 2nd Cavalry Brigade
and Captain Paget, his Brigade Major, were
brought in a dangerous condition to our head-
quarter. By night they were able to walk
about, but for a time it seemed quite possible
neither would recover.

That evening I asked General Mullens, who
was looking very ill. if he thought he was free
from the effects of the poisoning. "Some-
what, he answered. " No one could imagine
what the experience is like. The helplessness
and mental suffering of it are beyond descrip-

Ypr^ came in for another terrific bombard-
ment that day. The Menin Bridge and theMemn Road proved such death-traps that they
were " closed to traffic " before the day was over.
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Romer Williams, of General Mullens s staff
came through Ypres with a message just as Iwasgomgup. ^ •'

•'You have a fine bruise on your forehead."
said I, pomtmg to a raw bump the size of a
goose-egg. " How did you get it > "

a llnZ^""^' T '^^" ^^ ^"'^^'^
'• " ""Jess

a shell bounced off it. Some of 'em have come
close enough, so I thought they mtgki have
done sa As I was coming back down theMenm Road, an ammunition limber passed me
the horses at full gallop. I watched them cross
the railway metals at the halt. The limber
jumped up into the air when it hit the crossing
and the horses seemed to be skimming the
ground, they were going at such a pace. Just
as the limber bumped up. a flash came, riffht
over It. and when the smoke rolled away the
road led clean on eastward, absolutely empty.
Not a sign of horse, man or limber remained.A big howitzer shell must have hit it squarely
on the outfit, and swept it into the ditch like
the wind would sweep away a leaf. It was a
temble thing to see."

Colonel Browne of the R.A.M.C. and his
staff worked like Trojans. Browne had not
slept smct 7 o'clock on the previous morning

I?

! I
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lit I

'ill I

*"^ ^*^ * ^d touch of uas l.Ic^ .
""

near headquarters
everyone else

cases. worst of the gas

Colonel Bro^^e?^^ !"'' ^T^ '^'""gh

square at Vpres. Theyte;!^!^ " *' "»
«ate .ha. a passing offiL^^.^^J .«";^
down on Ae broken cobble rfJ^*^ '^

i"P^ until an ambulance co^^ ^J^f^T'"'
Theystretchedoutinapatheu^r.!*^-
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Z^L^^ !""^"^^" * ^^ Maria lit attneir feet, shoving them half a dozen vard« ov!rthe stones stiU in line, every mlTon^ J
dead, killed before he kne7ofT. 1^^ ^''%

the sheU.
^'^ '^* <^™»nfir of

iratMi Tk ^ ,
^*°" "^*' ^he chAteau

J^h would have laid ^y , nTL, oITS

=an-«*i^'^'..f
"" <"''«''«>'• New ones

the rooiiT " '''«°*°' P*""! <>« "f

p4icTj'f:i*j;t: his 't'^
'""

»
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tX^^Xw^'''^^ ^L^^}^ ^ ^^^ * dozen
times, sir. complained a hospiul orderly to the

JUS «n t keep his bloomin' mouth shut, he says."
Nasty wound, too." remaiked the doctoras we watched the talkative individual. ••

Bullet'went dean through his face, in one cheek andout the other and carried away every one ofhis upper teeth."
^

But his injury had apparently increased his

Tingle
"^^r'

'"^ ""' ^^^ - ^^Sirt^
It into the ear of a gunner, wounded in bothlegs and unable to escape.

on us he explained. "But I got this 'ere
bloomin' smash in the jawr. and tit tolfk upso much o' me bally time I didn't pay no
attention to no gas. you believe me / I warsn't
the only bloke lyin' there. They was a fairTo our chaps near me.

Kll^'"l
'"''*'"'

7^ *=""'• S""" °' 'he poorWokes that was bloomin' well shot alreadylo,t agia I was jest thinkin" mine was comin'when wot oh I "ere comes three big Prooshuns.

ir^-i^rio^rs'^'^"'""^-^— ^-



Bu, no, a b... They up. with me and crw

wonc An wotdo^.^ think I Them Prooshun^

" 'Bout this time the Buffs was comin' on an'my Prooshuns had to skin out. rapid. Theydjdn t do nothin' to me only say. 'VtaT' in
Dutch. The fire got so 'ot I crawled off downa cnck-thing full of the stinkinest stuff that
ever got called water. I rounded a. ,„d. after

little. They saw me and bloomin' near shotmy 'ead off, so I lay still.

•• Then I crawled more. I 'ad got in front
Of some more o our chaps by then. Biir 'uns
was gom' orf right there, an' 'eads was down
you bet. I was gettin' closer, when a fat-'ead

more I oHered the more 'e let off 'is silly
gun. E It my pore ol' cap, 'e did. Then

"^Um'"^
'^"^' "'"" °''' *"' ^^""^ ^"""^ ^"' *"d

"
'
^ho are you ?

' says a orficer chap. ' I'mdamned ,f I know.' says I. ' IVe been shot at

^1
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"'Mad,' says a cove, short-like. 'Send
I in '

*im in.

•' * An' 'ere I am, with no jawr much left.'

"'Humph,' commented the doctor as he
walked away. • Guess he could stand the loss
of «)me more jaw and not kill him. He seems
to have plenty left.'

"

A more sinister story was told by a trooper
shot through the thigh. He said the Germans
got into one of our trenches, in which they
found hmi and nine of his comrades. Five of
the ten had been hit The Huns told the
wounded to crawl away to as safe a place as
they could find, and they straightway wrigeled
off down the trench, as directed.

With a scowl on his face a big' German said
to the five unwounded men, " We don't want
yoH, Go

!

•• He pointed his finger to the
shell-swept field that led toward the British
reserve line. The five started on a run, but
had not gone far when the rat-tat-tat of a
machine-gun behind them commenced. In an
instant the air was full of bullets. Four of the
five men fell dead. The fifth was the man
who told the story. He fell, he said, at the
first sound <^ the quick-firer, and thus escaped
with a bullet through his leg.
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ThU lof*
planned for 6 o'clock

ifte Bmish guns deared the wav <nl.„jji
for the 6 o-clock attack. " M«he/^ Ij '^

feU mto a line of rufned housf „t^ h^^

brick; abouMhet^ ,C"'~ ''"°"'^ *=
cWckens. aZcZ.'^'Z"l!::L°"-

'^'
?.h Lancers- trenches ^S[ taZ^uV^nto the Huns as they WtSvL and L"^'''were seen to fall

numbers

morning of the nevf rlo„ *i / ociock m the

V
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The Cavalry had lost heavily, and was still

to lose before the second battle of Ypres was
finished, though the ground won by the Huns
on the 24th of May marked their furthermost
westerly advance.

The part played by the infantry in the second
Ypres struggle was greater, numerically, than
that of the cavalry, but the work done by the
troopers wds of inestimable value. Their re-
sistance broke the back of the enemy's onslaught
at its most tense moments.
The work of the Queen's Bays on May 13th,

and the 9th Lancers and 15th Hussars on
May 24th, will long live in the annals of the
British Army.
The following officers were awarded the

Distinguished Service Order, the task of selec-
tion for the awards from so great a number of
instances of gallant conduct during these May
days being a most difficult one :—
Major George Harold Abseil Ing, 2nd

Dragoon Guards (Queen's Bays). At Ypres
on May 13th, 1915, when the line was broken
beyond the right flank of his regiment, he came i

out of his trench in the front line, stood on the
road in the open under heavy shell-fire, stopped
the retirement of forty men of another unit, and
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far-reaching. '^ ^"*"' action were.

Major Charles William M^
(Prince of Wales SoSHi "''"°''' '"'^

Ypres, on May „th VoVTi,' '^^^ Near
g'l^t'y and ability ;„'„'„??""' '"'"Pi^ous
men who were retfL '°"f^""« and rallyiW

"-ough th^^XH?,^?!".-^ ^''*"^-

counter-attack he r!w^ '~^"°"- I" our
'•-^ r".Vt rrSe^:„f-.<'p«-
whilst he lav in th*. /.«

"<^ement to his men
-* his legTa.t^'^ ""'^ ''^'^ *eIMre

R^)tnS" ^rM^"-- ^* (Queen's
very heavy attack wLZle^n' tT'r'

"*"" "
near Hooge, Caotairp ""^ '^"nt line

n&ntorZ th^tTd tT^T* "P '° /h-
able i-iformati™ r^d^r^J' "?* ^''^ ^i"'
May .3th he^L,^'!"'*' '"*^"°"- O-
»»istance in taktan. *^'** P<«»*le

reporting on variou.= I^ • ''" '""«. and
an example of^^nJ"""' f'*^°^- He set

^ «wice wo^JS^ "1?" P-^'^ He has
paign.

"'^ previously in this cam-

V
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The following eight cavalry officers were
awarded the Military Cross for their work in
the Salient :

—

Captain Stewart Graham Menzies, D.S.O.,
2nd Life Guards. Near Ypres, on May 13th,

191 5, after his Commanding Officer had been
wounded, displayed conspicuous ability, coolness
and resource in controlling the action of his
regiment and rallying the men.

Captain Edward Archibald Ruggles-Brise,
Essex Yeomanry, T.F. For conspicuous
gallantry and ability, near Ypres, on May 13th,

191 5, when he held a position gained in a
counter-attack, although entirely isolated, until
ordered to withdraw at night. He had only
fifty men under his command.

Captain Guy Franklin Reynolds, 9th (Queen's
Royal) Lancers. For splendid work on May
24th, 1915, near Hooge. When the head-
quarters of the 9th Lancers were gassed, he
constantly brought reports from the trenches
under very heavy fire, and helped to reorganise
thr defence of the left section. Also when
the enemy attempted to enter Louave Wood,
he was invaluable in helping to reorganise
the defence. He set the finest possible
example of calmness, coolness, and courage
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^ifiJ handling ofLtu^ ^"^ «"""« "^
on May 34^, ,° " "'f squadron, near Hooee
H» s4dl;'^..„7^,-« valuable r«X
took fonrarf ^^ ^„3„'»<''y 8»«ed, he

stn^flershecollected "^*';.'°g«Aer »'*
.•"der veor heavy shd'l firf -^l?

°*" '"""'"e.

•he line on his left 1^ f "^y- ""^ *heH

^ flank with g^.^k'^.'^y
he doubled back

the utmoM gallal^ ,f5,
.'".^ "-"tinued wiih

Lieutenant Kenlh n ,"" P^'t'on-

of Lochbuie n* ,?r t?.^"™* Maclaine

"""•J of his squ^nIf^ «?^k in com-
«a«es. on May ,,* " ,

^,"^'« ^i"™-
'"flful leading of a ™?, f' ^f 8«"«t and
"hich he J^ i^fo^l'of^^X .4th. by
He volunteered to lead^ f .^'" ""l"'-
forward by day iJ^^ P"™'' '^ P"shed

r*™«> "'th ; go^ '"±"' °' °" h°e. and
hne then held by^^e ^H "^

i" *^ "''^
determination and skill in I, !;•,•

'^°'' '=°°''««.

""<^ <««cu,t cir^iL.t'^rH^:
U 2
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May 24th, 1915. He had been ordered up
with his squadron to reinforce the left of
another cavalry regiment, when the line north
of the Menin Road gave way, and the situation
became critical. Lieutenant Maclaine showed
great skill in taking up a new position, facing
north and west to meet the new situation, and
maintained his position under most critical

circumstances until relieved at 2.15 the next
morning. His action contributed greatly to-
wards maintaining intact the line south of the
road.

Lieutenant William Spurrett Fielding
Johnson, Leicestershire Yeomanry, T.F. For
conspicuous gallantry near Ypres on May 13th,

1915- Was with Major Martin, and continued
the action until the squadron was reduced to
thirteen men. Afterwards displayed great
coolness in withdrawing to a flank and joining
a cavalry brigade.

Lieutenant James Archibald Garton, North
Somerset Yeomanry, T.F. Near Ypres on
May 13th, 191 5, showed great coolness and
daring. Held his position throughout the day,
notwithstanding that the trenches had been
blown in, and inspired all ranks by his behaviour.
After all senior oflficers were killed or wounded,
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he assumed conilil^iiid^ the recrim*.n. a- "i

—

dayliehtT^H ,
'' •" 8« """^ the line in

-^ba:^e^"j:S;fWea.Hs,He
From the forgoing list of honours it would

Dragoon Guards "W»»;i«* •
^aies;

Ho^e F.^^ J u
"^^ *" command of

offi3
^""^ '^^ ^^J^**"»"g trenches." the

On the 25th the regiments took stock of

called at the headquarters of Colonel Burnett
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of the 1 8th Hussars, hearing he was in a
dangerous condition from gas poisoning. No
one was allowed to see him, and fears for his

recovery were expressed by those who attended
him. Burnett was soon afterwards sent home,
where he was compelled to spend many long

months of convalescence before he was able to

rejoin his r^^ent.
Acting Adjutant Hill, of the i8th Hussars,

had not been aole to make out any accurate list

6f casualties. Two officers of the r^[iment
were known to have been killed by gas, and
five others were wounded. The killed, wounded
and missing totalled nearly 190 out of less than
300. Many of the missing, it was hoped, would
prove to have been gassed but slightly, and be
able soon to resume their duties.

As the sun went down that evening their

comrades of the 9th Lancers buried the bodies
of Francis Grenfell and " Algy " Court

Court's face wore a smile, as thoi^h he was
quietly sleeping. Grenfell, shot through the
heart at the height of the battle, bore, too, a
look of deep peace, as if at last he had cheerfully

gone to a better country, to join his beloved
brother " Rivy," from the shock of whose death,

on the Aisne, Francis had never recovered.
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JUujKh friend, and fine men. both G^fe,,

Whatever Peace may brintr us it .»«
repUce U>e ones WariLZL' ' "" "'""

But they have left behind ,hem their example

Khf Wi^? r"""" *""«• *» fieh' for

h^ of
,.^'* *« "'"'ory enshrined in thehearts of those they have left behind, victorvlies not with the grave, for a.oK i-

^
deathless.

""='' '"'** "«
At an early hour on the 26th of May, Generalde Lisle was apprised of his appointmenuo ,he

^:^^ °'
'l^'

*'* DivisioHhich 2I^°
*:

fHaSr'

"^"^ «"»- ^--

Lftea-t^iricr:;-^? -
In the course of conversation I told' theGeneral how sorry I was that I was „o, toaccompany him.

' ' was not to

"I much wish that you were," said he. "

I

doubt rf I can take you to the Dardanel^ • bu

war Uttice, I will do what I ran *« k«
attached to my new Divirfon."

^'^ ''°"

After a morning of racing back and forth
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^twecn the front and St. Omer. wc sped to
^ulogne, arriving in time to catch the afternoon

No one could have been kinder than Geneial

a^Tw JH^'"''
°^ ^"PP"^ ^d Transport

at the War Office. In his office, next morning,
I met General de Lisle ; but General Lont
could only tell us that "it will very likely bea long, long, time before motor cars will be
required m the Dardanelles ; and. as you know.
Americans are not eligible for commissions iii
tile Bntish Army, even should you apply for

V^.-'^A ' r" '" *^'"™' Headquarters in
France deeply «,rry to say "Good-bye" to
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